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97 LB. ENGINEER HURLS PRIMA DONNA
ACROSS THE ROOM.
Roland has the ideal way to put
sopranos. guitar players, tubas. even
sound effects in their place.
Were referring to the digital wonder
you see before you. The Roland
Sound Space
Processor
(RSS).
The first
and only product that lets
you rearrange
the musical
"furniture" so
to speak. instead of merely adjusting
the levels or adding sound effects.
With RSS, all it takes is one finger to
make a guitar riff travel all around the
room. And with the same finger, you
could make Helga here sound even
bigger than she actually is.
You see. RSS expands the overall
spatial imaging of a recording. Sonically speaking, its like opening a window
you never had before.
Sound images can be easily localized right or left. above or below well
beyond the limited space defined by
two speakers.
And because RSS is encoded during the mixing process, theres no
decoding to worry about.
Which means. these ear-opening
results can be
enjoyed by
anyone who
has a boom
box, home entertainment
system or ste r
eo TV.
So whether
Now you can ,(.,, e sound any
re a reCOrd where around the ro om with lust
you
y
ing engineer,
a sweep of your finger
effects editor,
artist or producer. you owe it to yourself
to get an earful of the remarkable
Roland RSS.
For more information. call (213)
685 -5141. ext. 337.
But be forewarned. Once you experience one of your mixes with RSS, you'll
probably be hurling musicians around
the room every chance you get.

-
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Roland'
Pro Audio /Video Group
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IIIIIPRETHÉTINGLEXICON

digital effects processor with analog and digital
inputs and outputs, time code
automation, and magnificent
A unique

sound.

Total MIDI control
THE ART

AND

SCIENCE OF SOUND

Connectivity redefined

There may be digital effects processors that rival some of the
300's features, but you'll never
find one with them all. The 300
delivers precise delay and stereo
pitch shifting, as well as stunning

reverb and ambience. It automates sound changes with
SMPTE /EBU time code. And it
inputs and outputs analog, as well
as consumer and professional digin any combination.
ital formats
All with magnificent Lexicon Sound.
The 300 is a powerful tool in
audio for video applications

-

where time code synchronization
is essential. And in digital video
editing, the 300 ensures that
scene changes are handled
in the digital domain.
smoothly
Because the 300 has digital inputs and outputs, it's the perfect
choice for RDAT and CD mastering. And for music production
there is an incomparable set of
sounds, as you would expect
from Lexicon.

3001111111

The 300 redefines connectivity
standards for digital signal processors. Unique analog and
digital circuits accept analog
signals or digital signals in the
consumer SPDIF or professional

AES /EBU formats. Whether the
source is a CD player, RDAT
recorder, or open reel digital
the 300 identifies and
deck
locks onto the incoming format.
You can then select between
analog and consumer or
professional output formats,
regardless of the
input format.

-

With the 300's real time MIDI automation you can record parameter
changes on most any sequencer.
The 300 also includes Lexicon's
Dynamic MIDI° allowing you to
control the 300's effects parameters from any MIDI controller.
And of course, the sound is
superb. The 300 delivers nearly unmeasurable distortion and

exceptional phase linearity
through the use of state -of- the-art
converters.
They're so advanced you
can use their outputs as a
system reference.
The 300 joins the
Lexicon family of digital
effects processors. From
the economical LXP -1 to the
world renowned 480L, they all
share the Lexicon Sound.
For more information about the
300 or any of Lexicon's products, call
(617) 736 -0300, FAX (617) 891 -0340,
or write Lexicon, Inc., 100 Beaver St.,
Waltham, MA 02154.

-

Consumer in, professional out,
analog in, digital out. The 300
handles them all. You can even
mix analog and digital signals.
This kind of connectivity just
isn't available anywhere else.
Circle (5) on Rapid Facts Card
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It takes great skill and
experience to create t}.e

distinctive flavor and power

of a fine musical instrument.

Rane equipment is uni..luely

engineered with the same

meticulous craftsmanship,
perfected through conénuous technological innovation.

To accurately preserve he

full richness of compte:
acoustic timbre is the rr ost

demanding challenge of
audio reproduction. Tlats

why discriminating artsts

1t

and engineers have corne

to appreciate the audib
difference in Rane gear
Purity. By design.

PURE
AS
RANE
10802 - 47th Ave. W.

Everett, WA 98204

(206) 355-6000
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Tomorrow's Lesson
Think of education and you probably
think of school, maybe K through 12, plus
four years of campus life. Some might
think of vocationally- related educational
endeavors, from activity- specific institutions to OJT.
But most of us believe that education
equals schooling: students plus teachers
in rectangular rooms with lots of desks.
Self- discovery or life -learned lessons hardly figure in to this traditional picture. Yet
the latter is how most of us got to where
we are today.
With few exceptions, the majority of us
audio pros were driven by personal desire,
emotion and curiosity to devour all we
could on the given subject we absolutely
be it music or scoring or editadored
until we could actually
ing or mixing
do it for a living.
Maybe we hung out in sessions, watching a friend or mentor over their shoulder. Or maybe we taught ourselves on
gear bought with paper route money, or
from an other-industry business we sold.
Whatever we did, it worked. And it most
likely happened outside of a classroom.
As such, what we probably learned is
what interested us, which made for holes
in the patchwork of our total technical understanding. In my travels, it is common
to meet someone who is an absolute
definitive expert at one aspect of audio,
and a babe in the woods in another area.
Imagine, for a moment, how audio pros
might quantify their abilities if they had
to. Any possible test, objective or otherwise, which creative and talented audio
producers might take would only indicate

- -

where their particular backgrounds
sourced from. How would you quantify or
valuate these peoples' abilities? How tied
to knowledge is it?
There was a time, harking back to early Abbey Road days with technicians in
white lab coats, when all young upstarts
passed through sanctified apprenticeships.
Engineering hopefuls had to know the
technology cold; producers had to know
music or business, if not both. These were
givens, hard demands of the job positions,
as stipulated when hired. Programs were
set up within companies to develop, train
and nurture inside talent.
But that process pretty much died with
the demise of the owned-and -operated studio system. Vocational recording and production schools took up where in -house

training left off, adding new twists and updating with the times. But after formal inhouse studio training ceased, the majority of upcomers had to get their chops on
the streets or via other non -traditional
means.
Maybe not so ironically, this has gone
hand -in -hand with the shifting technology. In many segments of the industry (but
not all!), it is an audio production world
where you virtually don't need to know
anything technical to put together abso-

lutely stellar, completely listenable
product.
This doesn't negate the fact, of course,
that audio is still a technical industry. As
practitioners, we are far more valuable if
we have knowledge, experience and perspective, no matter the specific nature of
the projects that require our attention. ft's
still important for those of us active in the
field to grasp, cold, the size and scope of
what there is to know.
And, working on the hopefully not outmoded (yet) assumption that there are still
things which a practitioner in the field of
electronics,
audio needs to understand
analog and digital signal processing, loudwe've put
speakers, mics and acoustics
together a tasty little collection of basic
but hardly shallow questions on subjects
that many of us deal with daily. It's a test
on audio techno stuff, but don't let it intimidate you. For some it will be old hat
and boring. To others it will be Greek.
Such is the nature of our industry today.
Score yourselves. The answers are in the
back. Photocopy the blank answer sheet
and pass it along to your friends, if you
like. When you're done, fold up the score
page and mail it back to us. Well enroll
you in a random drawing we've assembled
exclusively for our readers. A number of
manufacturers who believe in education
as much as we do have donated some
wonderful gear.
Don't worry, prize eligibility won't be
tied to your test scores. Nobody is expected to know everything about all the applications of pro audio. We don't really
want to know how well you did. We want
to see where our readers stand in general, as a group. It helps us target the articles.
Grade yourselves. We'll trust you. And
while you're on your way to the test pages,
be sure to read Bruce Merley's excellent
piece in this month's Sound Business
column. It's a good insight into why we
need to keep our learning chops up.

-

-

Mike Joseph
Editor
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Where's The Zero?
From: Richard Parker,
Philadelphia.

WHYY-FM,

Thanks for the very informative article
"Where's The Zero?" [June 1991], which
addresses a very important issue
calibration levels for DAT recording. I must
confess, though, that I found Bob Bushnell and Rick Schwartz a bit cranky in
their approach to the problem, particularly their criticism of DAT manuals. There
are a lot of units out on the market, some
of them intended for the pro market, some
not.
We have been using Panasonic SV-3700
DAT machines in all of our studios and remote music recording gigs for nearly a
year. On page 26 of the SV-3700 manual,
it states, "First supply +4dBu (reference
level) analog signals and then adjust the
recording level so that a peak level of 18dB is indicated ..." and right up front,
on pages 4 and 10, it refers to the fact that
"Standard I/O level of +4/ -10 is shown

-

at -18dB."
One of the misunderstandings with digital peak levels in general might simply lie
in the area of seeing the relationship between VU and peak levels in the real
world. In his remarkable tome, "Handbook for Sound Engineers" (Howard W.
Sams & Co., 1987), Glenn Ballou tells us

that "...on voice or music, the peak may
be 10dB to 12dB above the VU reading ..."
(in a discussion of VU meter ballistics and
the associated "crest" factor).
In general, I think it is safe to assume
that, with a -18 zero reference, we can let
the DAT peak meters happily bounce
around -3 or so and feel confident that
the recording will play back through our
console and bounce the VU meter needle
around 0 to +3. I have no particular quarrel with Mrs Bushnell's and Schwartz's
suggestion to set zero reference at -20, but
I'm perfectly happy to defer to Panasonic's manual recommendation of -18. Because the SV-3700 has become a sort of
de facto standard for judging the performance of DAT machines in general, why not
run with it?
I know that many engineers think that
they aren't doing their jobs if the meters
aren't pegging whatever scale they are
currently using (I suspect the same people insist on driving high -performance
sports cars on 55mph highways) and doing this on digital equipment is just asking for problems. (If your console had a
wide range peak meter that read up to

6
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+24, would you really keep the needle
there ?) What it really comes down to is,
calibration is calibration, and there is no
substitute for proper documentation. So,
when in doubt, lay down your tones, write
down what you did for the next guy/gal,
and if need be, go back and dig up that
old audio text that explains the difference
between peak and VU levels.

a

union crew deliberately slow down just

to get a few extra dollars. Much more often, I have seen a lack of preparation by
producers, sound companies or road crews
sabotage local crew budgets.
It is no coincidence that most workers
in this field aspire to become members of
a union because they recognize that the
best workers are there. Your cartoon does
a disservice to all.

From: John Herman, Sunnyside, NY.
In reference to your article on digital calibration levels, I'd like to make the following comments:
First, while I agree that -20dB is a good
nominal level for digital recording, I disagree with the recommendation of leaving five seconds between the end of the
tones and the start of program.
Second, I disagree with your advice to
start the DAT one second before rolling
the 24-track. I would suggest leaving 30
seconds blank at the head of the DAT, then
print 30 seconds of 1kHz, 10kHz and
100Hz tones. After this, you should leave
one minute blank.
The reason for the 30 seconds before
the tones is that it ensures that no one will
put the DAT in, press play and hear lk at
some God -awful volume. The reason for
leaving one minute after the tones is that
this ensures that you are well away from
the tones when you go to play the mix for
the record executive or the singer's grandmother. This also isolates the tones from
the program.
I also recommend leaving at least 20
seconds between takes. This prevents the
possibility of going over the fade of the
previous take. This is what we follow at
Right Track Studio in New York.
In closing, I'd like to say that I thought
the article was quite good and that I consider REP to be an excellent magazine.

Union Slam?
From: Chris Wood, San Francisco.
I can't figure out what the Spike and Mic
cartoon in the May issue is trying to say.
Sure, union workers make good money,
but I think most people in the live sound
game would admit that union crews get
the job done faster and safer than nonunion crews.
Discussion of pay is a common topic
among union crews that I have been on,
especially near the hour during a slow,
late -night load -out, but I have never seen

Unbalanced Levels
From Stephen A. Cisler, Louisville, KY.
Attention, all mixers:

Is

there a nation-

al conspiracy concerning unbalancing levels of background to lyrics or speech in

most of today's media?
As a listener to all forms of sound since
1925, I am convinced that modern mixing pays little attention to the clarity of any
song or speech coming through with intelligence.
From the mumbling of TV morning talk
shows to the sonic garbage of rap or rock
music, we are losing the meaning of
words. Screaming, caterwauling females
and semi -males lose all impact of their lyrics with the cover -up levels of the band,
plus crowd noise. Sloppy diction and
grunts of movie characters leave us saying, "What did he say ?"
Mixers should be required to listen to the
final output on consumer sound and not
the cloistered halls and super monitors of
the recording studios. You are not getting
through these days. Admittedly, we are not
missing too much on some of this stuff,
but even the superior works show up the
defect. A song needs words. A speech
needs clarity to convey the utmost.
Mixing experts, musicians and good
listeners should be asked to compare present mixing with the simple results of the
old.
I began as an engineer in 1925 building
complete broadcast stations. I started with
carbon mics and have gone through the
condenser era. I have been a mixer and
studio producer on big city live talent and
big band pickups, in and out of studios.
My ears have checked out as balanced for
years, and no defects are known to me.
My impression is arrived at over years of
listening, and as of late, with the opinions
of listeners, not engineers.
Send letters to REP, Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212,
fax 913-541-6697, or CompuServe mail 73477,2467. Letters
must be signed and may be edited for length and clarity.
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THAT TOOK THIS
MANY YEARS 10
PERFECT, WILL
BE A CLASSIC
FOR YEARS
TO COME.

Get this new classic today
and avoid the rush.
No on a knows exactly what makes
a product a classic bL t everyone knows

which products quali y. We do kncw
that "star dards" of th industry always
excel in technical per ormance, co-nfort,
durability and appearance so with these as
our c teria the V Series
was designed to be
supe-ior to any headset o the market. By
all amounts, after years
of development, we
succeeded.
Technically the
V Series specs are a
cut above the rest.
-1

fA

)del V220

V B-I1

vntF

Dynarrc

Mic opt on

But classics are created over time
by the people who use them, not by
manufacturers' claims, so let your own
ears confirm our data.The revolutiona-y
floating earcup conforms to any head
shape or size for a more comfortable
fit. But, of course, you'll realize that atte
one of those long, grueling production
days. We know the materials and workmanship are second to none, but only
time can tell about its durability. However, when enough time has passed
to be a fair test, the V Series will already
be a classic.
For complete details about the unique
V Series modular ordering concept,
outstanding specs and the comfortable

Earcup fits any
head shape or size.

new earcup design write to Telex
Communications, 9600 Aldrich Av So.,
Minneapolis, MN 55420,
(612) 887 -5550.

ioc

TELEX.
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Education. It's an ongoing thing. In the spirit of this issue's National Audio Test,
we present thumbnails of some of the audio books published in the past couple of
years.
We've noticed that writing an audio book can be tricky. It's a balancing act between

presenting enough basic information without sacrificing a professional readership.
Only you can determine what your knowledge needs are; the focus of each of these
books is slightly different.
"Audio Design: Sound Recording Techniques for Film and Video," by Tony Zaza,

"Modern Recording Techniques," by
David Miles Huber and Robert A. Runstein,
1989, Howard W. Sams and Co., Indianapolis.
Third edition of this best -seller might be considered too basic to some professionals, but
could be useful for reference purposes. Includes updated information on digital technology and MIDI.

1991, Prentice -Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
This, the first of two recent books by Zaza,
covers creative sound use in film, video, A/V
and multimedia applications. Designed for beginning instruction or professional reference.

"Audio in Media," by Stanley

R.

Alten,

1991, Wadsworth Publishing Co., Belmont,
CA. Designed as a text for college level
courses, the scope of this book makes it ap-

"Sound Recording Handbook," by John

M. Woram, 1989, Howard W. Sams & Co. Another audio guru, the author of "The Recording Studio Handbook." His most recent tome

plicable for professional reference. Covering
audio technology and production in radio, TV,
film and music recording, "Audio in Media"
is in its third edition, and features new material to cover the recent changes in the industry.

covers all the bases. After starting with recording studio fundamentals, the author deals
with the complete recording chain, without
neglecting recent technical developments.

"Stereo Microphone Techniques," by
Bruce Bartlett, 1991, Butterworth Heinemann, Stoneham, MA. The author, a
technical writer for Crown International,
claims this to be the first text devoted to stereo miking. Designed to teach the often complex subject to beginners and also be a
reference to pros.

"Audio Technology Fundamentals," by
Alan A. Cohen, 1989, Howard W. Sams & Co.,
Indianapolis. As new -generation technology
allows people to create great audio without
the traditional recording backgrounds, knowledge gaps inevitably occur. This book assumes only a basic knowledge of math, electricity and other aspects of audio and offers
an overview of audio systems, signals and circuits. Useful for pros needing information on
basic audio tech.

In addition, don't overlook these older
books: "Handbook for Sound Engineers: The
New Audio Cyclopedia," by Glenn Ballou;
"Sound System Engineering," by Don and
Carolyn Davis; and "Principles of Digital Audio," by Ken Pohlmann. For more emphasis on
sound reinforcement, check out "Successful
Sound System Operation," by F. Alton
Everest. Studio managers wanting business information should consider "The Studio Business Book," by Jim Mandell.

"Mechanics of Sound Recording, by
Tony Zaza, 1991, Prentice -Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, NJ. The second of two recent books by

the author, this volume covers audio recording pertaining to film and video. Also contains
info on location audio and operating the
Nagra, said to be the first book to do so.

"Music, Sound and Technology," by

John M. Eargle, 1990, Van Nostrand Reinhold,
New York. Grammy-winning engineer deals
with recording from an acoustical perspective, which he says will help recordists utilize
recording technology better, whether they're
recording acoustic or electronic music.
8
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Finally, a comprehensive catalog of technical media on audio and related topics is available from Alan Gordon Enterprises, 1430 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028;
214 -466 -3651; fax 213 -871 -2193.

PEOPLE
The 10th annual Lyra Awards honored the
five audio teams nominated for the Academy Awards Achievement in Sound category. Sponsored by 3M, the Lyras honored
the following professionals: For "Dances
With Wolves,' Russell Williams II,
Jeffrey Perkins and Greg H. Watkins;
for "Days of Thunder;' Charles Wilborn,

Donald O. Mitchell, Richard C. Kline
and Kevin O'Connell; for "The Hunt for
Red October;' Richard Bryce Goodman,
Don Bassman, Richard J. Overton and
Kevin F. Cleary; for "Total Recall;' Nelson Stoll, Michael J. Kohut, Carlos
DeLarios and Aaron Rochin; for "Dick
Tracy;' Thomas Causey, Chris Jenkins,
David E. Campbell and D.M. Hemphill.
Original music scoring mixers also honored were Shawn Murphy, "Dances
With Wolves"; Jay Rifkin, "Days of Thunder"; Tim Boyle, "The Hunt for Red October"; Bruce Botnick, "Total Recall ";
and Dennis Sands and Shawn Murphy,
"Dick Tracy" ... Thomas M. Spain has
been appointed national sales manager of
Studer's Revox division, for both consumer and professional products. At
Studer Editech, Matt Ward has been

named training and product manager ...
Michael Price has been named vice
president of engineering at E -mu Systems
Opcode Systems has hired Jim Montgomery as director of research and development ... Wil Sharpe has left his position as Showco's sales representative to
become a partner in a management company. Robin Magruder, Showco's senior
vice president of sales and marketing, and
M.L. Procise, who has been named senior sales executive, will now handle all
sales and marketing ... David H. Davies
has been named vice president of development engineering at Ampex Recording
Media ... Andy Wild has joined Euphonix as vice president of sales and marketing ... Telex has named James
McFarland as vice president of corporate
development ... Technical Audio Devices
has named Hiro Takahori manager of
technical applications and development;
Leon Sievers has been promoted to senior product planner ... Steve Albanese
has been named media production supervisor of the Recording Workshop ... Avid
Technology has promoted Curt A.
Rawley to president and chief operating

waEtc D h
DCC: The April 1992 launch of Digital Compact Cassette
may be hampered by a lack of duplication facilities. Billboard reported that mass -production capabilities will not
be on -line until late 1993.

Record Labeling: The Lousiana Senate has defeated a bill
that would make it a misdemeanor to sell records with
warning labels to minors. Previously, the bill had passed
the state's House of Representatives.

Copyright: The lawyer representing a background singer suing Paula Abdul's record company claims that the
singer has a claim in the recording copyright. Because
singer Yvette Marine made substantial contributions to
three tracks on "Forever Your Girl," she became a joint
owner of the copyright. Question: When does copyright
apply to a studio recording? According to the lawyer,
Steven Ames Brown (quoted in Entertainment Law & Finance), "The copyright attaches to the work when it is
fixed on tape, rather than when the tapes are mixed ...
the mix is a derivitive work."

"When people go Into a recording studio and make substantial contributions to a work, each automatically becomes a joint owner of
the copyright. A smart producer or record company will have every
person who makes a substaitial contribution sign off on the
copyright."

-

Lawyer Steven Ames Brown, representing background singer Yvette
Marine in her suit against Virgin Records, as quoted in Entertainment
Law & Finance.

officer.
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STUDIO UPDATE
Name /Location
Details
NORTHEAST
Howard Schwartz Recording /New York Audio sweetening engineer George Meyer
has joined the staff.
Soundwave /Washington,

D.C.

ZBS Productions /Fort Edward, NY

Composer Robert "Buck" Brown has joined
the facility's original music division.
Recent awards include an Association for
Independents in Radio Award for excellence
and innovation, and a Corporation for Public
Broadcasting Silver Award for outstanding

technical achievement.
MIDWEST
Technisonic Studios /St. Louis

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
The Arthur Company /Universal City
EFX Systems/Burbank

Pacific Ocean Post /Los Angeles

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Audio Production Group /Sacramento

Facility has donated three Ampex tape
machines and two EMT reverb plates to
Webster University's media communication
department.
Tom Buel has been promoted to vice
president of operations.

Automation capacity of the Harrison
Seriesfen B console has been upgraded.
A $2.5 million

expansion has been
completed; services now include telecine,
graphics, off -line and on-line editing, and
audio sweetening.
New facility featuring an AMS AudioFile,
Neotek Elite, Studer A80, Panasonic SV-3500
and an Apple Macintosh SE with a variety of

software. Ralph and Diane Stover are owners.
Address: 3100 Fite Circle, Suite 105,
Sacramento, CA 95827; 916 -362 -2540; fax
916-368-4133.
DESIGNERS
Walters -Storyk Design Group/
New Paltz, NY
MANUFACTURERS
Adams -Smith

10

R

John Storyk has completed the rennovation
and expansion of Cove City Sound's Studio B.
Recent sales: Howard Schwartz Recording,
System 2600; Vidfilm Services (Glendale, CA),
System 2600 E -A /V audio editor; Tele -Cine
Group (London), System 2600 E-A /V audiofor-video editor; John Wood Sound
(Manchester, England), System 2600 rack.

Digital House recently mastered and
replicated a 99 -track CD for the Minnesota Department of Education, said to be
one of the first to fully use all of the available tracks in the format.

Gand Music and Sound has opened
Gand Custom Installation. Hank Norton,
formerly in Gand's pro audio department,
has been promoted to lead the division.

Solid State Logic has received a special
commendation from the British government for sales success in Japan, as part
of a program encouraging export to Japan. More than 150 SSL consoles are installed in Japan; a survey of the Japanese
audio community indicates that SSL is the
market leader.

Panasonic has released the SV-3900

Soft-

ware Developer's ToolKit, which contains
custom -designed C and Pascal utilities that
simplify the preparation of software programs for controlling the DAT machine.
The system is available to software developers and manufacturers of workstations, automation controller and editing
systems, for inclusion within their own applications.

Sound Reinforcement Services is a new
company specializing in the design, manufacture and rental of high -end, horn loaded sound systems. The company is located at 857 Newton Bridge Road, Athens,
GA
30607;
404 -549 -6023;
fax
404 -549-0574.

Gauss Loudspeakers has appointed Taub
Sales, Silver Spring, MD, as its exclusive
representative in southern New Jersey,
eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and Washington, D.C.

AKG Acoustics

Great American Radio has purchased five
DSE 7000 production workstations.

Digital Audio Research

The BBC has purchased a DASS 100 digital
audio interface.

DynaudioAcoustics

Euro Disney has purchased M3, M2 and Ml
monitors for its 2 -room facility.

AVCOM as its

Focusrite Audio Engineering

Ocean Way Studios (Hollywood) has
purchased a 72 -input console.

Walters-Storyk Design Group has ap-

Neve

Console sales: CTS Studios (London), 60channel VRP; Paul McCartney, 60-input VR72.

Otari

Masterfonics (Nashville) has purchased the
first DTR- 900-II 64 -track recording system.
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AudioControl Industrial has appointed
representative in Ohio, West
Virginia and western Pennsylvania.

pointed Robert Margouleff & Associates
as its West Coast representative.

Sales of New England Digital's Synclavier and PostPro systems have reached
900 worldwide.
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Paula Abdul:
"Spellbound"

Mozart String Quintets /Artis
Quartett, Michael Schnitzler,
Viola II

Luther Vandross:
"Power Of Love"

Label: Sony
Produced by: David Mottley
Engineered by: Sid McLauchlan
Recorded at: The Mozartsaal, Konzerthaus
Wien

SPARS Code: DDD

MOZART. STRING QUINTETS

No.3mCMataK 515'No.ainQTlno,K. SIS

ASTIR QUARRTETT

Label: Virgin /Captive
Produced by: V. Jeffrey Smith,

Mixed by: Keith Cohen
Mastered by: Dan Hirsch at Digiprep
SPARS Code: N/A

Comments: With her previous album
currently the subject of controversy,
"Spellbound" should easily clear Abdul of
any charges of performance fraud, one
way or another.

Of special interest: After careful review, we've noticed a sparser production
style in processing the lead vocals. Unfortunately, we must also report that while
corrective measures seem to have been
taken to clean up the tracks, they weren't
enough; Abdul's sense of pitch leaves
much to be desired. Here is an album replete with every technological trick in the
bag, created by the top professionals in
our field; unfortunately, the vocals pull
down the entire project.
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Label: Epic
Produced by: Luther Vandross and Marcus

Peter Lord,

Paisely Park, Jorge Corante, Colin England,
Don Was
Recorded at: Studio Masters, Sunset Sound,
Larabee Sound, Mad Hatter Studios, Brooklyn
Studio Masters, Hollywood Sound, Ocean Way
Recording (Los Angeles); Green Street (New
York); Paisely Park (Chanhassen, MN); Z Recording Studios (Brooklyn, NY)
Engineered by: Greg Laney, Wolfgang Alchoz, Rod Hui, Michael Koppleman, Arne
Frager, Don Feinberg, David Pensado, Ed
Cherney

12
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Miller

Engineered and mixed by: Ray Bardani
Recorded at: A&M Studios (Hollywood); Vil-

Comments: The String Quintet in C Major, K.515 and the String Quintet in G Minor, K.516, written in April and May of
1787, are presented here. Excellent performance and production with excellent
dynamic range. The musicians create a superb blend, well- captured on tape. The
soft passages are clear and unobscured by
hiss or dithering noise, and the louder passages are rich and powerful. Sony utilizes
20 -bit technology for "high definition
sound;" the result is a seemingly effective
improvement over previous technology.
Of special interest: The Adagio ma
non troppo in the String Quintet in G Minor is a particularly moving passage, one
that is beautifully played. The recording
of the cello, particularly on the Allegro
opening the Quintet in C Major, has a nice
amount of bow in the sound, adding a nice
high midrange component to the rich low
frequencies of the instrument.

lage Recorders (Los Angeles); Right Track Recording, Hit Factory (New York)
Mixed at: A&M Studios
Mastered by: Steve Hall at Future Disk
SPARS Code: DDD
Comments: Here's a fully digital project without the digital "grind" artifacts.

Every opportunity for anomalies could
have, and should have, crept into this project, primarily because of its sequenced /workstationed nature. However,
Vadross's vocal performance is couched
beautifully by Marcus Miller's sensitivity
to MIDI processing. As a result of his understanding the technology and the artistic integrity of the medium, Miller's musical chops serve this superb collection quite
well.
Of special interest: Once again,
QSound has made its way into the Fresh
Tracks Listening Room; once again, we're
not sure we get it. When the smoke machine arrives and the mirrors are installed
behind our monitors, well let you know
how it turns out.

We build our woofer

and tweeter a
better home.

-

is used, the redundant energy from the rear of the bass unit and frame
DMT AND TRANSDUCER HOUSINGS
cause endless resonance problems within the cabinet. Differential
All Cabinets used in the new Tannoy Monitor Series represent
Material Technology provides the answers by using a variety of different
considerably more thought and design than the average 'chipboard
adhesives between the rear of the drive unit and brace, the cabinet
cabinet of the correct volume'.
walls and the brace and within the layers of the MDF laminate.
`I
Cabinets are constructed from a high density space -frame
The lossy couplings effectively transmit and absorb energy in
with rounded corners and edges, supporting MDF/high
a frequency selective way. Put more simply, at low frequencies
pressure twin laminated walls
the drive unit sees the cabinet as a rigid structure and at higher
Rounded corners and edges greatly inhibit sound reflecfrequencies as a resonance absorbing/damping structure.
tions and diffractions from cabinet boundaries. These can be
DMT provides an ideal cabinet solution for the complete
major sources of irregularities in the reproduced sound,
frequency range, eliminating unwanted loudspeaker biases.
particularly in terms of the perceived placement of instruments INIer
The overall result is a true representation of the mix. unwithin 1.he sound stage. For the high frequency unit to make an
equaled referencing capability, guaranteeing what you hear is what
effecti'e job of launching all the detail that it can generate into
H E A R you get every time.
the listening space, it must be held rigidly in the cabinet
300 Gage Ave., Unit I,
t TGI North America Inc. do Bill Calma
throughout its operational frequencies.
B E L 1 E V E Tannoy
Fax (519) 745 -2364
1519) 745 -1158
Kitchener. Ontario, Canada N2M 2C$
This is the key to the Tannoy cabinets. If a 'rigid' cabinet
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Not your average woofer and tweeter.
Ca-cie (8) on Rapid Facts Card

By Dan Levitin

Elvis Costello:
"Mighty Like A Rose"

FOCUS:
MITCHELL FROOM, Producer,

"Mighty Like

A Rose"

REP:

There's a lot going on on this record; it's very dense.
agree, it's a dense record. Elvis has been listening to a lot of classical
music the last few years, and I think his ears are getting adjusted to a more
complex kind of sound. His general idea was that he wanted this to be his
music album, he just wanted a lot of music on it. And he wanted each track
to be real distinct and real bold. My feeling about it is that there's a lot of will
on this record, it's a very willful album.
MF:

Label: Warner Bros.
Produced by: Mitchell Froom, Kevin Killen,
D.P.A. MacManus (Elvis Costello)

Engineered by: Kevin Killen
Mixed by: Kevin Killen
Recorded at: Ocean Way (Los Angeles);
Westside Studios (London)

Comments: "Rose" covers a lot of musical ground, from the pop single "The
Other Side of Summer" through the experimental piece "Hurry Down Doomsday
(The Bugs Are Taking Over)" to the snide
ballad 'After The Fall :' It is a complicated, dense album that may take some time
to get into, but with repeated listenings it
grows on the listener.
The songs are beautifully melodic, and
Elvis continues to do what I like about him
best: to masterfully mine little melodic
nuggets from 1960s and 1970s singles and
weave them artfully into his songs. Sometimes it's a snippet of a vocal line, sometimes a bass line or guitar hook. Costello
clearly has it in him to write the kinds of
songs that lounge singers would want to
cover 20 years from now, classics like "Just
The Way You Are" or "You Are The Sunshine of My Life :' but he evidently has a
strong desire to avoid Holiday Inn hell.
His lyrics are often too inscrutable, disturbing, subversive or punnishly clever to
win him such mainstream accolades, but
he does what he wants and stays true to
himself; that's what I think the whole

I

R EP: Where does the producer fit into all of this? Are you the guy who sort
of choreographs all of his ideas?
MF: For one thing, it was a three -way production. In that respect, it was very
liberating for me because the roles were much more distinct. My role in this
was more on the musical end. Obviously, with Kevin Killen as the engineer, 1
didn't need to be responsible for that stuff. But as Elvis has said, the lines
would blur. Sometimes Kevin would be involved with some musical suggestions, and so on.

REP: What kind of musical suggestions did you make?
MF: Arrangements, mostly. We did a little pre -production together, just the
two of us. He had made some demos and played them for me. I worked with
him for a couple of weeks on the song structures, chord sequences, and so on.
Most of my input was like, "What if we went to an instrumental here, what
would we do ?" and then Elvis would say, "Well how 'bout this ?" It was very
collaborative. In "Harpies Bizarre :' the instrumental interlude was actually a
whole different song he had written.
He has more musical and production ideas than anyone I've worked with
an overflow of ideas. Oftentimes on records I find I'm the person called upon
to have the wild suggestions. If he wanted to be, he could be a really incredible producer, but I don't think he has any interest in doing it. But he's made
some great records as a producer.

-

REP:
way...

I

don't imagine you can rehearse an album like this in the normal

MF: It's different. Usually when it's just a solo artist there's not much rehearsal
involved because the musicians you're working with are used to recording and
they can come upon what they need to more quickly than a band could. We
just went into the studio and worked it out. We had real large tracking sessions because we'd have three keyboard players and two guitars going at once.

REP:

Did you have all the parts figured out ahead of time, how it was all
going to come together?
MF: No, it all just evolved along the way. In a lot of the songs, there wasn't
much added after the tracking. "Couldn't Call It Unexpected No. 4" is pretty
much the way it sounded when we recorded it. Elvis was playing a keyboard
we had four guys playing different keyboards. For "After The Fall :' what's
on the record is the rough mix we did on the day we tracked the song; we
liked it just the way it was.

-

thing's about.
Continued on page 16
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...performance that rivals digital,
without the expense."

you're wrestling with the analog/
digital question, these reports from Bill
Koepnick, Emmy Award winning Sound
Effects Designer, and Jim Hodson, Emmy
Award winning Re- recording Mixer, both
with Advantage Audio in Burbank, California, may help you with the answer.
Jim points out, "Otari's MTR-100A
gives me total flexibility in the audio post
environment. From its auto alignment
feature and responsive synchronization,
to its sonic transparency and built -in
Dolby* noise reduction, the choice
is very clear."
If

ADVANTAGE
A

l

O

I
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Burbank, California

(818) 566 -8555

Circle (9) on Rapid Facts Card
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1991 Otani Corp.

Bill says, "We were looking for

digital audio quality without the expense
associated with going digital. The MTR100A with its integral Dolby SR/A
satisfied all of our criteria."
Together, the MTR -100A and Otari's
Series 54 audio console deliver the perfor-

mance, flexibility and sonic clarity that
lets Advantage Audio and other studios
around the world provide their clients
with the ultimate audio environment.
The MTR -100A. Just listen to it.
Trademark Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

ø1It7& Ii
Foster City, California

(415) 341 -5900
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Roy Hargrove:

Continued from page 14

"Public Eye"
REP: What about "The Other Side of Summer ?"
MF: There are more tracks recorded on that than any other record I've made
in my life
more than 100 tracks. It was just in the nature of the song, it
demanded all that. We spent a day just doing the submix to get it down to 48
tracks for mixing. We cut most of this album 16 -track analog for basics, and
then bounced it over to 32 -track digital and did overdubs and brought the 16track back in for mixing.

-

REP:

Most Mitchell Froom records have a sound in common, an engineering
sound, that I would call open and spacious. I guess that's because you usually
work with Tchad Blake. This record has a much more dense sound.
MF: You know, the funny thing is, it's really one of Tchad's favorite records; he
really loves the way it sounds.

REP:

Label:

Novus /RCA

Produced by: Larry Clothier
Engineered by: Ed Rak
Mixed by:

Ed Rak and

Larry Clothier

Recorded at: Clinton Recording (New York)
Mastered by: Ted Jensen and Ed Rak at Sterling Sound

Comments: 21- year -old Hargrove excels on his second release. Following in the
traditions of Clifford Brown and Freddie
Hubbard, Hargrove is part of the new
generation of jazz traditionalists. He approaches these tunes with a freshness and
skillfulness rarely found in jazz these days,
be it traditional or modern. The quintet
consists of a trio of bright young New York
players, Antonio Hart, Stephen Scott and
Christian McBride, plus veteran drummer
Billy Higgins, best known for his work
with Omette Coleman, Sonny Rollins and
Thelonious Monk.
Of special interest: Ed Rak preserves
the feel of a late 1950s /early 1960s jazz
record while adding tasteful, contemporary touches such as modern mic techniques and digital reverb to complement
the performances.

The records you make with Tchad have this open quality. You can
mentally walk around the soundscape and hear all the instruments in their
separate spaces. On this one everything is very tightly packaged and dense,
with a wall of sound ...
MF: It's different, but I think if Tchad had engineered it he would have tried
to do the same thing Kevin did. Because that was the idea of the record, to
move a lot of air with the way people played. Some of it came about from
talking to Larry Knechtel, who played keyboards on it. He told us about how
he had played keyboards on some Beach Boys and Phil Spector recordings,
and it was just appropriate to a song like "Other Side of Summer;' with
everybody pounding; the idea was to get that kind of blend, that wall, with
people's playing and not with reverb or anything.

EP:

Where did all these weird keyboards come from?
own most of them. I have a portative organ, I've got about three
Chamberlains and a couple of Mellotrons. There's a guy in Washington state,
David Keane, who just bought up all the Mellotron stuff and I'm getting a
Mellotron from him, a Mark Il; it's the kind that John Lennon had. It has
about 40 different sounds in it already; it's a big guy. I have a big
Chamberlain that's like that, it has about forty sounds in it. It was actually Mr.
Chamberlain's personal Chamberlain, the one he had at home. It's a beautiful
thing.
R
MF:

I

REP:

Can David make new tapes for you?
MF: Yes, and he also bought up the entire Mellotron tape library.

REP:

You used the Mellotron for the flute solo on "Candy," and it sounds
really cool.
MF: If I had used the Chamberlain it wouldn't have had as much warble in it;
the Mellotron's a cheaper instrument so it's a little more screwed up. Elvis
really liked that sound. That whole solo was completely his melody. We talked
about putting a solo in that section and he just sat down and sang the melody
that you hear. It's a pretty complex melody, but that's just the sort of guy he
is, it's pretty astounding. He knows instantly what he wants to hear.

Interested readers can reach David Keane at 509- 765-6451.

Dan Levitin is a contributing editor to
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and a producer based in Stanford, CA.
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Aphex Modular System
Once hooked on Aphex signal
processing, people have an insatiable
appetite for more and more. Space
then may become a problem. That is
why we shrank four of our best ... the
Aural Exciter®, Compellor®,
Expressor'? and Expander /Gate.
These modules feature all the
processing power and performance of
their standalone counterparts
including our servo -balanced inputs
and outputs. You can fit 11 modules in
our 3RU Model 9000 rack* (or nine in
the compatible dbx 900 Series rack).
Here's a brief rundown on these
powerful tools:

Aural Exciter- the signal enhancer
that increases intelligibility,
presence, clarity, and detail.
rr Compellor - the "intelligent"
compressor /leveler that controls
levels as if a mixer were riding
faders.
Expressor - a full featured
compressor /limiter that lets you
tailor the sound your way.
Expander /Gate - simply the
world's finest gate, no one ever met
our $10,000 challenge to find a
better one!
And, more to come.
See your nearest professional audio
dealer to rack up more processing
power per inch than ever before.
4.

.
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11068 Randall Street

Aphex is proudly American
*

.

Sun Valley. CA 91352

(818) 767 -2929

FAX (818) 767 -2641

100% owned, engineered ano manufactured in the U.S.A.

Unpowered, separate power supply available
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Keeping Abreast Of
High Technology
By Bruce Merley

When I left home for engineering
school, I left behind my collection of
rebuilt Philco shortwave radios (with
electro-magnet speakers) and took with
me a "transistorized record player." I've always been a tinkerer; electronic toys still
fascinate me.
Now, of course, I have the usual collection of remote controls for TV, VCR and
stereo; I am writing this column on a PC
with a modem and fax card; my car talks
to me and its favorite gas pump talks
directly to my bank; and my answering
machine talks back to everybody. But can
I program my VCR? Technology at work!
Even in our personal lives, the accelerating pace of technology development has
made it difficult for us to keep up. In the
professional world it's even tougher. Consider the case of the surgeon. Keeping up
with technology is a basic necessity just
to maintain a level of competency, much
less excellence. As high technology developments bring new procedures and
techniques literally every day, the doctor's
life has become a non-stop continuing
education laboratory.
But what about us? Nobody ever died
from a mediocre mix
well, maybe.
Nevertheless, there are important reasons
why we must keep up with the technology developments in our industry. We owe
it to ourselves as practicing professionals,
to our clients and to our industry as a
whole. After all, electronic technology is
basic to what we do
it is the toolbox
of our industry without which there would
be no recording at all. And it ain't yet
perfect!
Beyond that basic premise, what are the
reasons for technology awareness? Business comes to mind immediately. Every
time we purchase a new piece of gear,
there are a set of expectations that come
with the deal: Am I getting my money's
worth? Will this be more efficient than the
old machine? Can I sell this new service
to my clients? Can I compete in a new
market with this purchase?

-

-

Bruce Morley is president of Bryte Ideas, a New York-based
consulting firm for the audio and video industries. He was
formerly president and co-owner of Clinton Recording Studios and has served as president and chairman of the board
of SPARS.
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STAY INFORMED

In order to successfully compete in business you must make wise, informed decisions about technology purchases and
their applications. If you are just starting
out or if you are diversifying in an area

outside your personal experience, you
need to know everything you possibly can
learn about the technology if you expect
to go head -to-head with the established
leaders in that area.
Improving the quality of our products
and services is an ever present issue in
most businesses. We certainly are aware
of the importance of quality in the audio
business. Despite the notable and perhaps
valid debates that always flourish among
engineers, musicians and other audio nuts
(i.e., the analog vs. digital debate), the fact

The accelerating pace

of technology
development has made
it difficult for us to
keep up.

pending on the kind of job we are discussing: video technician, album mixer, studio
chief technical engineer, etc. Let's assume
that med school is already under our belt
and we need to stay in the forefront of our
profession.
The second issue is really one of continuing education but, even so, it must address two distinct groups. First, executives
(owners, CEOs, etc.) must have some current level of technology awareness and
literacy suitable to the requirements of
their roles. Second, the engineers, technicians, etc. must have sufficient awareness
to provide accurate, informed recommendations to the executive staff level and
sufficient depth of knowledge to successfully implement, install, operate and maintain new high -tech systems in a facility.
Where do you begin? There are various,
relatively simple means to cultivate a general awareness. In fact, if you are reading
this column you are already working on
keeping abreast. Trade magazines are required reading for anyone in this business.
They are the front -line vehicles for manufacturers to inform their customers about
their products. And the editors and writers
of our trade press take seriously their
responsibility to keep you informed.
THE NEXT LEVEL

quality of recorded sound has
steadily improved since Edison got us going, largely through the continuing development of electronic technology. Not only
is this fundamental to our reason for being, it is also good business sense to pursue excellence. But in our "Search for Excellence," we must also be able to
recognize it when we see it. That requires
knowledge and awareness.
There are also times when technology
spits up something wholly radical and
offers the enlightened inquisitor astonishing opportunities. Synthesizers have allowed for an entirely new realm of electronic music and the concept of sound
design, using sounds never before heard
or imagined on the face of the Earth.
Satellites allow two musicians thousands
of miles apart to perform together as if
they were in the same studio.
But how do you keep up? How do you
stay informed? And informed of what? It
would appear that there are two points to
consider. First, there is the basic foundation of technology education required to
be a working professional in this industry.
That foundation may vary in nature deis that the

Next we must consider the role of
professional societies and trade associations. AES and SMPTE publish technical
papers and journals on an enormous
range of technology and regularly hold
seminars, meetings and conventions devoted to the examination of a variety of
emerging, developing and mature technology. Trade associations such as SPARS, ITS
and ITA hold regular meetings and spe-

cial seminars on a variety of technologyoriented issues. The manufacturers of new
technology, and often the developers and
inventors themselves, are frequent guests
and speakers at the meetings of these
groups. Participation in any or all of the
appropriate organizations should be considered a basic part of staying informed.
One of the benefits of membership in
organizations such as those mentioned
above is the exchange of information that
happens among members. While attending the SPARS Digital Audio Workstation
Seminar in Orlando, FL, I was struck by
the multiple levels of information exchange that were evident:
Manufacturers discussed and demonstrated their products.
Question and answer sessions opened
Continued on page 64
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Not Free.

Ten of the best things in life are now free. Buy any of our highly- acclaimed Pro DAT
Recorders through September 30, 1991, and we'll give you ten 90- minute DAT tapes (a $130
value) absolutely free. They are unconditionally guaranteed for a year. And we're betting
once you've tried them, no other DAT tape will do. So hurry to your Panasonic dealer today.
Take home the SV -3700, SV -3900, or SV -255 Pro DAT. And the first 900 minutes are on us.
Offer ends September 30, 1991. See dealer for complete details. Void where prohibited.

Panasonic
Professional Audio Systems
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"DONNING

A

CLEVER

RECORDER

Dis

LOOKED

This industry-standard
RS-422 serial port, plus a

proprietary CPU mounted on
our 8310 plug -in card, make
the Fostex D -20 the first

DAT recorder to emulate all
leading professional VCRs

and edit controllers.

Repeated edits

at the same

timecode address can ultimately

destroy subcode data. The
Fostex D-20 is the first

DAT recorder to eliminate
this problem altogether. The
result? True editing, another
Fostex breakthrough.

Only Fostex offers a fully functional, proven,

Fostex D -20 installation is as simple as

professional DAT recorder today. It's called the

a single RS -422 serial port. And the D -20

D -20. And because of an electronic disguise

operates exactly like the standard two -track

known as VTR emulation, the D -20 is the

analog SMPTE timecode machine you already

only four-head DAT recorder guaranteed to

know. So you're ready to roll right away.

plug directly into today's leading video edit

The D-20 also gives you true editing.

controllers. Whether you use Grass Valley,

While other DAT recorders are plagued

CMX, Synclavier, Ampex or Sony, now your

with the risk of audio drop -outs, this

transition to DAT can be virtually seamless.

Fostex feature lets you edit over and over

I

GUISE, THE FOSTEX DAT
IKE A

CovoN

VTR."
0 0

R 120CMA

In addition
sound, the

to its superior

DAT format

compact, convenient

is

and cost

effective. Shuttle speeds are

faster. Stock is less costly.

Uninterrupted recording
times are longer. Storage

and shipping

The optional

costs are less.

8320 Intelligent

Controller adds complete remote

it can read, write
and edit all ID formats and
control. Plus

record up to 799 program
numbers. Its

again at the same timecode address without

destroying crucial subcode data

-

all with

To experience the future of DAT today,
call 1- 800 -7- FOSTEX now. A DAT tech-

SMPTE /EBU timecode accuracy and IEC

nician is ready to answer your questions,

compatibility.

provide you with free literature or schedule

So what's the end result?

Nothing

less

LED display

switchable between SMPTE/

EBU timecode and A -time.

an on -site demonstration.

than all you expect from DAT. Digital sound.
Increased productivity. Easier operation.

Fostex

Added economy. Greater flexibility. And
a

The Future of DAT. Today.

head start in the DAT revolution.
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Lessons to Learn
By Rick Schwartz

Back in June, Dolby Labs gave its first
public demonstration of Dolby Stereo
SRD, its new process of digitally encoding sound on film. Although digital sound
formats have been around for many years,
most have been referred to as dual- systems
because the audio was stored separate
from the picture on multitrack tape, cornpact disc or laserdisk.
The first widespread use of a system
with both digital sound and picture on a
single piece of film was Cinema Digital
Sound, a joint venture between Kodak and
Optical Radiation Corporation. (CDS was
featured in this column exactly one year
ago this month.) Perhaps the single biggest difference between Dolby SRD and
CDS is where the digital information is recorded. Dolby records its bits optically inbetween the sprockets on the film, while
CDS uses the area where a normal optical soundtrack lies.

Beyond the obvious questions about the

relative merits of each system, more important issues will affect the entire professional audio industry in the years to come.
Additionally, there are a number of lessons
to be learned from the evolution of digital film sound.
LESSON NO.

1

You can't stop progress. The fact that
Dolby Labs would even consider digital

film sound is a strong statement in itself.
Let us not forget that Dolby, the San
Francisco -based audio giant, has thrived
partly as a result of tape hiss. I'm sure the
company doesn't want to see analog recording disappear anytime soon.
It's safe to say that its noise reduction
technologies have added at least 10 years
to the life span of analog recorders. The
need for digital film sound appears obvious until you consider the fact that Dolby
SR already has better noise performance
than most 16-bit digital systems, not to
mention the fact that optical Dolby Stereo SR already provides more dynamic
range than many theaters can handle.
The reason for the move to digital systems is not simply a question of perform-

-

ance. The real reason is simple
most
consumers want digital audio because
they feel it sounds better. What the customer wants, the customer gets. Consumers are not the only ones. Directors
like Tim Burton and Oliver Stone are willing to fight to use digital sound on their
pictures because they know how much
great sound can add to a film.
Dolby would rather not get into an analog vs. digital debate. It simply wants to
give customers the best of both worlds on
a single piece of film. Having both ana-

log and digital tracks has a number of
benefits, including the dependability of the
optical analog track.
LESSON NO. 2

Reliability is absolutely essential. How
many times have you been turned away
from a film because of technical problems?
Probably never. Current film technology
may not be flashy, but it's extremely reliable. Imagine how surprised ticket holders
would be if they were turned away because of heat problems with the digital
decoder. Projection rooms are hostile environments and differ greatly from a test
lab. Manufacturers need to be sure to test
their gear extensively in the field.
Even though Dolby is still tweaking its
algorithms and getting feedback from the
film industry, it has announced that the
first SRD screenings will not be heavily
publicized. Smart move. The company expects test prints to be in some major markets by Christmas and in widespread usage by late 1992.
To prevent the possibility of dropouts,
most digital systems use robust error correction similar to the process used on
compact discs. Although the company is
still understandably reluctant to discuss
technical details, Dolby has designed its
error concealment algorithms so the system can survive a splice without a
problem.
According to William Mead, Dolby's
director of marketing, even if the data on
one whole block are missing, the system
will interpolate to restore the missing data.
In the event of severe print damage, the
Dolby system will automatically switch to
the analog optical track until the digital
track is usable again. The digital track is
printed four frames ahead of the analog
track and offset with a digital delay to accommodate transparent switching modes.
LESSON NO. 3

Rick Schwartz is a contributing editor to REP and director of post -production at Music Animals. Los Angeles.
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The importance of media standardization. Film is one of the best examples of

interchangeable media. You can laugh
about how little film technology has
changed in the last 40 years, but a reel of
35mm film can be played almost anywhere in the world. Try to do that with
any other format.
Because the sound is optical, there is no
need to care whether tape equalization is
AES or NAB. The frame rate of film is always 24 frames per second. There is no
such thing as drop-frame, 29.97, PAL or
SECAM. Film is film.
Hard disk manufacturers aren't the only
ones that realize the value of removable
media. Dolby plans to use removable optical media with a personal computer in
the mastering process.
First, audio is converted to a digital PCM
format. Next, DSP technology is used to
convert the sound to an intermediate format that is then stored onto optical disk.
All six channels of audio can be stored on
a single 5'/4 -inch optical cartridge using
bit -reduction technology similar to Dolby
AC-2. (See Digital Domain, March 1991.)
In the mastering process sound data are
stored on the disk in the compressed format. One advantage of removable media
is sound can be previewed in a theater
without actually making a film print.
LESSON NO. 4

Make it affordable. Dolby seems to have
addressed many, if not all, possible objections, providing the same multichannel capabilities of 70mm magnetic prints on an
economical 35mm release format. Developing labs will be pleased to find there
is no change to existing development practices or special film stock required.
Dolby would like to see every print of
a given release be issued in SRD so that
any prints could be played in any theater.
This way, distributors do not have to double inventory prints, and multiplex theaters can distribute the same print throughout all of its cinemas.
The company also hopes to make the
technology available to most film labs, so
that some day every film will have a digital stripe on it. This way theaters could
convert to digital playback at any time. If
they're already Dolby- ready, the conversion process is even easier because SRD
interfaces with their existing Dolby cinema processor, which lowers conversion
costs. All the cinema needs to add is a digital reader and a digital decoder. Both
readers sit on top of the film projector, although Dolby has plans to integrate it into
the projector to further cut costs.
Continued on page 64

The Alesis 3630...

a compressor that sounds great,
does everything and is affordable
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A great metering system tells you
exactly what's happening to the signal,
with separate meters for gain reduction
and input or output. The 3630 uses the
industry standard dbx'"' VCA for low noise

When we blueprinted the new
Alesis 3630 Compressor limiter
we had a hard time cutting out features.
So we left them all in.
Threshold, attack and release controls.
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Hard knee or soft knee, and peak or RMS
compression. All the options you need to
custom configure the 3630 for any recording application... especially necessary for
digital recording.

and great sound. There's
a side chain for keying and
ducking, adjustable noise
gate, -10 or +4 dB operation. All this for a
price that's like getting one channel free.
Retail price of the 3630 is $299.*
Read the headline again. Then go hear
the 3630 at your Alesis dealer today.
SM1

'Slightly higher in Canada
dhx

"'

is the registered trademark of

LOS ANGELES: Alesis Corporation

Carillon Electronics Corporation.

3630 Holdrege Avenue

Los Angeles. CA 90010

LONDON.
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An overview on the art of providing an education, for entry -level
students and working professionals both.

AUDIO EDUCATION: NOW
AND FOR THE FUTURE
By Garry Jones

The Media School of Tomorrow. In

the future, there won't be anymore recording-specific schools
per se, just media schools. They
will offer specialized training, specific to
technological advances, while teaching a
general working knowledge of multiple,
related fields. Labs will be held on state of-the -art gear, equipment that is considered the best of its kind. The generalized
training will encompass terminology and
information about video production, postproduction, studio maintenance, workstations, the entertainment business and
more.

What about learning
the small studio setup?
A certified jet pilot
can fly a Cessna 150,
but the inverse isn't
true.

The Media School of Tomorrow will
satisfy two important needs, educationwise, in our industry: informational updating for working professionals already in
the field, and basic training for collegeaged students who choose to take the
vocational approach.
If they are at the entry- level, they should
be able, upon completion, to understand
the basic issues of business negotiation
mechanicals, points, royalties, etc., in addition to equipment operation, mainte-

-

Garry Jones is senior vice president of Full Sail Center for
the Recording Arts, Winter Park, FL.
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nance and application. Why business? Because the world belongs to intellectual,
educated individuals who are quick on
their mental feet and ready for anything.
ENTRY-LEVEL

Any school preparing new students for
work in tomorrow's entertainment industry must be founded and built upon three
necessary principles.
1. The lab equipment students use must
be current, upper-echelon gear, representative of cutting-edge technology found in
the best studios. Training must occur on
equipment that will be seen by the graduate in the workplace. What about learning the small studio setup? My analogy is
that of an airplane pilot. A certified jet pilot can fly a Cessna 150, but the inverse
isn't true. You have to be prepared for
both.
2. Instructors must be experts in the
field of study that they teach. Years of experience before entering the education
profession should be mandatory. So, too,
should be provisions by the school to allow for continued professional work by
their instructors.
3. The school should be located in the
heart of the industry in which it serves.
This feat is accomplished by promoting
and operating the studio facilities as
professional media rooms with and for
outside clients. The same gear that the students and instructors work with also
produces professional end-product.
This provides a) verification that the studios meet professional standards; b) professional work for the instructors /engineers,
allowing them to remain current at their
craft; c) continuous exposure of the school
and its students to professional clients who
may well be future employers and /or industry contacts; d) studio clients who leave
as ambassadors of good will for the students and the school; and e) industry experts as guest lecturers.

Author Garry Jones ut one of Full Sail Center
for the Recording Arts' studios.

The Media School of Tomorrow musi
serve an industry that is quickly evolving
towards all- digital technology
most likely a single workstation handling pictures
and sound
training both new students and continuing audio pros to work
with their eyes as well as their ears. In the
past, hordes of graduates with bachelor's
degrees in communications left campus
searching for careers in audio production
or television, only to discover their lack
of experience in using a real multichannel console or current-technology camera.
In the future, working professionals and

-

-by

The professional may not be in touch
with who and where seminars or courses
are presented.
The solttion begins at the source the
school itself. Tomorrow's school must subscribe to the task of developing meaningful curricula for the active audio professional. Courses related to innovative
changes or additions in technology should
be designed to last from several days to
two weeks. This would allow the employed individual an opportunity to attend
on days off, during a brief sabbatical or
on vacation days, and increases the likelihood of co-sponsorship by the employer.
Brief pre -course interviews with the
school would determine an individual's initial skill /knowledge level, and from that,
the base level of instruction could be arranged prior to the commencement of intermediate or advanced material. The
pace of these programs would be faster
and more in -depth than basic courses, and
hands-on time would be an integral part
of the program. Vital to the intermediate /advanced learner would be manufacturer support of the information presented, as well as factory information
(manuals, spec sheets, etc.) to take back
to the working environment.
Once the schools of tomorrow initiate

new students both will be far more demanding of their education, asking specifically "How will this translate for me on
the job?"

6.

-

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Separate from the entry -level student,
but of equal priority in the educational
arena, is the professional seeking an education update. Unfortunately, a large percentage of today's audio industry pros are
too busy doing their daily tasks (while
technology races past them) to further
their education. Why?
1. The demands of the job allow no time
for in -depth education.
2. There is a real fear of not being able
to understand or utilize the new technology, a mindset that freezes motivation.
3. There is resistance to change, also
known as "This is The Way I've Always
Done It" syndrome, supported by the industry at- large.
4. Schools often fail to cater to the working professional's need for advanced,
short -term programs that can be completed in the relatively brief time professionals have to attend.
5. Schools don't cover advanced enough
material for those who already grasp and
apply the basics.

-

e

liainale&J

courses for the professional, it is up to the
employed ind-.viduals to not only be cognizant of industry and technological
changes, but to act upon and respond to
them. Excuses as to why there's no time

for continued education ultimately won't
work, if the professional practitioner wishes to remain vital and active.
THE FUTURE DEFINED

Tomorrow's school will accomplish
many things: It will acquaint new students
with technology as they learn from current professionals. It will serve as a perennial watering hole for professionals who
seek educational updates. Importantly, it
will motivate and give both of these
groups the personal tools to succeed.
Finally, the modern educational environment must empower everyone it
touches to be successful in a demanding,
highly competitive changing marketplace
by teaching how to think, inductively and
deductively, how to cope with the increasing stress and pressures of our modern
production environment (with its evermore complex and numerous list of technological goodies), and how to maintain
a forward-leaning positive attitude toward
maintaining currency with the ever onrushing technology.

POWER AMPLIFIER
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Expanding upon the successful DX Series Power Amplifiers we have
created an amplifier which produces a ful 2000 watts of sonically
transparent audio power in a housing onl, one snit high.
Like its namesake. Chameleon can instinctively adapt to an altered
environment optimisieg its power :o suit the w:'rkload.
the
A new era in professional audio 3mplificatior has dawned
parameters have all changed. THERE IS NO GOING BACK!

-

TOTAL PROGRAM POWER'

8!! dual channel

IRMS 10ms 100ms)

41! dual channel

SINEWAVE POWER PER CHANNEL

IRMSi

8!!
8!!
4!!
8!!
4!!

bridge nono
single channel
single channel
both che drives
both che drives

'Program Power is an indication of Chameleon
a music or speech source

s

1200W
2000W
2000W
500W
800W
400W
600W

undistorted power capability when amplifying

DX 1000A

DX 2000

DX 3000

Hill Audio P.O. Oox 2314 Fort Worth. TX 76113
Fa <: (877) 870 -127'
Ph. (817) 336 -5114
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Small Wonder
Incomparable Performance

Unmatched
Incredible

Versatility

Value

other small speaker in the
world can match the new Electro-Voice
S -40 compact monitor.
No

In fact, no one comes close.
We like to say that the S -40 "breathes
freely." Unlike our competitors, we gave
it independent woofer and tweeter

protection, which activates only when
the speaker is overdriven, never before.
EV's exclusive PROTM circuit protection
guarantees 160 watts of long -term
power capacity.
And to further prevent failure, the
tweeter is ferro -fluid cooled and uses
flexible tinsel lead wires. Smooth and
accurate throughout the entire frequency
range, the S-40 features high -quality
components with an optimized crossover.
The rugged polystyrene cabinet is
optimally vented for extended low frequency response ( 3 dB at 85 Hz).

-

Low -flux-leakage magnetic design means
the speaker can be placed close to video

monitors without interference. Optional
enclosure mounting points are
conveniently spaced so that a wide range
of hardware can be used for stand or
wall mounting. A special mounting
bracket is also available.
Available in black and white, the S-40's
sharp styling will enhance the look of
your studio, and offers numerous
options for a live set.
The Electro-Voice S -40
small
wonder. Proof that good things
sometimes do come in small packages.

-a

Becfro1/oice
MARK IV

E.ectro- Voice. Inc.. 600 Cecil St. Bu9harum Ml 49107,

61r695 -6831

Mark IV Audio Canada, Inc. 345 Herbert St., Cananuyut. ON ICt

'\ I.

013- 381 -2141
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Welcome to the
first R EP National Audio Test. We
strongly believe in
knowledge and education,
and as such, are proud to present
OG
this audio technology exam for those of
you brave enough to find out how much you really know
about the technical basics.
Admittedly, an exam of this short length can barely be
expected to scratch the surface of all there is to know in
audio. For every question you see here, five were discarded. But those that made the cut cover a wide-ranging sampling of the types of things that we, as professional practitioners, should definitely be up on.
Nobody should expect to be current in all the areas covered, so a 100% on the test score might be considered
unusual, if not exceptional. However, in your chosen area
of experience, the questions pertain to material you might
reasonably be expected to know More important than any
other consideration, this exam is for your education. At
the least, we hope that it points out your areas of strengths
and weaknesses, providing incentive to stay current.
The test itself contains 100 multiple choice questions,
divided into five groups of 20, covering the following categories: acoustics theory and practice; transducers, meaning speakers and microphones; digital technology; physics and electronics; and audio production. The desire to
keep the exam down to a manageable length precluded
in -depth coverage of audio-for -video post or film environments, questions on field acquisition, concert touring
specifics, or any one of a number of other specialized
areas, no matter how truly important they might be.
In framing the questions, we have made every effort to
be clear and concise. The instructions are simple: choose
the best or most technically correct answer. Most quessome
tions are -self explanatory. Read them carefully
have wording which expose their true nature. Tear out
the answer card on page 73 and record your responses.
After you finish the exam, you may want to check your
answers on page 60. Although no explanations are given
for the correct answer in this issue, if enough people write
in, we will be happy to print an in- depth, technical explanation in a future issue. Space is also supplied on the
answer sheet to request explanations for specific
questions.
Finally, you may want to photocopy the blank answer
sheet to let your friends and associates have a shot at the
exam. We would like to invite you all to submit the entire
answer page as your entry form into the multi -prize, audio equipment random drawing. This give away is open
to all subscribers except manufacturers and audio magazine employees.
However, if you're not a current subscriber, please fill
out the free subscription form in the back of this issue.
Send it along with your test results and we'll put you in
the random drawing to be held at the AES show in October. Take a look at the prizes offered. Incentive enough
to take the test?

NA! AWARDS

.o

11111

...
..m
ULIfiA-HARMUNIL(

H

1st Prize: (one) Eventide H- 3000-KS

Ultra Harmonizer, fully loaded, with
sampler board (retail value $4,590).

2nd Prize: (one pair) Genelec 1031A
self -powered control room monitors
(retail value $2,998).

-

Mike Joseph
Editor

3rd Prize: (one) Shure FP42 mixer

(retail value $1,020).

4th Prizes:
(four) Electro -Voice
N/D 857 microphones
(retail value $472 each);
one item per winner only.
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7.

If a square reflecting panel specularly reflects

fre-

quencies for which its length is four times the
wavelength, approximately how long a panel is
needed to reflect a 50Hz signal?
A)
B)
8.

ACOUSTICS
9.

A)
B)

C)

D)

The
The
The
The

front of the room
ceiling and floor

A)

frequencies

l0.

The walls and ceiling are resonant to specific

C)

The sweet spot is larger
Reflections are controlled and reinforce the

frequencies
D)

The Haas Effect stipulates that:
11.

Imaging in stereo is determined only by each
channel's SPL
B)
Imaging is determined more by path length
differences (delay)
C) Imaging is determined by the frequency content of the signal
D) The Haas Effect doesn't deal with imaging
A)

12.

Approximately how long (or deep) would a room
have to be in order to develop a complete 40Hz
wavelength, assuming average temperature and
humidity conditions?
A)

40 feet

B)

30 feet

C)
D)

Sound attenuation with distance

Theoretically, a low frequency point source, located against an infinite boundary plane in half space, has how much higher a power output than
the same source in full-space?

B)

C)

D)

If

15

feet

sound absorber has a random incidence absorption coefficient of 08 at 125Hz, what percentage of the incident sound at that frequency is

6.

a

reflected?
A)
B)

28
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D)

3dB
0dB

directional high frequency source, such as a
horn tweeter, mounted in half-space has how
much higher a power output than the same
source in full-space?
A)

10dB

B)

6dB

C)
D)

3dB
0dB

Power Alley is:

B)

C)
D)
13

A club complex in Dallas
The first few front rows of

a concert
Down the center of the main seating area
Directly behind the main speaker stacks

One can control the reverberation in
acoustic space by:

60%
80%

a

large

Increasing the volume of the sound system
Reversing the polarity of the mics relative to
the speakers
C) Delaying the entire mix by the distance between the speakers and the sound source
D) Tightly controlling the system's splay
A)
B)

14.

Critical Distance is:
A)
B)

C)
C)
D)

C)

20 feet

Widen the sweet spot
Eliminate reflection off the console top
Increase the ratio of the direct to indirect
(reflected) room sound
Exactly match what the consumer will be
hearing at home

A)

10dB
6dB

A

A)

Meter bridge-mounted monitor speakers are effective primarily because they:

5.

70Hz
88Hz

D)

B)

4.

D)

C)

A)

direct sound
3.

C)

level

The room is large and develops low

B)

35Hz
52Hz

How rapidly high frequencies are absorbed
in air
Low frequency propogation
How multiple sound sources combine in

B)

What is the main advantage of LEDE?

2.

60 feet
45 feet

The Inverse Square Law determines:
A)

back of the room
console area

D)

average ceiling height is eight feet,
what is the approximate frequency of the primary
floor -to- ceiling standing wave that occurs?
A)

In LEDE design, which area is considered "live "?

C)

If a room's

B)
1.

90 feet
75 feet

D)

The distance from loudspeakers where all the
components blend or focus
The point where one is too far away from the
speakers to hear with any intelligibility
The point where the direct sound field is
equal to the reverberant field
None of the above

Command
Performance

The 3200. Your wish was our command.
Introducing an analog console that dramatically
refines performance while radically improving
operational control and flexibility. Its design
centers around the classic split configuration
and successfully brings Soundcraft to a new
milestone in console design.
The 3200, with full status illumination,
offers up to 100 fader controlled inputs and
20 auxiliary sends. With fully balanced 32 buss
routing, global multitrack A/B switching and
a noise gate on every channel, it delivers
remarkable creative control. And, thanks to
innovative electronics and advanced circuit
design, the finest in sonic performance as well.
The 3200. It awaits your command.
-

Soundcraft
200
Soundcraft USA /JBL Professional
RS()O Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329
H

A

Harman International Compary

15.

loud sound excites the standing waves in a rectangular room with rigid walls. The resulting
sound pressure level will be minimum at:
A

18.

Minimal lobing at
A)

A)
B)

C)

D)
16.

The center of the long walls
The geometric center of the room
A quarter distance out from the short walls,
at the 90° wavelength points
In the corners of the room

Extremely low frequencies (30Hz) are leaking from
one studio to the other. The best fix is to:

B)

C)

D)
19.

Treat the walls with 6 -inch absorptive material
Treat the ceiling with 4-inch absorptive

A)

material
Build an active bass trap
Decouple the source to eliminate vibration

C)

C)
D)

B)

D)
20.

17

Three identical loudspeakers are symmetrically
spaced apart with their coverage patterns overlapping and are driven in phase with identical signals. Their combined polar pattern will exhibit:

The 3dB down -points
meet
The 6dB down- points
meet
The horns are angled
The horns are angled

of the patterns just

of the patterns just
15°
30°

apart
apart

On the back, opposite the speaker
In the very center
Along two sides only
On all four walls

If an equal amplitude, equal time -delayed signal
fed to two speakers so as to create a phantom
center image, and one side is reduced by 10% in
level, the sound will appear to:
is

A)

their common axes
B)
Nulls around their common axes
C) Both of the above
D) None of the above
Peaks around

A)

given frequency of multiple

Inside an enclosure, the best place to locate
sound absorbent material is:

B)

A)

a

horns occurs when:

B)

C)
D)

Not shift at all
Shift to one side slightly
Shift to one side strongly
None of the above

Questions continue on next page
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THE FIRST CHOICE OF
'
ING STUDIOS IS THEIR
S
' CHOICE,100.
_

There's been an interesting phenomenon developing since the
release of the ATR 60/16.
Seems when it comes time to expand, major studios already
owning a 60/16 always buy a second.

100% of the time.
The studios sometimes look at other models. But what they
discover, is that feature for feature, dollar for dollar, no other 16
can compete.
That's because of, among other things, the 60/16's superior
head technology ft's so accurate that final EQing decisions can be
made right in the sync mode, without rewind or repro verification.
And our special circuitry provides transparent punch -ins for
gapless edits.
There's also incredibly fast lock-ups, at speeds limited only by
the quality of your other equipment.
So, get into your Tascam dealer and see the machine that has
them coming back for seconds. The ATR 60/16. it's the industry's first
and second choice, because it's second to none.

TASCAM,
C 1989 TEAC America he 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello
,
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TRANSDUCERS
21.

?5.

A speaker's efficiency is defined as its acoustic

A)

power output divided by its electrical power input. The generally accepted efficiency of a 15 -inch
woofer in an infinite baffle is:
A)
B)

C)
D)

5%
10%

compression driver's efficiency on
tern CD horn is approximately:

22. A

23.

A)

5%

C)

18%

B)

10%

D)

25%

For a given size

a

narrow pat-

24.

Alnico
Ceramic

of loudspeaker magnet, which

C)
D)

Neodymii

Cardioid
Figure -eight
Hypercardioid
Omni

Which microphone aesign requires the most mechanical "plumbing "?

Hypercardioid dynamic
Figure-eight condenser
C) Omni condenser
D) Figure -eight ribbon
A)

B)

coil gap?
B)

C)
D)
26.

develops more energy in the same sized voice
A)

B)

18%

25%

Which of the following microphone designs evidences the most proximity effect:

m

Tempered steel

develop 40Hz at the -6dB point, a 15 -incn
loudspeaker must be in a tuned cabinet at least
how large:
To

A)

Two cubic feet

C)

Five cubic feet

B)

Three cubic feet

D)

None of the above

27

identical dynamic omni microphones are
held exactly side by side. One has the polarity of
its leads reversed. When summed together, the
resulting sound:
Two

Suffers cancellations at certain specific frequencies related to their distance apart
Exhibits complete cancellation
B)
C) Exhibits a comb- filte-ed response
D) None of the above
A)

Questions continue on next page

28.

Theoretically, in anechoic conditions, when the
signal from two identical, well -spaced microphones is summed together, and the source is
equal distance from both, the result will be:
A)

A comb filter response due to wavelength

dimensions
B)
Full cancellation
C) Partial cancellation determined by mic separation
D) An increase in output over just one mic
29.

37

All other things being equal, the microphone
with the flattest inherent frequency response is:
A)

An omnidirectional

B)

A cardioid
A figure -eight
A shotgun

C)

D)
30.

36.

38.

lower the box -tuning frequency of a vented
woofer enclosure, one would:
To

For the same acoustic power output, a 15 -inch
woofer must have an excursion of how much
more than an 18-inch woofer?
A)

About the same

B)

1.2

C)

15 times greater

D)

2

B)

C)
D)

A 60 °x40° horn

31.

will increase the midband effi-

1

B)

0.4 inches

D)

ciency of a compression driver how many
decibels compared to a 90 °x40° horn?

C)
D)

0.2 inches
0.1 inch

In the U.S., the de facto polarity standard for
cone loudpeaker is:

C)

39.

inch

A)

A)

Decrease the area of the ports
Increase the lengths of the ports
Increase the internal volume of the box
All of the above

times greater

To produce 10 acoustic watts at 60Hz, a direct
radiating 18-inch woofer (with an effective piston
diameter of 16. 5 inches) would have an approximate peak excursion of:

B)

A)

times greater

a

A positive voltage to the + terminal moves

the speaker outward
A positive voltage to the + terminal moves
the speaker inward
There is no standard
Both have been standards at different times

An 812 speaker offers what advantages over
loudspeaker:

a 1611

It plays louder
It has inherently better frequency response
C) It draws more current from the amplifier
D) All of the above

A)
B)

A)
B)

32.

0dB
3dB

The optimal splay angle for
speaker system is:
A)
B)

6dB
9dB

C)
D)

trapazoid loud-

a

40.

15°
30°

A)
B)

When the sides of the boxes are parallel and
almost touching
D) None of the above
The

"Q" of a loudspeaker is

A)

Polar pattern frequency

B)

Efficiency
Frequency response rolloff slope
Directivity Index

C)
D)

A)

Lesser

B)

Greater
The same
None of the above

C)
D)

how many feet?
A)
B)

R
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is

C)
D)

measure of its:

Acting as if it had the output of two devices
Generating even harmonics
Generating odd harmonics
None of the above

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
41.

Ten minutes of 16-bit stereo program, sampled at
44.1kHz, will take up about how much space on a
hard disk?

A)
B)

42.

96Mbytes
100Mbytes

C)

D)

105Mbytes
210Mbytes

Digital audio frequency response is most affected
by:
A)
B)

C)

A 18L 2445, fed with 100W,,
90 °x40° exponential horn,

35.

32

a

Assuming the same drivers under the same power; a 60 °x40° CD horn will "throw" sound a lesser
or greater distance than a 90 °x40° CD horn?

34.

"doubling"

really:

C)

33.

A diaphragm which is said to be

mounted on a good
will "throw" sound

C)

250

D)

None of the above

D)
43.

Sampling rate
Number of bits per sample
Word or byte size
All of the above

Digital audio dynamic range is most affected by:
B)

Sampling rate
Number of bits per sample

C)
D)

All of the above

A)

RAM size

The AES 91st Convention
AUDIO FACT AND FANTASY RECKONING WITH THE REALITIES
DATES: 1991 Oct. 4 through Oct. 8 LOCATION: New York Hilton, N.Y.C.

P1DTO: N. Y CONVENTION ANO VIìITORS BUREAU

Plan to attend the most productive
Professional Audio Event of 1991...
the 91st AES Convention in New York
Audio Engineering Society, Inc.
42nd Street, New York, NY 10165 USA
(212) 661 -8528 OR (800) 541 -7299 ...ept N.Y.
Fax: (212) 682 0477
Telex: 62098UW
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44.

Interleaving refers to:
A)
B)

C)

D)

52.

The way tracks are laid out on a disk
The way two channels are combined on

a

workstation
The way digital audio bits are ordered in the
S /PDIF protocol
All of the above

53.

The AES/EBU I/O format uses digital words that
are how many bits long per channel?
A)

16

C)

B)

20

D)

Dithering is

C)

D)

analog signal
None of the above

SCMS will mostly affect:
B)

Consumers who copy CDs
B)
Anyone who records on a DAT machine
C) Home and pro machines that have been
modified
D) Copied source material that has been encoded at pressing
A)

54.

Dithering is done because:
A)

46.

Rotating 4 -head digital tape recorders work by:
A)
B)

C)

D)

Laying down

discrete track per head
Modulating RF signal with digital information
Breaking up the digital signal into different
frequency bands
None of the above

B)

C)
D)

a

55.

A)
B)

84dB
92dB

C)

D)

of a

16 -bit

system
B)

96dB
102dB

It randomizes sampling irregularities
It masks quantization noise
It allows interpolation of signal below LSB

All of the above

Low -pass filtering is done on an audio signal before it is converted to digital because:
A)

The theoretical dynamic range
is:

47

process whereby:

Internal clock speed is altered to match incoming sync
High frequencies are filtered to avoid aliasing
Low level random noise is introduced to the

A)
45.

a

24
32

C)
D)

Broadcast transmission systems have problems with high frequency signals
Samples become inaccurate with less than
two samples /wavelength, causing aliasing
We can't hear above 20kHz
It smooths the roughness of the digital
sound, called the Nyquist factor

SDIF2 is a digital I/O format that:

48.

A)
B)

C)

D)

Interleaves left, right and clock information
Uses two cables, one for clock, one for UR
Was proprietarily developed for the Sony
PCM 1610
Was the first to have a published design spec

MADI will have the following I/O format features:

49.

A)
B)

C)

D)

It will carry up to 56 channels on

56.

A)
B)

57

single

It will have a high (100MHz) data bandwidth
It will be a universal professional standard
All of the above

16- bit/44.1kHz
16- bit /48kHz

C)
D)

20- bit /44.1kHz
20- bit /48kHz

varies from the AES/EBU format in that:

A)

It uses an unbalanced coax

B)

It carries fewer channels per cable
It is bi -phase encoded
Its channel

information

is

interconnect

encoded

sequentially
One of the drawbacks in using the AES /EBU digital format when copying program between DAT
machines is:

51.

A)
B)

C)

D)

is

0110

D)

None of the above

16 -bit word allows approximately how many
increments or quantizing steps:

A

A)
B)

59.

C)

Which of the following digital systems has the
best dynamic range but smallest bandwidth?
A)

58.

C)
D)

1001
1010

B)

a

12

represented as:

cable

S/PDIF

50.

In digital (binary) code, the number

65,500
64,000

C)

48,000

D)

None of the above

Which format suffers the least quantizing error?
A)

16-bit

B)

18 -bit

C)
D)

20 -bit

Quantizing error
not word size

is a

function of sample rate,

The machines must be close together
All indexing and directory information is lost
Speed variations between the clocks will
cause errors
All of the above

Questions continue on next page
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60.

One place where a low-pass filter in
dio chain can be located is:
A)
B)

C)

D)

a

digital au-

At the output of the ADC
At the input to the DAC
At the output of the DAC
None of the above

Floating the service and using a separate single ground rod
Installing a center -tapped iso transformer for
service
Telescoping the shields on all balanced signal
lines

64.

Which of the following analog line level interconnection schemes is currently considered

optimum:

Pin 2
Pin 3

A)

B)

C)
D)

It varies by country convention
That's a lie!

C)

B)

C)

D)

Lo Z
Lo Z

B)

A "telescoped
A)

63.

B)

D)

There really is an XLR hot pin standard! It is:
A)

62.

Grounding all equipment separately to an ac
service ground

C)

PHYSICS AND ELECTRONICS
61.

A)

65.

A very long unbalanced signal cable
A balanced cable where one of the signal's
hot leads and the ground lead are switched
A two conductor (balanced) cable with the
shield cut or floated at one end
A center conductor (unbalanced) cable with
the shield cut or floated at one end

How much signal loss is there in a 100-foot run of
12-gauge speaker cable, assuming a 41 load?
A)

Which of the following is NOT an effective
grounding noise solution:

C)
D)

0.4dB
0.8dB

B)
66.

terminating

Hi Z terminating
None of the above

D)

ground" signal cable is:

to Hi Z bridging

1.2dB
1.8dB

What single amount of phase shift does
reversal cause?
A)

90°

B)

180°

,,,»>,)))))))))))))1))1)))»»\,))1)))))))))W»,)))1)))))ll)))))))),)))))),,,)1)))))))))))))»»1))),»>,»,)

C)
D)

a

polarity

360°

None of the above
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A sound investment for those who make noise.
popular demand, we would like to
introduce the answer to your sound
quality nightmares...The Intelligibility and
Measurement Test Disc, and 2.
By

INTELLIGIBILITY
and
MEASUREMENT

1

The people at S &VC and Prosonus know sound. We've put
that knowledge to work in a tool that will work for you.
Currently, there are no audio test disks like this available
anywhere.

LIST PRICE

$169.95

This invaluable tool will help when your work involves:
new installations, evaluations of existing systems,
performance testing and verification, coverage analysis...and
more.

for the two CD set

This easy -to -use, two -CD set allows accurate, repeatable
speech intelligibility measurements to be made quickly and
efficiently. Also included are neccessary test signals to

conduct complete, accurate sound system performance
evaluations.

TEST DISC 1&

SQVC

2

Test routines include 20 Phonetically -Balanced word lists
and an additional series of word lists similar to the Modified
Rhyme Test. Includes male and female voices.

PROSONUS

(sound &video contractor)
TM

TM

For more information about this powerful and unique tool
contact Prosonus direct.

Phone:

1

-800- 999 -6191 or Fax: 1-818 -766 -6098.

\1\\\\\\\ 111 \ \\\l\ \1\1\ll \\11\l`11\ \1N\1\1
\\\\\\\l\\\\\\11\\ \\\\\. \ \\\\WW,l\l \WW. \\W.\\\ \\ WN..\\\\\\ 11\\\11\\ 1\\\\\\1\l\ 1\1\\\.\\\\ \\\\\\\\ \1\\ \\l\\\
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Which of the following analog circuits has the
least amount of phase shift?

67

A 1 -pole filter
A 2 -pole filter
An 18dB-per- octave filter

A)
B)

C)
D)
68.

76.

A

"brick wall" filter

A +4dBu device has a gain stage with a dynamic
range of 97dB. It's headroom is 18dB. Where is its

77

The actual level difference between a Hi -Z, semipro unbalanced device that reads 0 VU at -10
and a Lo -Z professional balanced device that
reads 0 VU at +4, once impedance matching is
taken into consideration, is:
A)

14dB

C)

B)

123dB

D)

11.8dB
10.2dB

A device's slew rate is related to:

noise floor?
B)

Bandwidth
Frequency response

C)
D)

Voltage swing rate
All of the above

A)

-83dBu
-79dBu

A)
B)

C)
D)

-75dBu
None of the above

Assuming the same measuring standard, one console, operating at a nominal -10 level, clips at
+20dBu output. Another console, operating at
+4dBu, clips at +24dBu output. The difference in
their headrooms is:

69.

A)
B)

4dB
8dB

C)
D)

Bias is:

B)

A dc offset in electronic circuits
A high frequency current applied to analog

C)

tape
A speaker's deviation from its center resting

D)

All of the above

A)

10dB
14dB

point

Both of the above consoles have a 95dB signal -tonoise ratio. The approximate difference in their
noise floors is:

70

78.

79.

IM is measured by:
Reading the overtones added to a simple
sine wave
Reading the overtones caused by a square
wave
Reading the sidetones caused by two primary
tones interacting
All of the above

A)
A)
B)

4dB
8dB

C)

D)

10dB
14dB

If both of the above consoles had

71.

B)
a 105dB

C)

dy-

namic range, the difference between their noise
floors would be:
A)
B)

4dB
8dB

C)
D)

10dB
14dB

D)
80.

filter with a knee at 80Hz, a -6dB
point at 60Hz, and a -18dB point at 15Hz is said
A low -pass

to:

Most gain trim controls in the mic pre -amp stage
are accomplished via a pot or switch selected
resistor matrix:

72.

A)
B)

C)
D)

A -10

nominal operating level on consumer or
semi -pro unbalanced equipment usually refers to
a signal 10dB below:

73.

A)

74.

B)

The

proper value for the -10 signal above is stat-

C)

D)

ed in:
A)
B)

dBm
dBu

81.

82.

C)

D)

dBV
dBA

Have a slope of 6dB /octave
Have a slope of 12dB/Octave
Have a Q of 4

AUDIO PRODUCTION

1.0V
0.775V

5V
1.228V

Be a 3 -pole

B)

C)
D)

Before the gain device
In the negative feedback loop
After the gain device
As an active voltage divider driving the VCA

If a mix

is completed on a monitor speaker system that has a prominant or "forward" midrange,
the resulting tape will sound:

Bass

B)

Treble prominant

C)
D)

Midrange prominant
None of the above

In
A)
B)

C)

nominal operating level on balanced professional equipment usually refers to a signal level

prominant

A)

A +4

75.

filter

A)

D)

a

studio,

a

mult

is

typically used to:

Split a signal
Combine a signal
Provide multiple or different levels to different sources
A and

B

4dB above:
A)
B)

5V
1.228V

C)

D)

1.0V
0.775V

Questions continue on next page
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83.

When multiple mics pick up the same
sound, they have to be three times as far
away for equal level
B)
Three mics, when used in one close acoustic
environment, should be replaced by one, so
as to avoid phase anomolies
C) To avoid interaction, multiple mics should be
three times greater a distance from each other than to the sound source
D) None of the above

just laid down a channel on the analog multitrack. The red light was on during recording, but
the track won't play back now. The LAST thing
you'd do is:

A)

You

A)
B)

Swap record cards and try it again.
Go to a blank spot on the tape and try re-

cording something there.
C)
D)

Swap play cards.
Check the sync head versus the repro head
for signal on tape
91.

84.

The proper level to record time code on a single
analog multitrack channel is:

Blumlein miking technique differs from X-Y in
that:
A)

A)
B)

C)
D)
85.

5dB to 10dB hotter than the audio so the
synchronizer gets a good lock
At the same level as the audio
5dB to 10dB below the audio
25dB down, to minimize bleed.

B)

C)

phones
D)

Drop -frame time code can be at which of the following rates?
92.

Blumlein requires very specific spacing between the diaphragms in both the horizontal
and vertical axes

Which of the following analog tape situations is
the quietest?

B)

29.97 fps only
30 fps only

C)
D)

Both of the above
Neither of the above

A)

Factory fresh new tape

B)

Tape which has been

An analog de-esser works by:

C)

A)

86.

technique uses a shallower angle, typically less than 90°
Blumlein uses only figure-eight mics at 90°
X-Y uses only dynamic or condenser microX-Y

D)

Inverting the high frequency component of
the signal and mixing it back with the
original
B)
Inserting a high pass filter into a limiter
sidechain
C) Using an analog "smart circuit" to analyze
and filter signal content
D) None of the above

"biased" (erased on
the machine, with no audio signal present
Tape that has been bulk erased
It depends on the circumstances

A)

87

VITC and LTC

Only one
Only one
program
C) The word
D) All of the

A)
B)

88.

A)
B)

C)
D)
94.

can be read with the tape stopped
can be restriped without affecting

A)

95.

B)

C)

60

D)

64

A modern 28- input, 24- monitor

"split" console

with four stereo aux returns typically provides
how many available inputs during mixdown?
A)
B)

32
36

C)

D)

56
60

Sharper
Flatter
Still in tune with the piano
Off by a tempered amount

C)
D)

3M 226
3M 250

Ampex 456
Agfa 468

A microphone which normally sounds fine de-

velops a nasal quality when placed eight inches
above a table to record a voice. Why?

with four stereo aux returns typically provides how many available inputs during mixdown?
32
36

C,

The brand and type of analog tape which requires the highest bias level to operate at spec is:

B)

lengths are different
above

a violin are in tune at
two octaves higher the violin is:

If an acoustic piano and
middle

A modern 28 -input in -line console

A)

89.

differ in that:

93.

96.

A)

Path length differences

B)

C)

The table creates a half -space surface, which
alters the sound's wavelength
The absorptive value of the table top material

D)

colors the sound
None of the above

Pressure Zone Microphones might sound
because:

"thin"

Their element diaphragms are so small
The small space between the element and
the plate limits the wavelength
C) They are designed to accentuate the highs
D) They aren't being applied properly

A)

B)
90.

In microphony, the Three -To -One Rule stipulates

that:

Questions continue on next page
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A fix for the hum
a Fender amp is:

97

of a Fender guitar plugged into

100.

Flip the ground switch
Reorient the guitarist in space
C) Use an iso transformer on the amp's ac line
D) All of the above
A)
B)

At 15ips, and using Ampex 456, the best Aweighted dynamic range one could expect from
an analog 2 -track 1/4 -inch tape deck without NR
is approximately:
A)
B)

95dB
85dB

Why might a unidirectional microphone sound
different off-axis vs. on -axis at a distance?

98.

A)
B)

C)

D)

75dB
65dB

C)

D)

-THE END-

Sensitivity to lows is more than to highs, but
decreases off -axis
The mic's grill causes major coloration
off -axis
Path length differences exist between the
front and back of the diaphragm
All of the above

(Answers appear on page 60)

Generally speaking, the following has the most
extended low frequency response:

99.

A)

A 15ips analog tape

B)

A 30ips analog tape
They are the same
It depends on the machine

C)

D)

REP would like to thank the following people
for contributing questions and /or ideas to the

Bob Bushnell
David Carlson
Mack Clark

test:

Dr. Peter D'Antonio

Walter Lenk
Philip Giddings
David Moulton
Skip Pizzi

Rick Schwartz
Ron Streicher
Eric Wenocur
Jim Williams

Do Jensen Transformers Have a
Clearer Midrange and Top End?
65

129

193

257

321

385

449

4

7-..Other M1gr.
12

i

.4.6
3ì

ÿ

.8

v.3

STEP WAVEFORM

...2
.6

-..1
0

8.25

12.5

8.8
25.0
31.3
TIME (MICROSECONDS)

43.8

37.5

49.9

Other Mrgr.

Jensen JT-11P-1-----47:

r`f

.4

.2

GROUP DELAY
" 1006

FREQUENCY (Hz)

t

Jensen
TRANSFORMERS.

INC.

...but

Yes!

200k

The high frequency rolloff of a Jensen Transformer is computeroptimized to fit the Bessel Low Pass Filter response. This produces
minimum overshoot and ringing. as well as flat group delay, for
best time alignment of all spectral components of the musical
waveform. In other words, the harmonics arrive at exactly the same
time as the fundamental frequency.
The result is a clear midrange and top end without the harsh,
edgy sound which has previously characterized many transformers.
Only Jensen uses sophisticated COMTRAN optimization
technology, plus ultra -high precision Swiss winders, custom alloy
cores, and exhaustive, computerized quality control procedures.
That's why our transformers have no midrange smear. Just pure,
clean, accurate sound plus superior isolation and noise rejection.

I:unrs by appointment only. Closed Fridays.

10735 Burbank Boulevard

North Hollywood, California 91601
FAX (818) 763 -4574 Phone (213) 876 -0059
Circle (19) on Rapid Facts Card
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Why?
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Jensen JT--11P-1
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The World's Leading
Maker of High -Tech
Audio Transformers

By Les Brockmann

IS THERE MORE

TO LIFE THAN

HEADROOM?

Participants in the Great Analog Showdown: from left, Peter Kelsey, Stewart Levin and Les Brock mann. (Photo by Sam Urdank.)

3M's new 996 analog tape formulation takes on Ampex 456 Grandmaster
in a real -world showdown.

With

the improving transmis-

sion of audio to the home listener through CDs and stereo television, audio professionals continue to seek better sounding ways to record.
Digital recorders are becoming more
common as manufacturers strive to keep
up with the demand. But makers of pro
analog equipment haven't been content to
let the analog medium become stagnant
or die. Indeed, analog tape recording remains a viable media for many producers
of music and other recorded product, for
reasons of economy, tried -and -true flexibility for many kinds of production tasks
Les Brockmann is a Los Angeles -based independent engineer.

and especially because analog recording
continues to offer sound quality that many
find to be excellent.
There are a couple of new products on
the market that claim to offer an improvement in analog tape recording: Dolby SR
noise reduction and 3M 996 tape. Dolby
SR has enjoyed wide acceptance in the recording industry because of its capability
to give analog recording an extremely
wide dynamic range while maintaining
good fidelity. A lot of people seem to think
of Dolby SR as a "miracle circuit:' offering noiseless recording with no signal loss
or degradation. At the 1990 AES convention, 3M introduced a new tape formulation, 996, with increased maximum signal
level capabilities. "Set up your machine for
a hotter operating level and the noise floor

will be so low that you won't need noise
reduction :' is the implication in 3M's pro-

motion.
Recently, three of us set out to find out
whether these claims are true. Stewart
Levin is a composer of music for network
TV shows. His credits include scores for
ABC's " thirtysomething,' as well as Fox's
"Get A Life :' Peter Kelsey is an independent recording engineer. In addition to his
work with Stewart Levin, hes worked with
others in TV and records, including an upcoming release by Jean -Luc Ponty. (His
chosen format on the Ponty project was
an interesting hybrid: basic tracks cut on
analog Ampex 456 +3 at 15ips with Dolby SR, transferred to Sony digital for overdubs and then the two locked together for
the mix.) I am an independent engineer
August 1991
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who works with Stewart and others on
music for TV, motion pictures and albums.
Our "house standard" setup for Stewart
Levin's work has been Ampex 456 on the
24 -track 2 -inch machine, at 30ips, aligned
for a +6 reference level equaling OVU
(320nW/m). Recently he became interested in finding out whether adding Dolby
SR for the multitrack or switching to 3M
996 tape would give better performance,
especially lower background noise. So, we
planned a "Lab Day," which turned into
two days of recording, realigning and a lot
of careful listening.
It should be emphasized that our tests
were quite subjective in nature. We did not
approach our evaluation as a technician
might
no distortion analyzers or other
test equipment was used. Instead, we recorded and listened to music
several
acoustic and electronic instruments, multitracked in a couple of short compositions. Our intent was to get a user's point
of view: What does it sound like?

-

Grand Master
10 KHz

Maximum QIIpW

--

1

Lev

through), approximately two minutes.
4. Drums only: Fade up from silent to full
modulation over 30 seconds; print additional minute, increasing source level to
3dB higher than standard level to test for
compression, saturation and headroom;
fade down to silent over 30 seconds.
5. Erasure test: Record drum loop again,
full modulation, 30 seconds, then erase it.
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We used a Neve 8108 console, with a
Sony JH -24 24 -track recorder. Dolby's XP
set of 24 SR channels was provided by Audio Affects Rentals of Burbank, CA. We
monitored with Yamaha NS-10 speakers.
Musical instrument sources were a Kurzweil 250 playing piano and bass, a Roland
R8 drum machine, a Yamaha DX-7, and
guitarist John Wheelock playing several
of his classic acoustic and electric guitars.
Stewart prepared two simple pieces of music, both similar to what he writes for TV
scoring: a quiet type of cue featuring piano, two tracks of acoustic guitar and a
background synthesizer pad; and an uptempo rock 'n' roll piece, with drums, bass,
piano, electric piano and electric guitar.
These were the setups tested:
1. Ampex 456, 30ips, +6, Dolby SR (tracks
-8).
2. Ampex 456, 30ips,
1

+6, no NR (tracks

17 -24).

3.

Ampex 456, 15ips, +6, Dolby SR (tracks

I-8).
4. Ampex 456, 15ips, +3, Dolby SR (tracks
9-16).
5. Ampex 456, 15ips, +6, no NR (tracks
17-24).
6. 3M 996, 15ips, +6, Dolby SR (tracks 1-8).
7. 3M 996, ]Sips, +9, no NR (tracks 9 -16).

+6, no NR (tracks 17 -24).
+6, Dolby SR (tracks 1-8).
3M 996, 30ips, +9, no NR (tracks 9-16).
3M 996, 30ips, +6, no NR (tracks

8. 3M 996, 15ips,
9. 3M 996, 30ips,
10.
11.

17 -24).

We started each tape speed /brand setup
by carefully aligning the machine. After
setting repro levels and high-frequency re-

sponse using an MRL tones tape, we biased the tape to be tested according to its

factory- recommended or common practice spec: feeding
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Figure 1. Performance characteristics of Ampex
956 Grand Master.

Each instrument was recorded with a
maximum modulation level of approximately OVU, with the exception of the
drums. The kick and snare were set for
about -3 on the Neve's VUs, to allow for
transient peaks; hi-hat was somewhat lower, roughly -6. Small amounts of EQ were
used as we saw fit. Drums and keyboards
were patched direct, acoustic guitar was
miked with an AKG C451 and the electric
guitar amp was miked with a Sennheiser
421. Gentle peak limiting was inserted on
the acoustic guitar with a dbx 160X, as we

often do.
Then it was time for our playback tests.
With each speed/brand setup, the printed ]kHz tone was used to reset repro level on all of the 24 -track channels, and the
Dolby SR channels were set either "in" or
"bypassed:' One group of eight channels
was balanced in a reasonable mix (no
reverb or additional EQ was used). The
]kHz tone was then played again, with
one channel at a time switched on at the
console, to carefully match the level and
panning of each of the three kick drum
tracks, each piano track, and so forth. The
Neves peak-reading metering was used as
well, with the music track playing, to

ting bias for Ampex 456 at 30ips to 1.5dB
response drop beyond the peak on the VU
meter; 456 at 15ips, +3dB beyond the
peak; 3M 996 at 30ips +2dB; and 996 at
15ips, +4dB. Level, and high- and low frequency settings were adjusted for flat
response. After each alignment, a ]kHz
tone was printed for 60 seconds, to be
used for later playback level alignment
and matching.
The console and the tape channels were
divided into three groups of eight, and for
each of the four speed /tape brand setups,
we recorded the music once, busing each
instrument to three tracks.
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The recording was in several segments,
as follows:
1. Blank unmodulated tape
to test for
tape self -noise
30 seconds.
2. Slow quiet music piece approximately
two minutes.
3. Up -tempo rock music sequence: Kick,
snare, hi -hat, stereo percussion group (including gogo -bells, congas, and cymbals),
piano, bass, electric guitar; repeating loop
including 2 -bar rest (to listen for print-
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Figure 2. Performance characteristics of 3M 996.

match levels on the drums. (Anytime a
listening comparison is made, it's important that the choices are played at equivalent volumes, otherwise the louder choice
it's easy to fool the
might sound better
ear.) The listening volume was set for a
comfortably loud level and then the pot
was carefully marked with tape and pen;
the fader levels were marked as well.

-

Our intent was to get
a user's point of view:
what does it sound

EVALUATION

First, the mechanical stuff:

Tape handling and recorder
headroom: The 3M 996 was a new, un-

like?

I prepared a several -page worksheet on
which to make notes about what each of
noise;
us heard. The criteria were: blank
noise; music:
silent modulated
top, bottom; trannoise /hiss; color
sients /size /impact; compression; distortion; print- through; crosstalk between

--

As we listened, each of us in turn sat in
the "sweet spot" and played each segment
several times, sometimes muting or soloing various tracks. We archived each segment to DAT, on a Panasonic 3700, for future reference and ease of comparison.
(However, we found that the differences
in sound were most evident in listening
first -generation to the multitrack; the DAT
masked the differences quite a bit.) The
following results and comments are taken from the comment sheets and from
subsequent discussion.

-

channels; erasure of modulated tape. I also
included a section for us to make other
notes.

known product to us, and we wondered
whether it would be compatible with our
tape machine. There were two aspects of
compatibility that we were initially curious about. First, as you handle the tape,
it seems somewhat stiffer than normal. We
consulted with Charlie Bolois of Vertigo
Recording Services, a well- respected independent maintenance technician. He
said to watch for indications of tape -tohead- contact problems, such as the tape
skewing or riding high or low on the
heads.

Upon careful observation we noticed no
such problems on the JH-24. While recording and monitoring a 10kHz tone during
I did notice that edge tracks,
and 24, and to a lesser extent 2 and 23,
showed somewhat more wavering of the
reproduced tone than did inner tracks,
about idB to 11 /2dB up and down on the
VUs, for slightly less than one second. Inner tracks wavered about t /2dB at 10k.
The ikHz was stable on all tracks. (In my
experience, it is somewhat common for
some of these Sony /MCI machines to
show a bit of waver on the 10k tone.)
Charlie said that this is a symptom of
spacing loss. There can be less than perfect contact of the tape with the surface
of the heads, especially if the contour of
the head is slightly irregular in any dimension. The tape can slightly lift away from
its contact with the head, leaving an air
gap. This can be especially prevalent with
it's less
996 due to its increased stiffness
likely to wrap smoothly and tightly around
the head's curves.
The Ampex 456 was more consistent in
its response across all tracks. In our music recording tests, we confined the edge
tracks to instruments that were less demanding on high frequencies (kick drum
and bass), but noticed no audible problems

alignment,
1

-

...with Vega UHF systems
Add as many wireless micro -

phones as you need -without
affecting existing VHF systems
with Vega's 600 Series UHF wireless. Operating in the interference free UHF TV channels (18 and
up), the new 600 Series is Vega's
solution to VHF congestion. Enjoy
the freedom from interference offered by UHF. with clear, rock solid performance and the same
ease of use of VHF.
The system provides up to
1700 feet of range using the super-

-

sensitive R -662 receiver and the
150 -mW T -677 bodypack transmitter. Audio quality is just what you'd
expect from Vega...outstanding.
Featuring DYNEX Ill audio processing for low distortion and high
signal -to -noise ratio, Vega's 600
Series system offers audio performance previously unavailable in
UHF equipment.
For superb audio quality, range,
and freedom from interference in
multiple system environments,
Vega 600 Series UHF wireless

systems are your best and oily
choice. For further information. literature. or technical support,
please contact James Stoffo at
1- 800 -877 -1771.

Vega
a MARK

IV

company

9900 Baldwin Place
EI Monte, California 91731 -2204
Telephone: (818) 442 -0782
Toll -free: 800 -877 -1771
FAX: (818) 444 -1342
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Odor notes

Examples of listener response worksheets filled out by Les Brockmann, Peter Kelsey and Stewart Levin.

or changes that we attributed to this. We
also tried recording SMPTE time code on
track 24 of the 996, and it reproduced
cleanly enough to be read accurately by
several synchronizers and readers. We've
also recently used 996 on a project that
took us to outside studios with a Studer
A800 and a Sony APR -24, and noticed no
problems.
I also wondered whether a +9 setup
could be handled with plenty of clean
headroom by the record electronics of the
recorder. We noticed no problems with
this. Charlie Bolois says that in his experience one machine, the Otari MTR-12,
requires a simple modification in the record cards to cleanly do +9.
Tape self-noise: In no case did we find
any unexpected noise on blank unmodulated tape. In the past I've occasionally
found virgin tape with noise, especially
low- frequency "bumps" (possibly picked
up in shipping or storage). Both the 3M
and Ampex reels were factory -fresh and
close to completely silent. On the setups
without noise reduction, a low -level hiss
was evident.

-

Silent modulated noise: Each tape
erased cleanly, with no "bias rocks" or other spurious noise. Setups without noise
reduction had the typical even hiss. The
quietest of these was the 3M 996 at 30ips,
+9. The setups with Dolby SR were dead
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silent on blank tape, either erased or virgin. Without noise reduction, modulated
(erased) tape had a somewhat louder hiss
than virgin tape in every case.
Erasure: One of the tests was to record the drum -machine pattern at full
modulation and then erase it. After one
pass of erasing (machine in record with all
signal sources silent and muted), every setup showed complete erasure, with no evidence of the drum part.

There were no big-time
winners or losers.

Print -through: We were somewhat surprised to observe little or no evidence of
print- through with any of the setups, either with or without noise reduction.
There was a tiny bit of "shadowing" with
the Ampex 456, 30ips, +6 with no NR.
Two weeks after our initial recording, I
checked again and still found no print through.
Crosstalk: With each setup without
noise reduction, there was some evidence
of crosstalk
for example, with the kick

-

drum soloed, the snare on the adjacent
track could be heard at a low level. This
did not seem to change appreciably between levels, speeds or tape brands. However, when Dolby SR was used, this crosstalk was almost entirely eliminated.
SOUND

At last, the nitty- gritty! I hate to disappoint you, but there were no big -time winners or losers, with the exception that all
of us determined that none of the 15ips
setups without noise reduction were quiet
enough for our professional work.
After our listening tests, we took some
time to discuss our evaluation of the various options. We began with a few comments on the Dolby SR.
Peter Kelsey: "My basic conclusion on
listening back was that the sound was
more 'open' without the Dolby SR"
Les Brockmann: "Yes, I agree, it was
a bit veiled [with it]. I noticed that especially in comparing the drums and also the
quiet acoustic guitar. There was a little
more sense of 'listening' to the sound [with
the SR] vs. 'feeling' it as well [without]. On
some of my favorite -sounding setups, such
as the 456 +6 at 30 ips, no NR, the acoustic guitar almost seemed to project out in
front of the speakers, with an excellent
sense of presence. On the same tape setup, the SR- encoded tracks of the same in-

We're not coffee table art.
We only hang with the pros.
or many years REP has
been one of my primary
information soirces of current,
professional trends and
information. I remember that when
I first read REP in the mid- 1970s,
I used to guard those issues
jealously. I have many of the
original articles in loose -leaf
reference notebooks.

There's a lot packed into

REP...It's a

good reference
magazine and a great starting place
from which you can take what you
learn and go as far as you want in
the field of audio production and
engineering. Keep up the good
work." Jon L. Hilton
Director
Hiltronex Sound
Production Studios
Ithaca, NY.
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or in the waiting room...
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strument showed less of this presence. The
drums seemed punchier without the noise

reduction:'
With the SR, on some soloed tracks you
could sometimes hear some evidence of
the Dolby's compression and expansion.
Peter Kelsey: "The guitarist was adding his own reverb through the amp, and
as you listened to the reverb decay, there
was a point where it seemed to sort of cut
off or be gated rather than fading all the
way to room tone:' I noticed this as well
on some of the acoustic guitar notes.
Peter also pointed out a bit of coloration
introduced on some instruments by the
SR. He said that there seemed to be a
change in the low mid area, especially on
piano and guitar. "I don't want to call it
a boost, though; it just sounded different"
Interestingly, he felt this coloration was a
bit more evident with the 996 tape than
with the 456. He, and the rest of us as well,
felt that neither the coloration nor the
"gating" effect were noticeable when all
the instruments were heard together in a
mix.
Regarding the tape brands, there was
general agreement that the 456 had a bit
more open sound in the high frequencies,
especially at 30ips.
LB: "I noticed more of the high harmon-

ics of the acoustic guitar, as well as a sense

of the fingers on the strings:'
PK: "Listening back on the DAT, I liked
the midrange area of the 996 more than
the 456. Listening to the acoustic guitar,
I really liked the way the attack came
through."
In considering the effects of the various
setup levels, the differences that became
most evident were, as you might expect,
in transient response, compression and
distortion. 3M suggests that 996 be set up
for +9, the implication being that the tape
offers a full 3dB increase in maximum
level.
In our experience, we concluded that
this might not be entirely the case. The
drums, especially kick and snare, recorded
on the 996, 30ips, +9, no NR, seemed to
be more compressed than on the 456,
30ips, +6, no NR. The snare drum sample had a nice sharp transient "crack" that
was evident on the playback of the 456
at +6. On the 996 at +9, the transient was
less evident, the sound more saturated. Peter felt that he could use this compression
to very positive results
he liked the effect for rock 'n' roll drums. On the quiet
acoustic music, none of us noticed any effect of compression on any instruments,
even at the +9 setup.

-

On the tracks with Dolby SR, our conclusion was that the lower -level setups,
such as +3, offered the best sound because the SR eliminated the noise consideration for low-level signals, and the
greater headroom eliminated any compression effects at normal levels (though
you could reach for it if you wanted it).
What about the differences in tape
speeds? As I mentioned earlier, at 15ips
the Dolby SR is pretty much required, and
with it the format sounds quite good, with
either tape. (If I had to record at 15ips
without noise reduction, I guess I would
chose 996 at +9. The noise floor was almost bearable, on the rock tracks at least,
although there was considerable compression, especially of the drums.)
One difference that is often discussed
between 15ips and 30ips is the matter of
low frequency response. Due to the physics of how analog heads work, 15ips offers
a -3dB low- frequency rolloff point that's
lower in frequency than does 30ips. The
resulting sound is described by many as
"warm" or "fat:' In the music we recorded
and listened to, differences in bass response were not greatly evident to me. Of
course this becomes one more element in
the often -contradictory soup of elements
that are to be considered in choosing a for-
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mat. With regard to the highs, I felt the
30ips formats were a bit more open in the
top end; Peter did not find a difference
sufficient to comment on.
CONCLUSIONS

PK: "What I liked was the 456, +3,
15ips, with SR, and the 996, +9, 30ips,
with no NR. I felt that the 15ips sounded
fat, and I really loved the way the snare
sounded [at 15ips] it was the best to me.
In fact, though, I could cheerfully work
with nearly anything we tried. There was
nothing really bad about anything that we
tried; it was just subtle differences. Except
15ips without NR:'
LB: "Just in terms of musical fidelity,
size, and impact, the 456, +6, 30ips, with
no NR. Although I think I would choose
differently with different jobs to do. Both
types of music we recorded here, and often do for Stewart's scores, are relatively
even in dynamic level they either start
fairly quiet or loud, and stay that way, and
so with careful recording and mixing the
noise problems are minimized. The masking effect of a continuous strong sound effectively hides the noise:'
PK: "Yes, I know that Dolby takes advantage of masking in the presence of
a strong signal, close to OVU, the Dolby
units do little or no processing."
LB: "However, the next time I have an
orchestra to record, for instance, I would
love to have SR, for lots of reasons more
than just the ultimate fidelity. An orchestral score typically has music with very
wide differences in dynamics, and an orchestral scoring session is usually a highspeed, high- tension affair, due to the huge
budgets involved.
"You don't always have time to slowly
and carefully set the perfect level for each
instrument in each musical cue. If the conductor says, 'Beautiful take!' to the orchestra, the mixer can't say, 'Excuse me, I
needed more level on the percussion and

-

-

-

the French horns in the end pinned the
meters: The SR makes it so much easier,
and it really does sound very good:'
Stewart pointed out that as a music producer whose job it is to deliver finished
music to his clients, the various aspects of
"good sound" have to be weighed, and
noise is definitely an important one. "After you guys are done mixing it, I take it
to my bosses, the producers on the dub
stage, and play it," he says. "When it's
noisy in the quiet spots, they definitely notice. They (or the monitoring circumstances) may not be sophisticated enough
to notice all the transparency and harmonic content, but they certainly notice something like noise.
"Even though the Dolby may color the
sound in subtle ways, there has to be
something positive said for listening to a

track that's really dead quiet. It makes the
recording technology more 'invisible it's
a great, kind of magical effect:'
As you can see, the three of us went
through the same testing and listening to
gether, and came up with three somewhat
different points of view. I think this puts
all of the products evaluated in good light.
This was a unique and excellent opportunity to compare two tape products, one
a standard and the other brand new, and
not base future choices on rumor, hype or

-

what was used on someone else's millionselling album.
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Cutting Edge
Consoles
By David

Scheirman

Mixing consoles for sound reinforcement are like the flagship in a naval fleet:
because all eyes are on the hardware, you
like to load your biggest guns and fly your
brightest flags from the mast. A touring
sound system is often judged by its mixing consoles, perhaps rightly so, because
the soundmixers responsible for operating
the system have to sit at that desk every

day.

Evolutionary change in mixing consoles
understandably slow. The basic console
architecture cannot be changed too much
or too quickly without surpassing the general learning curve of most of the industry. The most successful (and therefore the
best -funded) touring projects can afford to
specify something newer or better. However, few soundmixers will bet their reputation on a radical, unproven new product introduction without first making
certain that they can get good results from
leading-edge (and often unfamiliar)
equipment.
Traditional large -frame analog consoles
from only five or six manufacturers still
dominate the industry. A look at the 10
highest -grossing concert acts, as reported
in a recent issue of Amusement Business,
shows which touring groups in the country were on top for the moment (moving
into summer of 1991, it was New Kids on
the Block, ZZ Top, Paul Simon, Sting, INXS,
Gloria Estefan, etc.). A knowledge of the
sound companies and their systems serving these artists would let us know just
what's "in" for mixing consoles this
season.
From commercial manufacturers, the
Soundcraft Series 4, Yamaha PM -3000,
Gamble EX -56, Midas Pro 40, Ramsa WRS852 (S840 for monitors) and the Harrison
HM -5 (SM -5 for monitors) still dominate
the scene. An occasional TAC SR-9000 is
in use. ATI's massive Paragon is starting
to creep onto the scene, though it rarely
makes the charts, as so few units are actually in the field yet. This list gives a price
spread ranging from about U.S. $40,000 to
$90,000 for a single console, offering 32
to 56 input modules.
is

David Scheirman is REP's live sound consulting editor
and president of Concert Sound Consultants. Julian, CA.
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So, where are things headed? What's
really new? While the industry waits for
accurate news on the hush -hush Yamaha
PM -4000, while TAC hustles out the mid priced SR -6000, and while the brand -new
Midas XL-3 attempts to get some market
penetration, many sound company owners and other console purchasers are taking a careful look at all available options.
The generally accepted standard mixing console format for concert use includes 4 -band parametric EQ, eight to 16
auxiliary sends, some mute groups, and
perhaps eight VCA group controls. An output matrix section is nice, as is the occasional onboard mini patchbay for sophisticated signal processing. Newer offerings
have improved audio signal paths, beefier power supplies, better grounding
schemes, and a gimmick or two.
To actually get a feel for the future in
mixing console technology for sound reinforcement, we would do well to take a
close look at what is going on right now
in the theater production field. With
Broadway shows often staged for a multiyear run, and with many sophisticated
performing arts centers actively working
to upgrade their audio facilities, the budgets are available in some quarters to support the type of R&D needed to break two
very important barriers: those of digital
audio and computer control.
A FULLY DIGITAL

MIXING CONSOLE

While Yamaha's compact DMP-7 is a digital mixer often used to control MIDI
linked special effects devices in a concert
sound system, it is a small -scale device
(eight inputs) that would require dramatic changes to find acceptance as the primary mixing console on a major tour.
While it's a pleasant little fellow to use, it
doesn't quite seem to point the way to the
future of digital console design.
However, a fully digital, large- format
mixing console for sound reinforcement
does exist. After an intensive R&D phase
in Japan, this million- dollar flagship product has actually been in continual use successfully since September 1990. The console is the TOA ix -9000, and the lucky new

owner is the Vienna State Opera House
in Austria. A second console system has
been ordered for Vienna's nearby Burg theater.
The ix -9000 processes all audio signals
in the digital domain, yet the console
looks and feels like an analog console. The
system comprises a 64/48 matrix mixing
unit that features a 256-channel fully dig-

ital input /output patching system. Operating parameters can be changed by software revisions, so that modifications to the
futuristic console frame (which includes
two interactive touch -screen monitor) are
not needed.
The console uses a DSP unit that has a
sampling rate of 48kHz, and it features 18bit linear pulse code modulation. For operator convenience, the ix -9000 offers 48
group -out and 16 auxiliary sends in any
of three different formats: pre -EQ, prefader or post- fader. An internal high speed
drive circuit powers the fully automatic
motorized faders. Gain control ranges
from -64dB to +4dB, with 0.1dB resolution in the normal operating range.
The unit handles five different operas
per week, never the same two nights in
a row ... and there are 150 different works
in the State Opera Company's repertoire.
Each must be set up on the day -of -show.
Many involve 50 -voice choirs, backstage
horn ensembles, etc.
COMPUTER CONTROL
FOR STAGE SHOWS

Not all productions can afford a million dollar pricetag for a fully digital large frame console. Fortunately, while waiting
for the price to drop, other options exist.
In April, "Miss Saigon" opened on
Broadway. Sound design for the show by
Andrew Bruce includes a 70 -input E -type
Cadac theater console with a 12x12 matrix output section. ProMix of New

Rochelle, NY, supplied a split -frame Cadac
(25 +45) for the production, which opened
at the Broadway Theatre. A pair of IBM
386 PCs enable the console operator to
control signal routing, MIDI switching and
VCA masters.

The rock industry's major touring
productions are headed in the same direction, like it or not. For example, recent
tours by Janet Jackson, Madonna, George
Michael and INXS have featured many
dance -oriented production numbers that
call for a high degree of coordination between choreography, sound, lights and
special visual effects. All benefit from computerization of cues to insure repeatability.
Outboard systems, such as the Real
World switching matrix and the Richmond
Sound Designs computer control system,
are but two examples of the linkage that
is starting to take place between the personal computer and the console. As software and hardware interface packages become more accessible to the soundmixer
and system engineer, a greater shift in this

direction seems inevitable.

Total versatility with the Midas touch
To get full house and monitor capabilities from

one console, you'd expect to make

a

few compromises.

Not so with the Midas XL3.

I

Midas and Klark -Teknik's designers have
achieved a new kind of versatility with
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The secret is in its sheer flexiblity.
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XL3 is the only console that can gee you

a

40 channel

front of house mix one night and 40/18 channels of

monitor mix the next.
Add to this outstanding versatility,

crystal

a

clear, logical control surface, pus Klark-Teknik's renowned electronic design and the result is
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console with

superb soric performance that's pum joy for the engineer.
Call Midas today and be in touch with
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By Richard Zwiebel

WORKING WITH STADIUM
ACOUSTICS
An acoustic designer's practical overview to survival

inside those dreaded cavernous venues.

Most

touring sound profession-

als would agree that stadiums,

domes and arenas can present a difficult acoustical environment for permanent sound system
installations and touring systems. Some of
these buildings are better than others.
What is it that makes the acoustics of one
building superior to another?
This article will explore the methods
employed to improve the acoustical performance of these facilities. A domed
stadium can have a volume as large as 8
million cubic feet; an 8- second reverberation time is not uncommon. This results
in an acoustically difficult environment.
Large reflective surfaces, creating disturbing reflections, amplify this problem.
As acoustical consultants, it is our job
at the Joiner -Rose Group to improve the
acoustics of a facility while paying attention to the budgetary restrictions of the
project. Many of these large facilities are
designed primarily for sports activities.
Until recent years, little attention has been
paid to the requirements of touring sound
companies.
An acoustically "live" room is often preferred for sporting events, as this amplifies the effect of crowd noise and cheering. This added level increases the
excitement of the audience during a
game. A permanent sound system is normally provided in these facilities to provide sound reinforcement for sporting
events. Intelligibility of these systems is imRichard Zwiebel is an associate with the Joiner -Rose
Group. Dallas.
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Stadiums are an acoustically difficult environment at best; some can have a volume of 8 mi lion
cubic feet and an 8-second reverberation time.

T

proved by attempting to reduce the reverberance of the room. Therefore, it is the
job of the acoustical consultant to provide
a balance between these opposing requirements.
Due to the large volumes involved, these
rooms are naturally live and reverberant.
Most of the acoustical design effort is spent
on reducing the reverberance of the room
and controlling specular reflections. For almost all stadiums, several surfaces present a challenge for the acoustical designer.
One of the major offending surfaces is
the ceiling. In arenas and some larger indoor stadiums, this is typically a reflective
metal roof deck. In many arenas, this surface is flat and parallel to the floor. To reduce the reflection from the ceiling, an
"acoustical" roof deck is often recommended.
Acoustical roof decks typically have a
corrugated profile in which perforations
have been punched. Sound -absorbing
batts may be located behind these perforations. The corrugated shape of the deck,
in conjunction with the sound-absorbing
materials, acts to break up sound waves,
increasing the capability of the ceiling to
absorb sound. The decision to utilize an
acoustical roof deck must be made before

construction.
Once a facility has been built, acoustical banners may be added to provide additional absorption, reducing the amount
of sound energy reflected from the roof.
Acoustical banners are available in numerous finishes, including sail cloth, perforated vinyl, and open weave fabrics, which
encase glass fiber batting. Acoustical banners typically have mid -frequency NRC
ratings between 0.60 and 0.85.

stalled on the underside of the seat.
The next area of concern is the drumwall, the wall behind the top row of seats.
While it is desirable to make this wall absorptive, its proximity to the audience requires that it be resistant to vandalism.
Here, perforated decking material covering fiberglass balls can be applied successfully.
Another possible treatment for the
drumwall is to use diffusive surfaces, rather than absorptive ones. Diffusion acts to
reduce the "slap" or specular reflection of
sound off this wall, while spreading the
reflected sound energy over a larger angle. This application can be beneficial for
sporting events or concerts where crowd
noise, and the sense of excitement it creates, are desirable. Diffusive surfaces can
be constructed in the form of quadratic
residue diffusors formed from concrete
block. A new product offered by RPG
Diffusor Systems that provides diffusion is
called Diffusorblox. Diffusorblox are a solid precast lightweight concrete block, with
a preformed sound diffusing surface.
Most modern stadiums and arenas have
one or two rows of private suites around
the circumference of the facility. These
suites typically have glass sliding doors
which present a large reflective surface.
If you listen for it, it is often quite easy to
hear the reflections off these doors during a concert. While hanging heavy
drapes in front of these glass doors would

reduce these reflections, this solution becomes impractical due to the required
maintenance and the increased possibility of vandalism. The best solution is to
open these doors during a concert. This
reduces the quantity of reflective surface
by at least 50 %, in most cases. However,
this presents its own set of security problems, as these suites are usually leased to
clients and are considered "private."
Another problem area that causes unwanted reflections is the bulkhead or balcony front, at the front of each seating level. Although these areas are typically only
three to five feet high, they are often the
source of disturbing reflections. To reduce
these reflections, balcony fronts may be
designed in a rounded, rather than flat
shape or may have absorptive panels attached to them.
THE CANADIAN APPROACH

Some newer venues have been designed
with acoustics in mind. One of these fa-

cilities is the Toronto SkyDome. The roof
of this 60,000 -seat dome can be opened
up during nice weather or closed during
inclement weather. This movable roof was
constructed of acoustical roof deck, which
greatly improves the acoustics of the
space. There is a surprisingly small difference in sound quality with the roof
opened or closed.
The acoustics of this facility perform
quite well for sporting events. One reason

THE SEATING AREA

Another area critical to the acoustical
performance of the facility is the seating
area. When the house is filled with patrons, bodies add absorption to the room.
However, when the seats are empty, the
plastic or metal surfaces offer little absorption, thus increasing the reverberant
sound of the room. Upholstered seats, in
addition to offering more comfort to the
patrons, increase absorption. Typically, the
facility management prefers to use these
seats in the more expensive "deluxe' seating areas.
Although an upholstered seat offers a

degree of improvement, this is limited
when the seat is unoccupied, as the seat
bottom will "stand up;' exposing the
reflective underside of the seat. To address this situation, the seat bottom can
be perforated. This allows the seat cushion absorption to be effective in either
position. Another option is to use an underseat sound absorber. This is an absorptive panel covered with a perforated protective cover, which may be in-

The Toronto SkyDome's SkyTent is a huge enclosure that provides a controlled acoustical environment inside the venue.
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that this room sounds good is that the installed permanent sound system is a high quality distributed type, including numerous speaker clusters located throughout
the facility. By locating the speakers close
to the audience, rather than utilizing long
throw central clusters, most patrons are
seated within 100 feet of the nearest
speaker cluster. It is not feasible for touring sound companies to locate speakers
in this manner. Therefore, room acoustics
can have a significant effect on their sound
quality.
The management of the SkyDome is
dedicated to providing a high quality venue for all types of activities and has
responded to unfavorable initial reviews
of touring concert events. To improve the
acoustics of the room, several steps were
taken, including opening the sliding glass
doors to the two levels of private suites,
and the addition of acoustical panels to the
bulkhead and drumwall.
Additionally, the "SkyTent" was built,
consisting of a huge tent suspended over
the stage, floor, and seating area at one
end of the dome. The seating capacity
within the SkyTent itself is approximately
20,000. The tent is constructed of a rip stop nylon sailcloth with 1.5 pound density fiberglass insulation quilted inside.
This material provides a typical absorption coefficient of 0.6 to 0.7 from 250Hz
to 4kHz. The reduced reverberation time
at these frequencies provides a more intimate sound and feel to a concert. The SkyTent has made a noticeable improvement

in the quality of the sound. By making a
commitment to improving the acoustics
of the room, the management has provided a much improved facility for concerts.
NEW DESIGNS

An arena currently under design at the
Joiner -Rose Group is the Chung Hua Arena located in downtown Taipei, Taiwan.
This facility will seat about 11,000 and will
be Taiwan's first state-of- the -art concert facility. Additionally, it will be used for sporting events, public gatherings and as a giant first -run movie theater. The owner of
this facility, realizing the importance of
acoustics to the overall success of a concert venue, has instructed the Joiner-Rose
Group to design the facility with the best
possible acoustics for concerts.
The roof of the new arena will be entirely covered using fiberglass insulation
with an airgap behind it. This treatment
should provide significant absorption
down to 100Hz. The drumwall will utilize
selectively applied diffusive, absorptive
and reflective surfaces in areas determined through computer modeling. The
seats will be upholstered and will be perforated on the underside. The stagehouse
area will be treated with fiberglass insulation held in place by expanded metal to
reduce early reflections. The walls adjacent to the stagehouse will be treated with
absorption as well.
Utilizing software developed by Sam
Berkow of SIA Acoustics, we are able to
predict the acoustical characteristics of the

An unusual scene: semi- trucks parked just outside of the SkyTent, well within the confines of the
SkyDome.
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arena prior to construction. Using this design information, we may actually listen
to a computer simulation of the room from
any given seat. This ability to simulate the
sound field within the room allows us to
test the design for disturbing echoes and
excess reverberance prior to construction.
As more facility managers become
aware of the influence acoustics have on
the selection of facilities made by touring
acts, we expect to see more facilities upgrading their acoustics and new facilities
paying greater attention to this subject.
VISITORS' OPTIONS

What can a touring sound company do
acoustically to improve its sound for arena or stadium shows?
One method is to use delay clusters, located so that they provide sound as close
to the audience as possible, thus increasing the direct-to- reverberant energy ratio
at the audience. Another method would
be to request the facility management to
open the suite doors. However, this may
result in added security requirements for
the facility management.
A third method that may be used to improve acoustics is to utilize drapery. Some
large venues, such as domes, have large
quantities of drapery available and may
be able to divide the building by hanging
these curtains in a manner that provides
a smaller, more intimate space. Most
venues, however, have access to only a
limited quantity of drapery, and most
promoters have a limited amount of funds
to rent it. By selectively hanging drapery,
it is possible to make a significant improvement with a minimal amount of material.
If available, a heavy, backed velour drapery is preferred. To use drapery properly,
first inspect the room and carefully listen
to it. By making this inspection it should
be possible to determine the offending surfaces. To get the most benefit, drapery
should be hung in a location that blocks
the path from the speaker to the reflective surface. This method can improve the
sound quality within the room without
covering the entire offending surface.
Alexander "Thorny" Yuill-Thornton II of
Solstice Co. is a live sound designer who
specializes in classical sound. He has been
utilizing drapery quite successfully. One
method he uses involves hanging what he
calls an "eyebrow" in front of and above
the speaker clusters. The height is
trimmed so that the top row of the audience can just see the horns. The "eyebrow" blocks the path from the speaker
to the roof and area above the top row of
the audience. This reduces the energy
reflecting back from these areas. By using a small amount of drapery, a large area
of "offending surfaces" is thus improved.
Thorny also utilizes computer modeling
to determine where drapery can be hung

to provide the biggest improvement.
Sound reflects in much the same manner
as light. Figure 1 shows the setup used at
Bill and Gloria Gaither's Praise Gathering
held in Exhibit Halls A, B and C at the Indiana Convention Center and Hoosier
Dome in Indianapolis. The lines from the
speakers indicate the path that the sound
travelled.
By utilizing ray tracing, the reflective
paths were determined and shown. By
carefully determining which areas had the
greatest density of reflected sound and
hanging drapes at these locations, it became possible to greatly improve the
sound quality of the room with only a minimal amount of treatment.
By taking the time to inspect the room
to determine which surfaces will be the
big "offenders,' and carefully planning the
most efficient method of blocking the path
from the speakers to these areas, it is possible to make significant improvements to
the sound quality of a concert while remaining within the bounds of the limited
amount of funds available from the promoter for this purpose. This can result in
a more enjoyable concert experience for
the audience, the act and the sound mixer.
1. By utilizing ray tracing, areas with the greatest density
rected with a minimum of treatment.

Figure

of reflected sound can be cor-
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By Mark Herman and Louis Adamo

ONSTAGE SIDEFILLS

Model /Manufacturer: (4) Sound Image
PhaseLoc Series 2 3 -way Sidefills

SOUND IMAGE

$te

eaó>>°e

Net'

SN°fi
Support Act: Fingers Taylor
and the Ladyfingers Revue
Dates: June 14 -Aug. 19
Region: North America

PERSONNEL

House Mixer: Dave Reynolds
Monitor Mixer: Ross Ritto
Support House Mixer: Dave Reynolds
Support Monitor Mixer: P.K. McCain
Technicians: Rob Stokes, Steve Folsom
Rigger: Buster VanWerry
House: (2)Yamaha PM3000
Monitor: Ramsa WR -S840
Support House: PM3000s: (Headline Act)
Support Monitor: Yamaha MC2408M

e

HOUSE SIGNAL PROCESSING

Equalizers: KlarkTeknik DN360 (mains),
Audio Logic SC31 (center cluster)
Crossover: BSS FDS-360 (mains), TDM
24CX -2 (center cluster)
Reverb: Yamaha REV-5, (2) Yamaha SPX 900, Yamaha SPX -9011
Delay: Roland SDE3000
Other Effects: Eventide H3000S, Aphex
Aural Exciter Type Ill
Gates: (2) KlarkTeknik DN514
Compressor /Limiters: JBL 7110, (3)
Klark-Teknik DN504, Symetrix 528
DAT Machine: Panasonic SV3500, Panasonic SV3700
Cassette Machine: Technics HX Pro
CD Player: Kenwood DP -M6630
Headphones: Koss Pro 4AA

Intercom System:

HME

Monitors: (2) JBL Control Plus, QSC Mod1

el 1100 Amp, (2) DeltaLab ADM310 Delays
Analyzer: Goldline RTA
ONSTAGE SIGNAL PROCESSING

CONSOLES

SCHUBERT SYSTEMS GROUP

Equalizers: Klark-Teknik DN360, KlarkTeknik DN410

Crossovers: TDM 24CX -4
Analyzer: Goldline RTA

Q,ct

we'b1e
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vOO

Support Act: The Fabulous
Thunderbirds

Dates: May 31 -Oct. 6
Region: North America

PERSONNEL

House Mixer: Pete Carlson /Gary
Whitelock
Monitor Mixer: Mike Kelly /Alan "Loon"
Bonomo
Support House Mixer: Larry Hampton
Support Monitor Mixer: Alan "Loon"
Bonomo /Mark Drale
Head System Engineer: Alan "Loon"
Bonomo
Technicians: John Gabrielli, Tim Holland,
Wes Leathers
Rigger: Chris Schmidt

MICROPHONES

AMPLIFIERS

Main Vocals: Beyerdynamic M88
Kick: Beyerdynamic M88
Rack Toms: Ramsa WM -S5
Floor Toms: Ramsa WM -S5

Main FOH: QSC 3350, 3800
Lows /Subs: QSC 3800

Monitors: QSC 3350, MX2000
Sidefills: QSC 3350, 3800
Center Cluster: QSC 1600

Distribution Amp: Aphex Model

Overheads: AKG C -460B
Snare Top: Shure SM57
120

FOH MAIN CABINETS

Model /Manufacturer: (20) Sound Image
PhaseLoc Series 5
CENTER CLUSTER CABINETS

Model /Manufacturer:

House: Gamble EX-56
Monitor: Crest /Gamble EX-48 Monitor
Support House: Soundcraft Venue 36
channel
Support Monitor: EX -48: (Headline Act)
AMPLIFIERS

Box

Main FOH: Crest 7001, 8001
Lows /Subs: Crest 8001

Bass: Whirlwind Director Direct Box
Steel Drums: Dean Markley Contact

Monitors: Crest 7001
Hi -Power Monitors: Crest 4801, 8001

Pick -ups

Leslie Keyboards: Shure SM53

FOH MAIN CABINETS

PhaseLoc CF

Sax: Samson Broadcast Series Wireless Systems with Ramsa WM -S10

Model: (48) Schubert Systems Group
Steradian

LOW END CABINET /SUBWOOFER

Percussion: AKG C -460B

(6)

Sound Image

Model /Manufacturer: (12)Sound Image

LOW END CABINET /SUBWOOFER

PhaseLoc Series 5

CABLING

ONSTAGE MONITOR WEDGES

House snake: (2) 56-channel
Multi -pair connectors: Elco
Stageboxes: Whirlwind Medusa with Ben -

Model /Manufacturer: (16) Sound Image
PhaseLoc Biamp Floor Wedges
Mark Herman is a contributing editor to R.E.P. He and Louis
Adamo are co-owners of Hi -Tech Audio, a sound reinforcement
equipment rental company based in South San Francisco.
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High Hat: AKG C -460B
Guitars: Sennheiser MD421
Keyboards: Whirlwind Director Direct
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dix Multipin Connectors
Splitter: 2 -way passive

Model: (16) Schubert Systems Group 2 x18
(JBL 2241)
ONSTAGE MONITOR WEDGES
Model: (8) SSG 112 (JBL 2206,

JBL 2450)

Model: (8) SSG 212 (JBL 2206, JBL 2450)
Model: (1) SSG Keyboard Processor (JBL
2118, JBL 2405)
Model: (1) SSG Headphone Monitor (modi-

Keyboards: Countryman Dl

ONSTAGE SIGNAL PROCESSING

Pied Sony MDR-V6/Shure SM10)

Equalizers: On Board Crest /Gamble

Model: (1) SSG Wireless Headphone Monitor (modified Sony MDR -V6 /Ramsa
WMS -15)
HOUSE SIGNAL PROCESSING

Equalizers: Klark Teknik DN-300
Crossover: SSG 4 -way time -aligned
Reverb: Yamaha REV-5, (2) Yamaha SPX -

EX-

Leslie Keys: Shure SM-57 (high), E -V PL-10

48 Console

(low)

Crossover: SSG Biamp Crossover
Effects: Yamaha SPX -90
Gates: Klark Teknik DN514
Compressor /Limiters: (3) dbx 166
Headphones: Sony MDR -V6
Analyzer: Ivie Electronics IE -30A

Bass: Trace Elliot Balanced Output
Congas: Shure SM-57

Timbales: Shure SM -57
Gong: Shure Beta 57
MISCELLANEOUS

ac Power Conditioning: Technipower

900, Yamaha SPX-1000, Ursa Major Stargate

Regulator
Multi -pair connectors: Amp QL, Amp

626

MICROPHONES

1582 -A Automatic Voltage

Delay: IC Electronic 2290, Lexicon PCM-

Vocals: Sennheiser 430-2, Ramsa WM -S15,
Shure Beta 58, Shure SM1O
Kick (two drum kits used; double all

Stageboxes:

70,

Roland SDE -3000

Other Effects: Eventide H3000, (2) BBE

Rack Toms: Sennheiser MD 421
Floor Toms: Sennheiser MD 421

Overheads: Shure SM81
Snare: Shure SM57

Cassette Machine: Technics
CD Player: Technics
Headphones: JVC HA-D700
Monitors: (2) JBL Control Monitors

High Hat: Shure SM94
Guitar No. 1: Sennheiser MD 409
Guitar No. 2: Sennheiser MD 421

ONNEG 1HfDATS
.
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...WITH PANASONIC S NEW SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS TOOLKIT &
COUPLE OF THEIR SV-3900 PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE
ECORDERS. THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS...

With this software. you

Amp G -2 Stageboxes

421

DAT Machine: Awai

®r

SSG

drum mic assignments): Sennheiser MD

Sonic Maximizer 822A
Gates: (5) Aphex 612, Klark Teknik DN514
Compressor /Limiters: (8) dbx 160XT, (2)
dbx 165

-

G-2

can have simultaneous control

of up to 32

of the mouse and you can search
o Absolute Time on one machine, two machines, or all of your
achines and be frame accurate. A tap or two on the keyboard and you

machines per computer port. A touch

n have over 237.000 cue points on a two hour tape.

the
Knock Out punch to
noise. AZ-USA, the
sound control experts
offer...
LOWER prices,
FASTER delivery.
FRIENDLIER service,
BETTER performance,
IMPROVED designs.
We are the sound control
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Crunch Time: The recession -influenced,
industry-wide slowdown all but evaporated in early June. Everyone is reporting
booming hire business and a shortage of
available equipment. Bid prices have risen with the influx of bookings, and it looks
as though the strong summer season
might last just a bit longer than usual. This
is great news for an industry that was on
the ropes earlier this year.
DB Sound (Des Plaines, IL) is quickly becoming one of the industry's leading players through hard work, an aggressive touring policy and an ever -expanding
equipment inventory. DB has remained
busy since spring. Shows include Nelson's
September U.S. tour leg, with plans to go
to Europe and back to the U.S with a 40box HD3 /HD4 system. Crew includes
Toby Francis at FOH, Mike McNiel on
monitors, Linden Sargent and crew chief
Bruce "Slim" Judd ... DB handled the
challenging Budweiser Superfest, which
featured a variety of acts, including Keith
Sweat, Pebbles, Babyface and Bell Biv Devoe ... AC /DC remained out on their own
until early July, when they joined this
year's Monsters of Rock extravaganza. Of
special interest are the two new Midas XL3
universal 40-channel mixing consoles.
Look for more coverage on the Monsters
in next month's issue ... This summer's Milwaukee Summerfest festival (June and
July) saw DB Sound running five concert
stages ... Rapper M.C. Hammer worked
dates in July ... The Allman Brothers tour
started this month with a 40 -box HD system ...Live radio DJ Johnny Brandmeier's
"On The Loose" live TV show needed DB 's
help ... Baseball fanatic George Thorogood
began in mid -July and is scheduled
through mid -September with a 32-cabinet
MT-4 system. Robert "Fuzzy" Frazer
mixed on a Gamble SC32 monitor console.
Thorogood will take a short break for the
playoffs and World Series before returning to the road for another eight weeks
... Recent equipment purchases were 100
Crest 8001 power amplifiers for the Monsters of Rock.

Get the Scoop Here. The word is that
T.C. Electronic is releasing its M5000 digital multi- effects signal processor at the upcoming AES show. The versatile M5000
should be attractive for those seeking
high -quality multi-effects at a relatively afMark Herman is a contributing editor to REP and president of Hi-Tech Audio, South San Francisco.
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By Mark Herman

fordable price point. Designed for sound
reinforcement, recording studios, installations and broadcast applications, it is a
multi -platform digital processing system
with plenty of on -board horsepower, similar to the Lexicon 480L. T.C. has designed
a dedicated audio co- processor IC that
makes the system so powerful. The 2 -rack
space modular system is capable of accepting four individual modules at a time.
Some of the module options available include a complete FOH digital drive rack,
time -alignment digital compression, multiple stereo reverb, capstan servo module
for time squeeze, chorus flanger, sampling,
a complete DSP system analog I/O module and a pitch changer. The device has
room to expand and will feature upgradable I/O performance when 20-bit and 24bit become obtainable. The M5000 has
these ports on it: AES /EBU, S/PDIF, optical, 2.5Mbyte -per-second LAN, SMPTE,
Korg memory card option, SCSI and a
floppy disk option
all on one unit. This
may be one of the hottest things to see
at the AES show.

-

Electronic's U.S. distributor Virtual
Designs reported sales of its innovative
6032 remote control programmable
T.C.

TC1128 equalizer system to the following
companies: Clair Bros. Audio (Lititz, PA),
54 additional TC1128s for its numerous
6032 systems, bringing its total to more
than 200 1128s and 32 controllers; Mid-

west Audio (Louisville, KY), a 12 -mix 6032
system; Audio Analysts (Plattsburgh, NY),
a 6032 system; Electrotec Productions
(Canoga Park, CA), nine 1128s for a recent
installation in Hawaii; and RAT Sound (Sun
Valley, CA), more 1128s to its EQ inventory.

Mixing Console Update: Ramsa exhibited its new retrofittable mute group option
for the Ramsa WR-S852 house console and
the WR -S840F monitor console. Available
sometime this month, it features 10 mute
groups with a non -volatile memory, a
MIDI interface and an approximate kit list
price of $3,500. The installation can be
done by a qualified technician, or Windt

Audio (Culver City, CA) will install it for
about $1,000 ... The Soundcraft Europa
FOH console made its debut at NSCA and
will be fully unveiled at AES. Available in
24 -, 32 -, and 40-channel versions, the Europa sports a host of features such as a
noise gate and 4 -band fully parametric EQ

on every channel, 12 globally switchable
pre /post aux sends, eight mute groups,
eight VCA groups and a complete inte-

grated linking system. The 40- channel list
price is $59,950 ... KlarkTeknik has announced that the new XL3 40- channel
universal console is finding happy homes
in North America. Delicate Productions
(Camarillo, CA) will use the Midas for the
summer Lollapalooza 9-band tour, following short-term rentals with MacPherson
Sound (Lansing, MI) and Rodewald Sound
(Peoria, IL). Midas has sold nearly 30 XL3
desks worldwide ... Amek /TAC introduced the SR6000 at NSCA, featuring a
24 -, 32- or 40- channel format with 4-band
semi-parametric channel EQ, eight subgroups, eight VCA /mute groups, four stereo effects returns and a unique split auxilary bus system. Each channel has eight
aux sends, but the split aux masters allow
any or all of the aux buses to be divided
in half between the left and right sides of
the console, creating up to 16 different aux
buses. Now available, the SR6000 has a 40channel list price of $59,500 ... Also at
NSCA: the Soundtracs Megas Stage series. These consoles feature 4 -band channel EQ with two sweepable mid -bands,
plus a high -pass filter, six aux buses, eight
subgroups, eight effects returns and six
mute groups. Available in 24 -, 32-, 40-, and
48- channel frame sizes, the Megas is very
affordable, with a $17,199 list for the 40channel model ... Although previewed to
a select few behind closed doors, Yamaha will show the prototype of the longawaited successor to the popular PM3000
console at AES. Rumor has it labeled the
PM4000.

Sound Image (San Marcos,

CA) and its
QSC- powered PhaseLoc systems are running at full capacity and enjoying a good

summer season. Barbara Mandrel) continues as usual (January- December) with
a Mike Wisniewski- engineered main system featuring 24 boxes and a Yamaha
PM3000. Tony DiSteffano is mixing monitors ... Indigo Girls hit the shed circuit
(February -July) with Ramsa 852 and 840
consoles, mixing engineers Rob Mailman
(FOH) and Les Banks (monitors), and 24
PhaseLoc cabinets ... Harry Belafonte is
keeping 16 cabinets busy March through
December ... And, of course, the ever popular and entertaining Jimmy Buffett is
out (see this month's All Access) until mid August ... Robert Cray, with Dave Sha-

dow' mixing monitors, finishes at the end

of this month.
With all the hype over the America's
Cup, it is only fitting that a San Diego -area

company such as Sound Image be respon-

Oil. DG up
O$THE ROAD
sible for all the audio events that involve
the prestigious quest for yachting excellence. The company will provide systems
for big shows, meetings, concerts, sound
reinforcement for actual races and worldwide media interaction through 1992.

Riverview Systems (San Jose,

TYPE 85 FET DIRECT BOX
INST.
AMP.
PICKUP

CA) has

been busy with large and medium corporate /industrial events throughout the
country, as well as plenty of symphony,
civic, theatrical equipment rentals, A/V
and lighting work. Non -corporate events
included the city of San Jose, 16 -date Music in the Park series featuring local and
national acts, the second annual San Jose
jazz festival, the U.K:s Hampshire Youth
Symphony and the San Jose symphony.
Riverview primary main speaker system
consists of 16 MacPherson M1 cabinets
powered by Crown MA2400 and 1200
amps. MacPherson LPM and PAS 15
wedges are driven by Carver 1.5 amplifiers and EQ'ed with White 4001s. Recent

w

.

4_.v

ASSOCIATES INC.
COUNTRYMAN CITY,
CA. 9- Os3-PHCPIE 415 -364 -9988
417 STANFORD AVE.- REDWOOD

new purchases include a Ramsa WR -S852,
four Intersonics Bass Tech 7 servo sub woofwers, dbx 166 compressors, Yamaha
SPX-900 reverbs, 24 Telex FMR2 and
Shure LS24 wireless microphones with
with Beta 58 heads.
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Crest Audio reported strong amplifier
and Gamble EX Series console sales
around the world. A large quantity of amplifiers (more than 50) was sold to Electrotec Productions. A new Crest system
was first used on tour with Elvis Costello
and is currently powering Damn Yankees.
Electrotec also recently bought a Gamble
EX56 FOH and a EX48 stage console. Console sales in the Orient were to Japanese
pro audio distributor Bestec (Tokyo) and
Singapore's Music Plaza. Maryland Sound
purchased its fourth Gamble Series EX56
console and Bernard Brown (Dallas, TX)
just got their first EX56. Ultra Sound recently obtained yet another Gamble EX56
for the Grateful Dead's FOH engineer Dan
Healy. Two EXs will be connected with the
special Crest interlink system. The
Opryland theme park acquired an EX for
its amphitheater/shed facility. Florida's Disney World procured a Series EX56 console
for its Convention Entertainment Division,
which provides sound reinforcement for
all shows brought onto the Disney property. The Gamble will be teamed up with
an all Meyer speaker system powered by
new Crest amps.
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HANDS ON:

TUBE-TECH CL 1A
COMPRESSOR
By Rick Schwartz

Tube gear is hotter than ever. Just
look at the compressor market.
It's almost impossible to discuss

tube compression without mentioning the Universal Audio 175 peaklimiter, which later became the Teletronix
LA -2A. Those so- called "audio antiques"
frequently command prices many times
higher than the gear cost new.
The heart of any compressor is its gain reduction element (GRE). One of the
things that makes the LA-2A so popular
is the smooth- sounding characteristic of
its optical- sensing GRE circuit, which consists of a photo -luminescent emitter panel and a photocell sensor. In basic operation, as more level is fed to the panel,
more light is emitted, which enters the
photocell and varies its resistance. The
relatively slow response time of this circuit softens the sound. Unfortunately, photocells tend to be a little noisy and their
performance deteriorates with age.
Instead of copying old circuitry to capture tube compression's positive characteristics, a small company from Denmark
named Lydkraft is reinventing it, by creattransformer and is controlled by side-chain
ing a device with a "classic sound" and amplifiers. Following the GRE is an all -tube
some impressive specs. The TubeTech CL push -pull amplifier with a wide gain range.
IA is a mono compressor that uses a modern optical gain-reduction element housed
At first, we were surprised by the numin a light -tight epoxy block. The GRE itber of semiconductors inside the device,
self is an opto- coupler made up of an LED
in light of the company's claim that the
and an LDR, or light- dependent resistor.
signal doesn't pass through any silicon. AcLydcraft's GRE offers low harmonic discording to Lydkraft, the side chain is the
tortion and none of the non -linearity probonly part of the compressor that contains
lems of the old elements, or even semisemiconductors. The signal controlling the
conductors. The element in the CL lA is gain- reduction element is handled by two
positioned immediately after the input
quad op -amps and a couple of transistors,
chosen for their high slew -rates as well as
Rick Schwartz is a contributing editor to REP and directheir compact size.
tor of post-production at Music Animals, Los Angeles.
The CL IA is not an LA -2A clone. Look
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inside and you'll see major differences.
The LA-2A uses five tubes; the CL IA has
only two. A pair of I2AX7A triode preamplifiers buffers the inputs and outputs
on the LA-2A. The Tube-Tech uses a lower noise version of the same tube called
an ECC -83. The CL lA also uses an ECC82, which is a European equivalent to the
12AU7.

A CLOSER LOOK

Lydcraft products are made in Denmark
and distributed by AudioTechniques, New
York. A hand -written specification sheet
is proof that these devices are not cranked

-

out on some large assembly line the device uses high-quality parts throughout.
On the inside, the CL IA is better laid out
and more cleanly designed than most other tube designs. All front panel controls
use oversized, high-quality sealed pots.
Bus selector and bypass switches are also
ruggedly designed.
The CL IA has front panel controls for
compression ratio, input threshold and
gain. The gain control makes up for signal lost in the compression process. Because the gain control affects the output
levels, we thought it would have been
more logical if it were on the right and the
input threshold control was on the left. After power was applied, the circuitry
warmed up almost immediately. During
operation the power can be switched on
or off without any loud thumps.
Using a compressor may not require a
Ph.D., but we thought the 5 -page manual
that came with the device was marginal
for something costing this much money.
Although the device is not difficult to use,
not all of its functions are intuitive
especially the use of complex release
times and linking multiple units. Although
the CL lA is a mono compressor, up to 10
compressors can be linked together by using the sidechain jack on the rear panel
and a front panel bus select switch. According to the manual, with multiple
devices the unit performing the most compression controls all others. It's important
to note that the ratio and gain controls on
all of the slaves need to be set the same
to maintain a proper stereo image.
Some believe a compressor should be
judged by its inaudibility; others look to
compressors as an effect. The TubeTech
CL IA is capable of both, depending on
how you set it. Lydkraft includes recommended settings for overall compression,
guitar, bass, drums and vocals. As mentioned, the CL lA has both fixed and variable attack and release times. This feature makes it possible to use both of the
time control circuits separately or combine their functions. By combining both
settings, it is possible to obtain a complex
release-time response. The manual recommends the use of the fixed /manual mode
when compressing a mix. This mode creates an automatic release function with a
constant (fast) attack -time and a variable
release -time based on the duration of the
signal peaks.
Still, we preferred the use of manual settings when compressing mixed program
material. For inaudible compression, you
might stick with medium to slow attack
settings and relatively fast release times.
Although the CL lA always sounded good,
the use of very fast attack times and long
release times can result in audible pumping. By using a 10:1 ratio and fast attack

-

settings, it's possible to almost freeze the
meters in place. By the way, the manual
recommends that the user keep the
meters in the gain- reduction mode during
use to keep distortion low.

HEA
DEALS

ON THE BENCH

Despite its great sound, tube gear
doesn't always measure well. To the contrary, the TubeTech boasts some very respectable noise and distortion specs. Instead of just confirming their published
specs, we wanted to compare the device
to other compressors on the market. How
would the CL lA measure -up to the
"industry-standard" (all -tube) LA -2A or
Neve's smooth -sounding (solid- state) stereo compressor?
Using a special gain linearity program
designed by Jim Williams of Audio Upgrades in Los Angeles for the Audio Precision analyzer, we set out to compare the
three devices. Gain linearity is a useful test
because it shows how each compressor
reacts to different input levels, indicating
when a compressor "kicks -in" and what
kind of a curve or "knee" it has. Does it
have a hard -knee or a less audible softknee? How does it track gain changes?
The AP analyzer tells all and prints it out.
A straight 45° line on a typical input to- output graph indicates unity gain or
zero compression. With the front panel
control on the CL IA set to the maximum
compression ratio of 10:1, the device
measured more like 5:1. Figure 1 shows
that no matter what the ratio, the CL lA
has a very soft knee, which is no doubt
one of the reasons it sounds so smooth under listening tests.
For comparison, we tested the LA -2A
and Neve solid state stereo compressor. It
was difficult to set the former device for
unity gain, because even with gain reduction set to off, the device still acted like
a limiter at high input levels. At normal
operating levels, the knee on the LA-2A
was surprisingly hard compared to the
TubeTech. On the other hand, the LA-2A
was capable of more gain- reduction than
the TubeTech, with compression ratios
higher than 20:1. The Neve stereo compressor had a knee that was more pronounced than the TubeTech, but less pronounced than the LA-2A.
Next we tested the frequency response
of each device. The CL lA actually measured a little better than spec. The low end
response of the CL IA was excellent
( +0.15 at 10Hz). On the other end of the
spectrum, the device exhibited a 0.75dB
peak at 16kHz, before rolling off sharply.
Although the device was only 3dB down
at 30kHz, at 200kHz the CL lA was down
36dB, with a roll -off very steep after that.
Figure 2 shows a high- frequency overshoot
we believe traceable to the input trans-
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TUBE TECH CL IA
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TUBTEXCL AMPL(dBu) vs AMPL(dBu)
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former. If you ran a square wave through
the device, the ringing would be measurable. Because of its similar quality transformer, the frequency response on the
Neve doesn't look much different than the
Tube-Tech, with a slight low- frequency
bump and some high- frequency overshoot. The conclusion to be made here is

that quality transformers are worth their
weight in golden performance, and skimp-
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The reason that distortion measures
somewhat higher at lower signal levels is
the fact that noise tends to wash-out the
actual distortion readings. Only when the
signal starts pushing zero is the distortion
measurement representative of actual
operating situations. Total harmonic distortion on the CL IA measured only
0.00746% (without compression), which
is surprisingly low (See Figure 3).
The Tube-Tech handled very high input
levels incredibly well when connected to
a higher impedance load of 100k. In this
situation, the worst case distortion readings were only slightly higher than 0.01 %.
However, with a 6000 load, the THD vs.
frequency test was another story (See Figure 4), with the CL IA measuring 0.1% distortion at 20kHz.
It is noteworthy to point out that many
manufacturers spec distortion measurements at a single frequency, typically
1kHz, where distortion is almost always
at its lowest. Lydcraft uses 40Hz, where
it feels any output stage, transformer or
gain reduction device distortion will be unveiled.
Low-frequency distortion is mainly
caused by the transformer, but the highend distortion is often circuit design distortion, due to factors such as capacitive
effects, active components chosen and
negative feedback. A well- designed circuit
will normally maintain a fairly flat distortion curve to 20kHz. Use of excessive
negative feedback could be the cause in
this particular case of the rising distortion
on the THD graph. As you drive the device harder, more of the signal is returned
through the feedback loop. If this signal
doesn't match what's coming out of the
circuit, distortion starts to climb.
Still, the worst -case distortion on the CL
IA reached only slightly higher than
0.02 %, which is not bad at all. The LA2A didn't do as well on the distortion plots,
with almost 5% distortion at 20 cycles.
That's probably why some people like to
use them on a kick drum put 20 cycles
in and get 40 cycles of harmonic out. THD
measurements on the Neve compressor
were more well- behaved and did not rise
at higher frequencies like the TubeTech
did, but its distortion took off like a rocket at higher signal levels.

-
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Comparison of spectral distribution of residual noise of Neue and Tube Tech compressors.

Residual noise performance on the
TubeTech compressor was excellent, with
only a 60Hz peak and its harmonic caused
by the power supply (See Figure 5). Unweighted signal -to -noise measured
89dBm, which was also slightly better
than spec. Residual noise at high frequencies was outstanding. At 20kHz, the CL lA
was down 100dB. It gets better: at 1kHz,
noise was down almost 115dB. That's
much quieter than the theoretical limit of
16-bit digital. Well- designed tube circuitry
like the CL lA is capable of being extremely quiet. With a remote power supply or an extremely well -filtered design,
the noise response would improve at lower
frequencies. Still, at 60Hz the noise was
down 93dB, which is not too shabby.
The LA-2A did not perform near as well,

with residual noise down only about 54dB at 60Hz. Although the TubeTech
compressor had less hiss, the Neve had
better noise performance at low frequencies, because of its well -designed power
supply. Figure 5 shows the Neves lack of
the predominant 120Hz harmonic.
LISTENING TESTS

you've never heard a high quality tube
compressor on bass guitar, vocals or a
snare drum, you're in for a real treat. Many
tube compressors seem to dampen the
top-end. With the CL lA we noticed no
high- frequency loss, even with moderate
compression settings. In fact, the corn pressed signal often seemed brighter than
the original sound. We found this slight
perceived high- frequency bump to be ac-
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800 -292.3755
In CA Call

213- 466 -6723

If

Comprehensive sound effects
packages starting under $300.
7060 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, CA 90028
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ceptable and pleasing.
Listening tests confirmed the gain linearity measurements of the three different compressors. The LA-2A sounded
good, but was more audible than the CL
lA. The Neve was very smooth, but not
as flattering as a tube compressor. Our
ears confirmed the fact that distortion was
more audible on the CL IA at lower input
levels than normal levels. Also, we noticed
more distortion with faster attack times.
but this is not unusual for the genre.

The CL IA has a classic tube sound without the noise and dirt you have come to
expect from audio designs of yesteryear.
A lot has happened in the electronics
world since the 1960s
some good and
some bad. Just because a piece of gear is
old, has tubes and big fat knobs, does not
make it "good sounding"
even if people are willing to pay ridiculous amounts
of money for it. With a U.S. list price of
$1,785, we found the Tube-Tech CL IA to
be superior in many ways to other so-

-

-

called "classic designs:' It's easy to use, and
as a rich- sounding tube device, will flatter almost any signal. Give it a listen.
CIrcle (100) on Rapid Facts Card

Editor's note: After the review of the CL
IA was completed, Lydkraft announced
that the unit's model number had been
changed to the CL IB. However, the unit's
internal workings had not been changed.
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Future Format Wars
By Laurel Cash -Jones and Fred Jones

Hot on the heels of Philips' introduction
of the Digital Compact Cassette comes Sony's announcement of yet another digital
consumer format, one that will compete
head -to-head with DCC.
The new optical disc wonder is called
MD, short for Mini Disc, its brand name,
and magneto -optical disc, the kind of media it uses. Because it will be a while before you see this little wonder, and because
today's engineers and producers have to
be familiar with all the formats that their
product will be released on, let us give you
a run -down on this exciting new format.
MD is a record /playback system designed to replace the cassette (not unlike
the CD replaced the LP), sometime before
the turn of the century. Wait a minute.
Didn't we hear this before with another
format, DAT? Yes, you did.
However, according to all the people we
have talked to, DAT is dead in the consumer business. This demise can be attributed to various reasons: the price was
too high, lack of prerecorded software,
congressional meddling, the various copy
protection schemes and record industry's
unwillingness to make it happen.
Fortunately, DAT has found a comfortable niche in the professional audio business, will probably find its way into the
home as a high-end format for the
"prosumer." and be used by recording artists and producers who want to take
home copies of work in progress. However, digital recording for the home is going
to happen.
Philips one -upped everyone with the upwardly compatible DCC, scheduled to be
introduced next spring. You can be sure
of one thing: Sony does not like to be one upped. Besides, the company is convinced
that the future is not tape- based. It is optical. The problems of the DAT launch,
such as little pre -recorded software and expensive hardware, will not be repeated
with MD (Sony hopes). The licensing of
this technology to other hardware manufacturers is already being discussed, so
that it will become as standard as the CD
Laurel Cash-Jones is REP's editorial consultant and a Los
Angeles -based free-lance writer Fred Jones is an audio industry observer and a Los Angeles -based free-lance writer.

(it is hoped). Record companies are also
being contacted, so that pre-recorded software will be available.
It is also interesting to do a little gazing
into your crystal ball and envision some
of the variations in the type of discs possible with MD: record /play, play -only (perfed for the record industry) and perhaps
a data disc in the future for your computer (a new type of CD- ROM ?).
As far as hardware is concerned, because it is a different form of recording
from standard CDs, you will need a special player to enjoy this new toy. Sony announced this new product with a demonstration of its prototype models of the
various consumer items it expects to

market.
This leads us to the technical description of this new format. First, the disc is
a 2.5-inch optical disc enclosed in a plastic housing that looks very similar to a 3.5inch floppy disk.
A very smart feature that is included is
a memory chip that provides three seconds of buffer memory. Sony is calling this
"Shock Proof Memory:' This buffer will be
particularly handy to the portable players,
due to the fact that it will all but ensure
the elimination of these annoying skips we
have all experienced in our Discman's
from vibration while driving or jogging.
When MD is released, about September
1992, you can expect to see some of the
following products wandering into your
life: a home stereo recorder /player, a
boom -box type player with CD, car stereos and a portable Walkman -type player
that fits in your dress shirt pocket. We
wonder: how soon a multi-disc player for
your pocket will be introduced?
Your first question is probably, "How
does it sound ?" We can't tell you. Sony is
merely giving all of us a peek at what it
is going to be marketing in the future. It
is quite interesting that they would show
a product this early in its development.
However, the speculation is that because
DCC has been announced and demonstrated to the public, it may have necessitated Sony having to jump the gun a bit
on its MD announcement.
When pressed about the audio quality,
a Sony spokesperson said that when it
comes to market in 1992, the quality of
the recording and playback of the new format should be comparable to current CDs.
Next question: How much recording
time does the MD disc have? Approximately 74 minutes. Followup question:
How in the world is that possible on a disc
that small? Sony has developed a propri-

etary data reduction algorithm, ATRAC
(which is short for Adaptive TRansfer
Acoustic Coding), which uses a 5:1 data
compression scheme, as the disc has only
about one-fifth the area of a standard CD.
ATRAC samples the 16-bit data stream
from the disc at the same data rate as a
current standard CD, approximately
1.4mbits/second, but it will be fed into the
decoder at 300kbits /second. ATRAC then
decides to store /interpret the data according to its own built -in intelligence. It is
claimed that the ear cannot hear the data
loss due to psychoacoustic masking, a fac-

tor the Philips system also relies on.
Digital inputs and outputs will be available on the units, but the SCMS copy protection scheme implemented in DAT will
be included on MD.
The MD unit uses a unique dual function, single -laser that allows the unit
to both record and playback without the
use of two lasers, which will keep the cost

down. Speaking of money: How much will
it cost? The best guesstimate is that pricing will be less than DAT and a little more
than a CD Walkman. Blank discs are expected to be comparable to a high bias
metal cassette. Watch for this item to
change the way you listen to music in your
home.
ARE YOU SINGLE -MINDED?

From Singular Solutions comes an A/D
interface set that currently operates exclusively on the NeXT computer. The A/D
64x features 16-bit Delta Sigma conversion with exceptionally low linearity error (0.2 LSB), 64x oversampling, a three stage linear phase digital anti-alias filter
and error-cancelling self -calibration.
The system accepts EIAJ CP340, 1EC
958, AES /EBU and S /PDIF digital signals
at 32kHz, 44.1kHz, and 48kHz, and has
a direct digital out with optional sample
rate conversion.
The A/D converter also has a studio
quality mic pre-amp on-board, with
switchable 48V phantom power supply
built -in, a defeatable low -cut filter and variable gain. It can also double as a high
gain, low -noise dc or ac differential in-

strumentation amplifier.
Software is under development to allow
for digital signal processing and editing capabilities on the NeXT computer.
Circle (101) on Rapid Facts Card
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EMC DUPLICATION HEADS

Electro- Magnetic Components is now
offering replacement heads for the Otani
DP -4050 and Sony in- cassette duplication
systems. Heads are made with EMC's
patented materials that exceed the life of
ferrite heads while maintaining gap integrity. Heads also feature EMC's patented 2 -piece design that allows the worn
crown to be replaced for substantially less
than the cost of a new head. Frequency
response and crosstalk specs exceed manufacturer specs, making them ideal for
music and spoken word applications.
Circle (104) on Rapid Facts Card
TECHRON ANALYZER

The Techron System 20, the successor to
the system 12, is driven by proprietary
Sound Lab software and is available for either Macintosh or MS-DOS computers.
Smaller in size and less expensive than its
predecessors, the analyzer features the
ability to digitally filter out ambient noise

AMEK MEDIA

Designed by Amek in association with
Rupert Neve, the Media console's main input channels have 32 buses configured in
groups of eight with multiformat panning
consisting of three controls
Pan, Divergence and Surround
with a configuration that allows output formats from mono
to Dolby Stereo to be selected. Media also
has assignable routing where channel outputs are selected from a central control
panel. With 2- or 3- person consoles, several assignment panels are fitted. Available
options include retrofitting Bias switching
linked to the JSK film machine control systems and a recently developed recall
system.

- -

Circle (119) on Rapid Facts Card
REVOX C221 CD PLAYER

The Revox C221 uses -bit processing; according to the company, this allows total
linearity, better error -correction capabilities and eliminates almost all crossover
distortion. Features include a "true" stop
mode, cue -to-music function, balanced
line outputs, parallel and serial remote and
digital outputs.
1

Circle (106) on Rapid Facts Card

SMITHLINE MONITOR, SUBWOOFER

and make measurements with higher
signal -to -noise ratios. Sound Lab comprises three basic sections that allow its
operator to make noise level, intelligibility and TDS measurements. Other features
include pull -down menus and "one-button"
measuring. Prices are $4,250 for Macintosh or DOS software or $4,500 for both
versions.
Circle (105) on Rapid Facts Card

SENNHEISER MD 422 MIC

Designed for road and studio use, the MD
422 dynamic features all -metal contruction and a hardened steel basket. Its cardioid polar pattern rejects crowd noise and
feedback, and a spring- suspended mic element adds to its durability. Accurate at
high sound pressure levels, it also offers
flat response across the audible spectrum.
A built-in 5 step attentuator permits users
to tailor low frequencies as needed. Suggested retail price is $535.
Circle (127) on Rapid Facts Card
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SOUNDCRAFT DELTA AVE

POST -PRODUCTION CONSOLE

The Smithline Audio 2x4 close -field studio reference monitor was designed to
achieve flat frequency response, high
sound pressure level and high power handling capacity whether they are upright
or on their sides. Features include removable cloth grills and 5 -way banana jacks
for No. 12 speaker cable, an integral fuse
that allows high power transients to be
handled easily and safely, and cabinet construction that can be custom-mounted on
ceiling or on 19-inch rack-mounting brackets. The Smithline subwoofer system was
designed to extend the bass response of
close-field monitors. Because each sub woofer contains its own passive crossover
network, they can be added to almost any
other 40 or 80 speaker system. Internal
passive crossover electronics may also be
bypassed for optional bi-amping.

Replacing the Series 200 B /VE console,
the Delta AVE is designed to enhance the
level of audio in video editing. The desk
is in configurations of 8-, 16-, or 24 -channel
frame sizes; all frames include a master
module, four subgroups, a stereo mix output and power supply. Six factory standard
configurations featuring depth of fade
fader on the input modules are available,
including mono only (8-, 16-, 24- channel),
stereo only (8- or 16-) or a 24- channel with
16 mono inputs and eight stereo inputs.
Circle (108) on Rapid Facts Card
SAKI REPLACEMENT HEADS

Saki Magnetics has introduced ferrite replacement record heads for Studer A-80
and Otani MTR -10 and MTR -12 master
maker recorders. Saki Master Maker heads
deliver 2dB more output at 10kHz for
Studer, with similar improvements for
Otani, and require no electronic modification. The Studer replacements are available in '/2 -inch and 1 -inch models for all
A -80 MKII configurations, including side by -side, inline and interlaced. The Otani
replacements are furnished in 2- track' /4inch, 2 -track 1/2 -inch and 4-track 1/2 -inch
models. Prices for the 4 -track 1/2 -inch
models are $895 per Studer head and
$795 per Otani head.
Circle (109) on Rapid Facts Card

JFX ATMOSPHERE LIBRARIES

Designed for use as a front -of-house or
monitor console, the Midas XL3 has eight
mute groups, eight VCA masters and 18
discrete sends. The 16 main outputs are
assignable to the eight auto mutes and the
two VCA "Grand Masters."

Freelance film sound editor John Foster
has issued the first six DATs of atmosphere
effects. Compiled on the DAR SoundStation II, the JFX Library is organized so that
all effects on the same themes are easily
at hand. According to Foster, logarithmic
crossfades allow the effects to last from
three to nine minutes, and they can be easily looped to create longer sequences. The
collection presently comprises 125 effects
ranging from open space atmospheres,
bird /insects in different environments,
ships
inside and outside effects, to a
selection of wind and sea atmospheres.

Circle (107) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (115) on Rapid Facts Card

Circle (112) on Rapid Facts Card
MIDAS XL3 CONSOLE

-

TIMELINE CCU

Time Line's Console Control Unit is a
miniature keypad that mounts directly into
standard Neve, SSL and other consoles. Using Lynx Time Code Modules, the CCU
controls up to six analog or digital audio
tape recorders, VTRs or sprocketed film
transports. Any transport may be designated as the master without switching cables.
The CCU offers variable speed control of
the master for pitch changes of a synchronized machine group and an optional jog /shuttle wheel. Features include a 16character alphanumeric display, machine
time code locations and offsets readout,
status lights for each machine indicating
lock, code, record, busy and aux, and
group and solo functions.
Circle

(111)

HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE UPDATES
APOGEE DA- 1000 -E

Apogee Electronics upgraded its D -1000
digital to analog converter by adding two
AES or S /PDIF digital inputs, which operate at sampling rates between 32kHz
and 55kHz. Like the DA-1000, the DA1000-E includes 964 -IV filters, C384 low jitter clock, P818 low-noise power supply

WOHLER INPUT OPTION

AMP-2 and AMP1 --A rack-mount stereo audio monitors may now be ordered with 10
mono or 10 stereo inputs, allowing audio
monitoring of multiple sources from a single location. A buffered output is also
available, allowing either to function as an
audio routing switcher and high -fidelity
stereo audio monitor. Input connectors are
25 -pin terminal blocks in a horizontal or
vertical configuration. With mono inputs,
two rotary switches are provided to allow
routing of any one of the 10 inputs to either the left or right monitor channel; stereo inputs are switched in pairs.
Circle (149) on Rapid Facts Card
NADY HT-1

The HT-1 is a handheld wireless mic for
the Nady 101, 201, 650, and 750 systems.
The all -metal case features an audio mute
switch and a threaded sleeve for battery
access. Nady has also begun soldering (instead of drilling) miniaturized components
to the surface of the circuit boards in its
bodypack transmitters.

on Rapid Facts Card

TELEX LAPEL MICS

Circle (150) on Rapid Facts Card
MICROTECH DRIVE

and a wide selection of standard interfaces
and runs off 12V. The software upgrade
is free to all DA-1000 owners. List price is
$1,695.
Circle (118) on Rapid Facts Card
CROWN COM -Q CONTROLLER

Telex ELM lapel mics are designed for applications requiring free movement and inconspicuous mics. The ELM -22 omnidirectional mic is 0.2 -inch in diameter and
0.3 -inch long with sensitivity of -56dB.
The ELM -33 unidirectional mic, with a 0.2inch diameter and 0.75-inch length, has
-65dB sensitivity. The belt pack transmitter supplies bias voltage for wireless applications. The PS-9 power supply provides
balanced output and mic bias voltage from
an internal 9V battery or an external
phantom power supply. Four termination
options are available: stripped -and tinned
leads; Switchcraft TA4F receptacle connector; 4 -pin LEMO receptacle connector;
and a complete system, including lapel
mic and PS-9 in -line power supply. The
ELM series ranges from $160 to $325.
Circle (117) on Rapid Facts Card

The COM -Q Controller is designed to
quickly initiate a series of system control
commands. The unit can record digital
control data on analog or digital systems,
and it can produce taped source material
capable of managing the control functions,
including amp gain, inversion, auxiliary
line feed control, mic mixing and sound
system routing. The unit is compatible
with most analog tape sources, including
multitrack decks. It automatically records
whatever has been recorded digitally onto
the tape source. The COM -Q also houses
internal dubbing circuitry that recreates
digital signals for making duplicate tapes.
Circle (120) on Rapid Facts Card
MICROTECH WARRANTIES

Microtech International has extended the
warranty on its Europa hard drives for
Macintosh. External configurations are
available in 20Mbytes, 40Mbytes and
100Mbytes, and internal drives in
50Mbytes and 100Mbytes.
Circle (121) on Rapid Facts Card

Microtech's OR650, a rewritable magnetooptical drive for large scale archival storage, has undergone hardware and software changes, including a full height case,
an improved drive mechanism and driver software. An improved filtration method reduces the chances of contamination,
and its driver software reads 33% faster
and writes 40% faster. The driver's full
height enclosure more closely matches the
design of other Microtech and Macintosh
products. The drives $4,799 list price carries a 2 year warranty, and additional
preformatted 5.25 -inch 650Mbytes cartridges list at $249.
Circle (122) on Rapid Facts Card
MEDIAVISION MULTIMEDIA UPGRADE KIT

The Multimedia Upgrade Kit from Media
Vision allows the conversion of 10MHz or
faster PC /AT into a multimedia system.
The kit's software includes Microsoft Windows 3.0, Multimedia Windows extension
1.0 and the HyperGuide CD-based on-line
user manual. All necessary hardware is
enclosed, with an option for an internal
or external Sony CD-ROM drive. The Pro
Audio Spectrum adaptor board provide
stereo sound and full MIDI mixing capabilities. Suggested retail price for the kit
with the internal CD -ROM drive is $995
and $1,295 for the external drive.
Circle (123) on Rapid Facts Card
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SOUND BUSINESS
Continued from page 18

areas of discussion manufacturers didn't
address.
Attendees talked with one another
sharing experiences with the various systems and the technology in general.
Manufacturers as a group openly discussed the problems and concerns the
technology has created for everyone.
Attendees had the opportunity for
hands-on experience with each of the systems represented.
The social dialogue that took place
during lunch, dinner and cocktails allowed
participants to gain some perspective on
this entire range of technology.
What an education!
Trade shows (such as those presented by
AES, NAB and APRS) offer similar, if somewhat daunting, opportunities for the same
kinds of information experiences. These
generally require an organized plan of attack and generous amounts of patience
and persistence as you share the opportunities with thousands of other seekers.
Manufacturers should not be overlooked
in the struggle to stay informed. In New
York, Dolby holds regular technical seminars on a variety of noise reduction and
film sound issues. If you are seriously considering investing in new technology few
manufacturers will turn their backs on
you. All manufacturers want happy customers, and they know that knowledgeable customers are generally happier customers. To the extent of their time and
resources, most will make themselves and
their products available to educate potential customers.
WORK THE PHONE

All this is well and good, but what if you
own a small studio in Nebraska and want

to know about digitally controlled consoles, reset, recall, automation and such?
Maybe you anticipate purchasing a console of this sort but don't know much
about them. Maybe you can't afford the
trip to New York or Los Angeles for the
AES Convention. Once you've read all you
can, what do you do next? You get on the
phone! As a member of SPARS, ITS,
SMPTE or AES, you have colleagues all
over the country who are not competitors
and who own or use the technology you
are interested in. Call and ask. Be courteous and considerate of the person whose
time you are taking. Offer thanks and return of the favor when you're done. You've

both made an acquaintance and probably
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DIGITAL DOMAIN
Continued from page 22

both learned something.
If new technology equipment is part of
your capital expenditure plan, then build
into the capital cost a few dollars for education. When I was a recording studio
president and we wanted to purchase digital multitrack recorders, one manufacturer was unable to arrange a demonstration
at our facility. After reviewing the capital
cost, I called a SPARS colleague on the
West Coast who had the machine in question (I had not met him before this call)
and explained the situation. If I was going to buy a couple of hundred thousand
dollars of hardware, I wanted to see it
work. My chief tech and I flew to California and spent a day with our colleagues
and the new machine. For an investment
of less than 0.5% of the capital expense
we answered all our questions, learned an
enormous amount about the technology,
made several lasting friends and did some
extra business while we were there. We
ultimately purchased this manufacturer's
machines, but even if we had not, the cost
of the trip was nominal considering the
gains.
The cost of errors is the nightmare of
any businessman. Errors of ignorance are
no less costly than any others, but they are
also emotionally disastrous because we
should have known better. The time, energy and dollars you invest in the education
of your staff and yourself is never wasted
and may well mean the difference between success and failure.
We have long since passed the time
when a high school education prepared
a person for success in life. Indeed, a college degree barely seems to equip a person for the day after graduation in the
1990s. And in our industry the pace of
technology development makes museum
pieces out of the tools we just mastered
yesterday. Now we must all be Technology Masters: Post Graduate Perpetual Students. But the choices of curricula and
teachers and classrooms are all up to us.
Keeping abreast is the name of the game.
Using knowledge to move ahead is the
goal.

The Society of Professional Audio Recording Services is
the industry's best source of business information. For details on activities or membership, contact SPARS at 4300
10th Ave. N., Lake Worth, FL 33461; 407-641-6648; fax
407-642-8263.

LESSON NO. 5

Plan for the future. Dolby encodes its
data at 48kHz using 18-bit A/D converters on the front -end for higher resolution.
This way the encoding system is not constrained by current technology. The main
reason Dolby wants 18-bit performance is
that SR-encoded material won't fit in normal 16-bit digital audio.
Dolby is not the only company doing
this. At least two digital workstation manufacturers store their sound on disk at
greater than 16 -bit resolution, so they are
ready when quality 18- and 20 -bit D /As
are widely available. Too bad Sony and
Philips didn't do the same when they designed the compact disc.
Enough tech talk: how does Dolby
SRD sound? In a word: impressive.
When you listen to a conventional mono optical soundtrack without picture, it is
surprising how little dynamic range is

present.
What audible differences can you hear
between Dolby SR and Dolby SRD? SRD
has a cleaner top end with less hiss. Of
course, the dynamic range seems greater
with a digital system, but practical peak
levels are limited by power amps and
speakers. Also, SRD is much more tolerant of speed variations projectors have, so
there is no wow and flutter.
Two of the most remarkable features
demonstrated in Los Angeles were its outstanding soundtrack durability and channel separation. The channel separation of
Dolby SRD is remarkable. One of Dolby's
audio-only demos featured a different person speaking in a different language in
each of the five channels. With a normal
Dolby SR print, the surrounds seemed to
collapse into the center of the room. The
SRD print had perfect separation.
Currently all major films are still being
made using conventional analog recording techniques. Because Dolby SRD is
a mastering process, the sound can only
be as good as the original film mix. Until
we see widespread use of digital dubbers
or SR- encoded analog on the re- recording
stage, the true potential of digital film
sound may not be realized.
Dolby has clearly done its homework
and appears to have learned from some
of the mistakes of earlier systems. The real
question now is how long will it take to
get the technology from the laboratory to
the local cinema.

FOR SALE

WHAT COULD YOU HAVE IN COMMON WITH:

STUDIOWORKS
Recording

Broadcast Equipment

&

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES
ON 3M & AMPEX TAPE
LEXICON
ADAMS -SMITH
NEUMANN
ALLEN & HEATH
OTARI
FOSTEX
SENNIIEISER
HAFLER
SOUNDTRACS
JBL /UREI
J L COOPER

HIT FACTORY-NY, HIT FACTORY-LONDON, POWER STATION, LARRABEE
SOUND, BATTERY STUDIOS, THE TOY SPECIALISTS, DREAMHIRE, RACK
ATTACK, STUDIO FX (SYDNEY), STEVIE B. JON BON JOI, AND MANY
OTHER OF THE WORLD'S FINEST STUDIOS, MASTERING LABS, RENTAL
COMPANIES, AND TOP RECORDING ARTISTS?

Over 70 Professional Lines!

SONY

Professional Audio

(800)438 -5921
(704)375 -1053

Sony used & demo sale
Soto 3036 loaded 32 /nun -auto.
$52K w/warranty.
Sony 3036 loaded 36 w/auto & hard drive
$80K w /warranty.

FOR SALE
Soundcraft 800B 40 x

8 x 8 x 2

Ray Pro Sound
215 -885 -8885

IN STOCK & WAITING FOR A NEW HOME..
FAIRCHILD 670s, 666s, TeleFtlnken 250s, Fultecs,
* 7* -Teletronix LA-2As, AKG C12, C24s. T e efunken U47s.
WE ALWAYS HAVE TUBE NEUMANNs and AKGs, TUBE COMPRESSORS
& EGUALIZERS....PULTECS, LANGs, FAIRCHI_D, API, NEVE, LA-2As ETC.
WE BUT, SELL AND TRADE -LIST YOUR FOR SALE EQUIPMENT FITEEII
WE HAVE LISTINGS ON CONSOLES AND 24 TRACKS, NEVE, SSL AMEK,
a problem.
TRIDENT, API, OTARI, STUDER AND MCI....-this is

rot

SHURE,
We've got them.
SM 81 Mic in stock
VP 88 in stock

THE CONNECTION, THE SOURCE, THE PROFESSIONALS
FAX: 617 -784 -9244
TEL: 617 -784 -7610
214 Lincoln St.
Suite 103C
ENGINEERING Boston, MA 02134

dbFW

Excellent stereo MS Mic
with built-in matrix

Shure Wireless Mics
in stock
Intellamix
410
SP

The oldest broker on the East Coast
SS L 4040, $95K; 4056E/G, $220K; S S L
module, $3 3K; Neve 8026, $40k; 8068,
$65K; 8108, 28in, $80K; Otarl Series 54,
40in, auto, $80K. CALL for prices on

Shure's smart Mixer

Call for demo

Trident, API, Amek, DDA, TAC, MCI,
Harrison, Soundtrac &Soundcraft.

OPUS

List Your For -Sale Items Free

4262 Grand Avenue
Gurnee, IL 60031

New specials on

Orders: 800.522.OPUS
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Otani & Tascam authcrized service
24 + Tracks; StudorA800MkIl, $42K; MCl/
Sony JH24, $19K; Otani MTF -90, $25K;
MX80, $21K Pro zessing; AARS 1583S,
$2.8K; RMX16, $4.5K; Pultec Mavec, $1K;
RCA BA6A Tube L miter; Mics; Neumann
U47 tube, $3.5K: AKG C124 (tube), $1.4K;
C414s from $650. Sennheser 441, $430.

Hafler amps, Sontec Eqs, Eventide, Aphex, Tenney, Milab, AKG

& Adams -Smith. dbx noise reduction in stock.
fax (617) 782 -4935
(61 7) 782 -4838

Info: 708.336.OPUS

Loudspeaker Enclosure Design for the Macintosh
Ik.plal. nyur nrr krywmm uununut u. \Iwmm ITna Ialdrna bn WP I4Lr

I!

WE NEED YOUR CLEAN
USED 24 TRACK !!!

Circle (40) on Rapid Facts Card
CONTENTS OF: 16/24 Track Proiect Studio for sale.
Based around Tascam ATR80 -24 and Soundcratt 6000.
Perreaux Amps and Tannoy Monitors.

*

*

Many Toys and Instruments
All Egcipment Mint Condition.
Best offer Exceeding $65,000.00

PACKAGE DEAL ONLY.

CALL (914) 471-1164

CompÌeRe

REMOVE
SINGERS:
E
Backgrounds
Unlimited

From Standard Rcoads 6 CD's wrtr the
" Call or Free
Thompson Vscal 91v
Catalog & Dono Reco-d.
Phone, (404)4224'89 Eva 22
Singer's suf.P4J Dept RP I
7982 Mgt tower Trae
Uthonh, CA 300tte
34 Now owns/Iwo

Iq

nventory

ow-

News!

Una (404)453.2413 test 22

-Ins Wave
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FOR SALE

SALE! APPIIESIVEI
MARKERFOAM

..

I

11

-_,

.

ALL TUBE DESIGN, TWO CHANNELS OF JENSEN 13K6C MIC TRANSFORMER INPUTS AND INSTRUMENT
LEVEL
INPUTS, PHANTOM POWER, VARIABLE GAIN, LOW THD ( 06 %), LOW NOISE (124
EIN), REASONABLY PRICED
USED BY: WALTER BECKER, HUGH PADGHAM (STING), RY C00DER, ALLAN HOLDS

WORTH,
ANTON SANKO (SUZANNE VEGA), MICHAEL HEDGES a OTHERS
FOR INFORMATION ON THIS PRODUCT OR THE TUBE DIRECT BOX CONTACT:

MARKERTEK JUMBO

DEMETER AMPLIFICATION
INNOVATIVE AUDIO
(213) 470 -6426 FAX (213) 470 -8817

SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS
Heavy -duty

?2.x80- padded blankets

1907 PARNELL AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

absorb sound wherever they re hung or

draped Fabulous
e
for stage.

ytu

a

sup
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use Top prolessonah quality at a super
saver once' Weight 6 lbs Black. $19.99.

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES'"

HIGH PERFORMANCE
LOW, LOW COST!

16x16x2"
Amenca's best acoustic the
S2.99 per me

Only from Marble

Cha legal AISO available 16x
Charcoal.
16x3" as shown. S3.99 each

A_....11P

foam adhe
shoe FREE with any Foam pur,
chase in this ad' Limited offe,
A $5.95 per tube value

"

ti

1jismlti

SONEX

All the colors and sizes
plus great prices!

Get our FREE 150 -page catalog of
over 5,000 exclusive and hard -tofind supplies for audio & video.

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

4

r

25

Inll

40.46
38.69
32.82

31.26
29.75
25.24
44.15

I

RE- 115K -E
RE -11P -1
RE -MB -C
RE -MB -D

$49.01
$46.66
$39.58
$69.23

57.41

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES

VIDEO SUPPLY

I
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II

Phone (800) 627 -7277

Madisound Speaker
Components processed 20,000
1989,

-

Turbosound TMS -4 Speakerst
Turbosound TMS -1 Speakerst

Brookes Siren FDS -320 Crossovers
Brookes Siren FDS -360 Crossovers
Vega 67B Wireless Microphone

-

2 2 -

Systemst

Klipsh LaScala Speakerst
Sony UHF Wireless
Microphone Systems
4 - ART Delays
equipment in errellerd condition
* Road Cases included

4

-

-

On Stage Audio

\I( III(l'\5,1\(.

Kr

2

.411

INSIST ON A
REICHENBACH!

MARKERTEK
In

12

REICHENBACH ENGINEERING is now marketing the
Legendary audio transformers through
BAUER COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Reichenbach pioneered the technology giving you flat
group delay. and the beset response with no overshoot or ringing Our low distortion core matear,
eliminates that muddy bottom end

1800-522- 20251 e/aiic%r uäv &vdeol
New`vstkrA24-5

For Sale

Now You Can Afford
THE WORLD'S FINEST

-211111.1.110.11,1*

MARKERSTIK'

:later
.t ...9 ~f

PRE -AMP

ACOUSTIC FOAM

2- Reg S25 95 Now 519.99
Reg
>>5 95 Now $29.99' KILL NOISE QUICK!
High performance, tuu -sue sheets of super high density Markerfam.
EZ mount. Blue or gray. SOpu-ffecbve sound absorption for studios.
Markerloam offers best value. hooks professional .5 s proven m studos
wondwde Request Foam -Buyers Guide Catalog. specs U free sampes
today VISA. MC. AMEX, COD PO s QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

,

MICROPHONE

Immediate Shipping

1-1

, --'
- --

TUBE

GIANT 54 "x 5411

r orii
illit

VTMP -2

Fax (818) 894 -0715

(formerly marketed as fensen transformers)

Chicago (708) 634-2490
Orlando (407) 292 -0012
('all for more information and pricing

orders.

VIFA
FOCAL

PHILIPS

DYNAUDIO
MB QUART
AUDAX
PEERLESS
SOLEN

EUROPA
MOREL
KEF
ETON
PERFECT LAY

SIDEWINDER
ELECTROVOICE
SLEDGEHAMMER
Shouldn't your business take
advantage of these fine

product lines?

Madinaotend Speaker

Components
8608 University Green
Box 4283 Madison WI 53711
Phone: 608 -831 -3433
Fax: 608-831 -3771

The Studio POP Filter
A

Great Improvement on

a Good Idea!

Open up the sound of your vocals
and voice overs without annoying
"POPS" ruining your best take!
Standard mu stand
adaptor with threaded
brass insert
One piece plastic rims.

5' diameter -in sky blue
or black

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

Only

$2400
With optional
Clamp and
Gooseneck
$4495
plus shtpptap

AUDIOVISUAL ASSISTANCE
565 Sherwood Road,
Shoreview, MN 55126
Phone: 612.481-9715

NEW, USED, DEMO EQUIPMENT
LARGEST SELECTION OF CONSOLES,
RECORDERS AND OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT
OTARI, TRIDENT, AMEK, SOUNDCRAFT,
TASCAM, FOSTEX, AKAI, DIGIDESIGN
ADAMS SMITH 2600, PRO TOOLS, PANASONIC
TASCAM
SONY DAT'S,
DRAWMER, APPLE, IL COOPER, OPCODE,
MARK OF THE UNICORN, AKAI
ADAM /DD1000, ROLAND S750, LEXICON

-

-

AND ROLAND

REVERBS,

TAD MONITORS.

TANNOY AND

CALL FOR EOUIPMENT FAX LISTING

EQUIPMENT LEASING AND SYSTEMS
SPECIALISTS -NEW AND USED COMPONENTS

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO (602) 267.0600

Circle (47) on Rapid Facts Card

TUBE MICS
Only the finest in tube mice bought and sold.

Call Bill Bradley

(216) 723 -6494
FAX (216) 723 -6595

1 3/4" ADC TT PATCHBAYS
Balanced /normalled, 144 points like new.
Cost $395.00
Sell $129.95 each.

19" x

4

-

or more $109.95.

References available.
Call I. Patrick Green (916) 922 -5060

Greens weep Productions

FOR SALE, con't.

SUPERCOUSTIC

NH

WHY

ACOUSTIC FOAM

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN THE COUNTRY
WELL BEAT ANY DEAL

48" x 48"
IMMEDIATE
SHIPPING

2 -$15.50
3 "- $23.50
4"-$27.50
Medium Blue or Custom Charcoal Colors.

Stop Sound Now!

GO

ANYWHERE ELSE

FOR ANYTHING AUDIO...
...when we carry a full range of professional audio and video
equipment to match every application and budget. With a focus on
personal service, and competitive pricing we can help you get the job
done easily 6 cost -effectively. Put our team to work for you and start
saving time and money today!
Take a look at some of our high quality lines...
ALPI IA AUDIO AKAI AKG AMPEX
ADAMS -SMI -11I AMA-RDA
TAPE AMHEX ART ASHLI \UDIO AUDIO -KINETICS BSS BRUE' &
KJAER COMMUNITY LIGHT & SOUND dbx DDA DIC DAT
DRAWMER EVENTIDE FOSTEX GEPCO GML IIAFLER HARDY
HILL AUDIO JOSEPI!SONS ENGINEERING JUICE GOOSE KLARKTEKNIK LEXICON MACKIE DESIGNS MILAB MOGAMI MRL
NEOTEK RANE SENNIIEISER SOUNDMASTER SOUNDTRACS
SONY SUMMIT AUDIO SYMETRIX TANNOY T.C. ELECTRONICS
TURF -TECA TURTLF TIFACT! SYSTFM1S VALLEY WAIT[
CALL FOR PRICES ON OUR NEW 6 USED EQUIPMENT SPECIALS
i

With the Highest Density

.

Polyurethane Foam available anywhere.
Excellent sound proofing for all applications.
Custom colors and sizes, also available.
Warning- Don't buy low density bed size mattress foam that has no sound absorbing properties or specs. Buy from the only company that
specializes in foam and Guarantees satisfaction!
Call now for FREE Catalog, Specs. 8 Samples

=

\A"l'IO\AL FOAM, 1\C.
Thc'

1

-800 -247 -4497

IN CA (213) 650 -8906
6311 De Soto Ave., Surte A
Woodland Hills. CA 91367

chid'
C

o

D
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FOSTEX RB. G16 & G24S AVAILABLE! SONY DAT IN STOCK! TANNOY PBM 6 5-SYSTEM 12 IN
STOCK! DRAWMER DS2O1 GATES $759 DRAWMER 1960 STEREO TUBE MIC PRE /COMP
$2450 TUBE-TECH PE1C, CLIB, NOW IN-STOCK! SOUNDTRACS MRX. PC MIDI, & QUARTZ
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE DDA CONSOLES SPECIALS AKAI SAMPLERS IN STOCK
SUMMIT EQUALIZERS COMPRESSORS MICS & PREAMPS IN STOCK
- 25 TUBE MICS IN STOCK NOW (2) TELE 251 E -LAM E MINT-CALL
(6) NEUMANN
TRIDENT 80C -CALL
U64 -CALL
NEVE 8068 32x24-CALL
TAC
SSL 4040E /RECALL -CHEAP
SCORPIAN 36x12x24 W /BAYS $16K AUDIO FRAME CHEAP -CALL
(2) MCI636 30x24 -AUTOCALL TASCAM MS -16 PKGS START Cì $5K FOSTEX B16D $4K (2) OTARI MTR -90 -II UNDER
$30K AMPEX ATR-102 $5K MCI J11-24 W /ALIII $22K STUDER A800 24 TRK -CALL AMS
AUDIOFILE (LOADED) $55K
24 TRACK 2" MACHINES STARTING
$9K (2) U67 TUBE $41( MG
TUBE $1.9K (NEW)
LEX 480L W /SAMPLING $9K
(2)
61 HAMMOND B3 W /LESLIE -MINT $3K
STUDER A80 MK IV 24 TRK UNDER $30K
HILL AUDIO DATUM CONSOLE 24x8x16 $10K
AMS RMX16 $5K CALL FOR LISTINGS!!!
NEW AKAI S1000 HD 4MEG $4K

USED SPECIALS

JVC DS -DT 900 1.)AI' Recorder Demo
Sale: $3,700. ORDER TODAY!
Also: List your used 2-24 TRK gear wit Ii
us for free!
We buy, sell and trade Pro Audio Gear.

Call Barry at BCS

THE DIGITAL AUDIO SOURCE

818- 845 -7000

anything audio
professional audio and video systems

CUSTOM LENGTHS RECORDED OR BLANK
ALSO TELEP IRE ON-H! LB /STEMS

it

MANN
ENDLESS LOOP

63 MELCHER

STREET

BOSTON. MA

02210

OUR

IN

15th

U.S.A.

YEAR

MANU

A

TURER DIRECT

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES
O.

Installation

System Design

LIST YOUR FOR SALE EO111P1.1ENT WITH US FREE "'
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MADE

P.

Equipment Soles

CALL 617- 426 -2875
FAX 617- 426 -2763

BOX 1347.

(415) 221 -2000

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94101
FAX (415) 387-2425

American Pro Audio

---------------------1=31;

Sony /MCI Trident
Tannoy Eventide
Yamaha Tubetech
Fostex Soundtracs
Beyer Roland Akai
Ramsa Panasonic

Mini Lease Program
New or used, trade-ins 24 -W)
months with buyout option
55K -25K no financials
reguirn'd min. 2 yrs in business.

1- 800 -333 -2172

COMPLETE STUDIO PACKAGE FOR SALE!!
Client lost his lease! This complete Turnkey studio is immediately
available. Mint condition, 2.5 years old, well maintained. Some
wiring is included. Located on the East coast.

OTARI MX80 24 TRACK
Sound Workshop Series 34C 32/24 in 40 frame
w /ARMS II automation.
OTARI MTR -10 Time -code 2 track
Panasonic 3700 DAT
UREI 813C Monitors
Hafler Amplification with White EQs
Neumann and AKG microphones
plus Sennheiser, Shure & all stands
AKG 68K & Lexicon Reverbs
All Signal Processing & Effects

Complete Studio Package; best offer over $80K
24 Track & Console w /Automation; best offer over $50K
phone (617) 782 -4838
fax (617) 782 -4935

db
ENGINEERING
Circle (51) on Rapid Facts Card

Lincoln St.
Suite 103C
Boston, MA 02134
214

FOR SALE

WE'VE GOT THE GOODS!!
We offer a line of unique products described by
many as the most eclectic in the industry. Many
are our own design and manufacture When you

need something special, call us

The Mic Clamp

The Mic Pole

Cable Keepers
AKG Boom Parts
Tall Mic Stand
RFI Trap
Boom Weight

Super Cable Keepers
Atlas Stand Parts
Really Tall Mic Stand
Line to Mic Adapter
and so much more!,

AUDIO DEVICES

Yamaha DMP7 and Sony MXP 3000 mixers
Ramsa WR8420 21 mono, 7 stereo, 4 tape
Adam Smith 2600 series, large selection Call
Akal S1000 Digital Sampler
Otari MTR9024 24 track JBL 4430 speakers
Fostex 8 á 2 trk ATRs, Sync, TC á mixers
Equalizers, compressors, amps & more!
The Best Valdes in Quality, used auóo equpment
FREE tata!
Cal Fax of Vint lods

'

civic', write fore free catalog,

BLACK

THE BEST VALUES IN
USED EQUIPMENT

men our

Box 106

MICOR VIDEO EOUIPGVJENT

Ventura, CA 93002
-5557
(805)653

312 334 4300 felt,. 910 240 9449 Fa.

5545

Gatt Sheri

N

Ch

raw) Maio

s

fi0óan

,I

Digital Audio Tape In Stock
Analog Tape, Audio Accessories
Phone In Order, Ship Same Day

Great Quality

-

Great Price

Call us at

(313) 662 -0669
for prices on tapes & duplicating

World Class Tapes
Audio Tape Distributors & Duplicators
670 Airport Blvd., Suite 1
P.O. Box 7611
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
(313) 662 -0669
(1- 800 -365 -0669 outside Michigan)

WHY BUY NEW?
CHOOSE
AUDIO UPGRADES
Replace the IC's, transistors,
and caps in your console;
tape machine and outboard gear
and achieve better than new specs!

AUDIO UPGRADES
Box 7551 Mission Hills, CA 91346
(818) 780-1222 FAX (818) 892-7785

SONEX- SOURCE
Norlh,mr'ipton. NIA 01060

- Nationwide Delivery

Your Source for Sonex

Best Prices

Acoustical Foam'

800-484-1003 Ext. 0032
413 -584 -7944
Order
Fax or info
Credit Cards Accepted

Mitsubishi

H -80 digital stereo master
tape machines. One is in portable case. One
is in a roll -about console cabinet. have owned
both machines since new. The console machine
has about 50 hours use, (or less). The portable has about twice that use. The machines
have never been rented out, and have always
had the best of care. $6,000.00 each.
I

One (1) Mitsubishi H -86 digital stereo master
tape machine. have owned this machine since
new as well. The machine has never been rented out, and has always had the best of care.
I

$12,000.00

`Bruce

Swedien (805) 529 -3262

DON'T BUY USED EQUIPMENT

!

Power supplies

/ii fi hirMok
1
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FOR SALE
Two (2)

III

1

PI

\Murat
011íi

(216) 723.6494
Fax (216) 723 -6595

UNLESS YOU CALL US FIRST !

'

for almost any tube microphone.
If you want your mic to sound tete very best.
get it a new power supply. From $275.
Call bill Bradley

WORLD'S LARGEST LISTINGS OF USED
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO, VIDEO ANO FILM

EQUIPMENT

CALL OCEAN AUDIO INC.
PHONE 1213) 459.2743 FAX (2131454 -6043

POP

MILAM AUDIO

FILTERS

"THE SOURCE"

/

THE
ULTIMATE
WRAPPER

SINCE 1967

An absolute necessity
for every studio
S59.95 includes screen,
clamp, gooseneck and shipping
CALL NOW TO ORDER

HE

Outside CA (800) 446 -7677
Inside CA (818) 788 -3635

POPPER STOPPERS
P.O.

Box 6010 -658, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS, GET THE BEST,
THE ORIGINAL POPPER STOPPER
NOW DOUBLE THICK FOR XTRA PROTECTION

CONSOLES
MULTI -TRACKS
MONITORS

D.A.T.
AMPS
EFFECTS
MICS
USED EQUIPMENT
1470 Valle Vista Blvd.
Pekin, IL 61554

FAST

EASY

TIDY

Velcro Cable Wraps

RIP -TIE

(309) 346-3161
800 -334 -8187
FAX 309 -346 -6431
Circle (45) on Rapid Facts Card

HELP WANTED

AUDIO ENGINEER
Christian Television Ministry has an
opening for a 2nd shift AUDIO
SWEETENING ENGINEER. Applicant
must baye automated mixing experience and a ntininnun o( 2 years
audio tor video post -experience. S.S.L.
MTIZ -90 II. Adams Smith.
For application call: (214) 620 -1586.
ext. 6267 or mail resume to: Robert

Tilton Ministries. Attn: Personnel. P.O.
Box 819099. Dallas, TX 75381 -9099

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

or

Great Job

-r

you know pro audio, have good organization
skills. strong writing chops and want to play in
the .A', league with a winning team. consider
this: REP Magazine (Recording Engineer.
ing Production) is looking for a creative. driven individual for the editorial staff. (treat for cunnecli1 ns. peres and benefits t'unlputr literacy
a plus. laiur career growth upporumities. Send
resume and salary requirements In:
Human Resource Supervisor, Intertec Pub.
lishing Corp.. P.O. Box 12901. Overland Park.
KS 66212
M I. /11
Fot:
If

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE

your new or existing small busires3.
Grants /loans to $500,000.
Free recorded message:
(707) 448 -0201.
(SE1)

DUPLICATION SERVICES

DISC MAKERS
Cassette
Duplication
Record Pressing
CD Replication
Video Duplication

ESP
CD'S AND TAPES
COMPLETE
PACKAGES

AUDIOPHILE REAL TIME
CASSETTES ON TDK -SA

CALL FOR OUR FREE FULL COLOR CATALOG
1 -800 -498 -9353 (In PA: 215-232-4140)

DISC MAKERS
1326 North 4th Street
PA 10019

Philadelphia.

COMPLETE PRINTING
AND PACKAGING

EASTERN
STANDARD
PRODUCTIONS. INC
26 BAXTER STREET
BUFFALO, N Y 14207
TEL 716- 876 -1454
FAX 716-877 -6395
1- 800 -527 -9225

USE R -E -P
CLASSIFIEDS

Hi -Fi EQUIPMENT WANTED

WANTED

In
CD REPLICATION

HIGH SPEED CASSETTES

Complete Pockoges

Choice
Cassette Duplication

The Professional

1000 CD S

$2300.00

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

Each order
customized
to fit your budget
and your total needs
- Realt me
Replication

High speed
& DAT

LORAN
1- 800 -633 -0455
Carl For

1

Free Sample

-800- 527-9225

FOR A FREE BROCHURE

EQUIPMENT WANTED
We're looking for equipment of

exceptional audio quality...

McIntosh tube type and solid state and Marantz tube
type Hi -Fi equipment and 1940s thru 1960s speakers
from JBL Mansfield. Paragon etc.). Altec. Electro-Voice
(Patrician only), Tannoy and Jensen Imperial. Also any
Western Electric tube amps and speakers and speaker parts and EMT turntables.

NEVEs, SSLs, AMEKs, Fairchilds,
LA -2As, Pultecs, Langs, etc.
Cash or Trade
"this is not a problem."

John 1 -800- 356 -4434
9 -6 Pacific time

Tel: 617- 784 -7610 Fax: 617- 784 -9244

Mercenary Audio

For Classified
Advertising Information
Call Renée Hambleton at (913) 541 -6745

WANTED
NEVE -SSL- API- TELEFUNKEN -SONY
NEUMANN- OTARI-MCI- PULTEC- URIE-AMS
OR ANY USED CONSOLE. TAPE MACHINE,
VINTAGE MIC OR PROCESSOR YOU WANT
TO SELL -CALL

ANYTHING AUDIO

617-426 -2875

EQUIPMENT WANTED
BUY OR TRADE
YOUR USED MULTITRACK RECORDERS
AND CONSOLES

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIONIDEO

(602) 267 -0600
Augt-st1991

REF
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FINANCING

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

LANDMARK
FINANCIAL.
GROUP
Equipment Leasing
(2141644 -3297

Rent FX Rents

Nationwide
$5k to $Imm

/

Aphex
Drawmer
Eventide
Focusrite

Financing

-

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

(800) 275 -0185
FAX: (214) 235 -5452

LFCI
Equipment Leasing
Up to $75,000

Nationwide
Dealers welcome
Over 10 yrs in the A/V
industry

Publison Infernal 90

SOUND REINFORCEMENT
MIXING CONSOLE RENTALS
New! Midas XL -3
ATI Paragon
New! Soundcraft Europa - Gamble EX56
Yamaha PM3000
Gamble HC4C
Ramsa WR -5852
Gamble SC32
Ramsa WR -5840
TAC Scorpion
w' Soundtracs Sequel - ATL 32x12
wI Soundtracs Megas
Yamaha 2408
Soundcraft 800B
TOA RX- 7
-;U's Reverbs Delays Multi -FX Gates
)AT Comp /Limiters EQ's SDL -5 subs
fcnsole Accessories! Covers -Lights -Cables

AMS RMX-16

24 hr.
service

Eventide SP 2016
Lexicon 480L

7 days

0

480L Larc

&

a week

Manuals

-

All

FREE travel and shop setup time
World's largest live console inventory
9 yrs of console rental specialization
Worldwide service & backup
Spare PSU and cables included
Inventory in SF NY Orlando LA
Tours Weekly Daily - Long Term
-

-

day

for $300 a

or $1200 a week!

-

'

Provides:
Off -balance sheet financing
Tax benefits
New & used equipment
Generate capital by selling
& leasing back equipment

Includes
remote
patchbay.

T.C. 1210 spatial ex.

AMS S-DMX

with credit

application only

<New

Eventide H -3000 SE
T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)
T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)

RENT FX(e(

"LOANS BY PHONE"

TO APPLY OR REQUEST

TOTAL EFFECT

A

Pager 312-294-1137

EQUIPMENT FINANCING

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT MARK WILSON

Panasonic

Roland
Sony
Otani
Yamaha

And much more!
Office 708-452-5594

FAX (214)699 -7803

NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED FOR
TRANSACTIONS UNDER $35,000
NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
$2,000 TO $200,000
NO DOWN PAYMENT
SALE -LEASEBACK EQUIPMENT
FOR WORKING CAPITAL

Lexicon
Massenberg
Orban /dbx

(That's $171.43

a

day!)

Call for advance bookings today

(818)345 -4404
Encino, CA
Circle (49) on Rapid Facts Card

-

-

Your ad could be HERE

-

EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE PRICES,

for just $40!

Call or fax
Renée Hambleton

Hi -leck Audio

(913) 541 -6745
FAX (913) 541 -6697

(415) 742-9166

SERVICES

Apply by phone

(800) 626 -LFCI
MISCELLANEOUS

BUILDING A STUDIO ??
STUDIO & ACOUSTICAL DESIGN
COMPLETE STUDIO PLANS
WIRING SYSTEM DESIGN
STUDIO INSTALLS & PRE -WIRING
OTARI & TASCAM SERVICE

ALIGNED AUDIO INC,

SUPER QUALITY
II

lito Real Time and High Speed

Cassette Duplication
Direct On-Shell Imprint in Colors

Have your new room or facility designed

1UDIO /4pECT3
STUDIO EQUIP FOR HIRE
Technician on staff 7 a
- 1 a.m.
Open 7 days a week
Digital Tape Machines,
Synclavier Systems,
Effects Processors, Reverbs
(213) 871 -1104
(818) 980 -4006
Ask For Mark
.

70

R

E

P

August 1991

built by audio professionals with over
20 years experience as mixers, producers, musicians & studio owners.
&

db ENGINEERING
Boston, MA (617) 782 -0648

Audiophile Record Pressing
CD Replication

COMPLETE PACKAGES

ú

Call Today for your Free Catalogue
1

oR

1

FAIT

1

800-869 -6561
718-788 -6969
718-499-0421

Circle (48) on Rapid Facts Card

Want more information on advertised products?
Use the Reader Service Card.

SERVICES
RCA MICROPHONES -Repair
service on all models. Complete
sound and cosmetic restoration.
We also repair other ribbon types.
ENAK Microphone Repair, 420
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ 08071.
(609) 589 -6186.

LOUDSPEAKERS- EXCLUSIVE
Warranty /Non Warranty Repair
Factory Authorized Center
Professional -High Fidelity
Four Day Turnaround For Stockec

JBL
PS

* AR

COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE

tons

Ì%

Kits. All Work Done By Factory
Trained Technicians.

PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
1591 Brcad Run Rd
Dowingtown. PA 19335 (215) 383 -1083
.

Ì lC

PRODUCTION

212-333-5950

REPLICATION
MASTERING
PRINTING TOTAL PACKAGING
POSTERS
GRAPHIC DESIGN STUCIO
PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE
101 WEST 57TH ST. NEW YORK, N Y. 10119

"FOR THOSE WHO HEAR THE
DIFFERENCE"

MAGNETIC

RECORDING

HEADS- RELAP /REPLACEPoe

1h15 hAVe,

,-I0, balanced,

MENT for Audio, Video, Time
Code. Duplication. 29 years of
head design experience. IEM,
350 N. Eric Dr., Palatine, IL
60067; tel (708)358 -4622.

unbalanced, 61DIFz,

40U,
Optical, MIDI, iZL
6P/D1P, AC5

or 232. OvtruP?

US' MOST
COMPLETE FACULTY!

Cassette Duplication
Compact Disc Production
Custom
OMM Vinyl Pressing
Mastering Studios
Graphics
COMPLETE PACKAGES w.th state of the -art

Neve Digital Mastering for CD. Studer & Lyrec
HX -Pro Cassette Duplication. DMM Mastering
for Vinyl and a complete in -house art
department - design. layout. typesetting. color
separation. Get THE BEST at no extra costi
For a Complete Brochure caN or write
EUROPADISK. LTD.
75 Vanck Street. New York, NY 10013
(212) 226 -4401 FAX (212) 966-0456
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Phone
Renée Hambleton
for
Classified Advertising
Information

(913) 541 -6745
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Number
23

13

213 -467 -8000

70

48

718 -788 -6969

Anything Audio

67

43

617 -426-2875

Aphex Systems Ltd.

17

10

818 - 767 -2929

Sam Ash Professional

55

29

212 -719 -2640

Audio Engineering Society

33

17

212 -661 -8528

Audio Visual Assistance

66

47

612 -481 -9715

AZ -USA Inc.

53

27

800 -842 -9790

Countryman Associates, Inc

55

28

415 -364-9988

Nancy Niuer

1

219 -294-8000

213 -395 -8004
501 Santa Monica Blvd.

db Engineering

IFC
53
65, 67

26

213 -828 -6487

40, 51

617 -782 -4838

Disc Makers

44

23

215- 232 -4141

Electro -Voice

26

15

616- 695 -6831

20 -21

12

213- 921 -1112

Full Compass Systems

57

34

800 -356 -5844

Gand Music & Sound

44

22

708 -446 -GAND

Hill Audio Inc

25

14

817 -336 -5114

Hollywood Edge

59

30

800 -292-3755

Innovative Audio Systems

66

42

213 -470 -6426

3

818 -893-8411

Fostex Corp. of America

JBL Professional

BAC

Jensen Transformers Inc

38

19

213 -876 -0059

KABA Research & Development

45

24

415 -883-5041

Klark-Teknik

47

25

Lexicon Inc.

3

5

617-736 -0300

41

914- 246 -3036

Markertek Video Supply

66

MTU

51

33

919- 870-0344

National Foam Inc

67

44

213 -650 -8906

Otari Corp.

15

9

415 -341 -5900

Ramsa/Panasonic

19

11

714 - 373 -7478

Peavey Electronics Corp

2

601-483 -5365

Rane Corporation

4

6

206 -355 -6000

Roland Corp. US

1

4

714 -975 -0560

45

415 -861 -6011

Seam Tech

Sony Professional Audio

IBC

68
11

800 -635-SONY

Soundcraft U.S.A

29

818- 893 -8411

Tannoy North America Inc.

13

Tascam
Telex Communications, Inc

E

CLASSIFIEDS
Renee Humbleton

Aligned Audio

DAT Store

R

Advertiser
Hotline

Ogza4

Alesis

Crown International

72

Rapid
Facts
Number

541E4

30 -31

8

519 -745 -1158

16

213 -726 -0303

7

800 -828 -6107

A Total Effect

70

49

818 -345-4404

True Image

65

50

619 -480 -8961

Vega, A Mark IV Company

41

20

818- 442 -0782

World Class Tapes

68

46

313 -662-0669
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913-888 -4664
9221 Quivira Road

Shawnee Mission, KS 66215
Telefax: 913 -541-6697

SANTA MONICA, CA
Herbert A. Schiff
213- 393 -9285

Jason Perlman
213- 458 -9987

Kelly Daugherty
213 -451 -8695

Santa Monica, CA 90401
Telefax: 213-393 -2381

CHICAGO, IL
David Ruttenberg
312- 435 -2360
55 East Jackson Blvd.

Chicago, IL 60604
Telefax: 312- 922 -1408

NEW YORK, NY
Stun Kushine
212 -332 -0634

38th Floor
888 Seventh Ave.
New York, NY 10106
Telefax: 212-332-0663

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Richard Woolley
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre
Clifton Road
Deddington, Oxford
OX15 4TP England
Telefax: +44(0) 869 -38040
Telephone: +44(0) 869 -38794
Telex: 837469 BES G

FREWVILLE, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
John Williamson
Hastwell, Williamson, Rep.
Pty. Ltd.
109 Conyngham Street

Frewville 5063
South Australia
Phone: 799 -522
Telefax: 08 79 9735
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

TOKYO, JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
1101 Grand Maison
Shimomiyabi -Cho, 2 -18
Shinjuku -ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: 03 -235 -5961
Telex: J -33376 MYORIENT
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tig brother. ?eaveÿ s newest entry int)
the synthesizer market makes its debut with a mash. In- roducing he new
idirlg high on the success of its

DPM'2 iigital phase modulation synthesizer. Now you can lave tie high
performance of the DPMÑ3se with a surprisingly low ines_ melt. The DPM 2
was des gned for the stage or studio musician wh) wants the power. sounc.
and flex-bility of the SE with only a limited array cf extras. allowing you to
expand at your own pace as your needs demand. 1_ cortairss the same 4
Megabytes of internal ROM samples as the crit: rally acclaimed SE. offering
the incredible clarity and bandwidth of 16 -bit - esolution. Other èatures
include: 600 internal program locations (300 fac _ory. 300 user). ar d up to
801) locations with memory card: a built -in 24 -b t programmable dual effects
processor: ten 32 -piece programmable Drum KL .os'ations: up to 4- program
mapping for creating layers. splits, and velocity sdvite'aes: 13 vcice polyphony:
an 1 16 channel multi - timbral capability with dynamic voice alocatic n. Plus.
like its big brother, the DPM 2 is totally software based! And if that weren't
enough. the DPM 2 will also accommodate simpb, atfordatle future c pgrades
a sequencer. sample RAM exiansion, and true sampling
and adcitions
capabili.ies. to name just a few. The DPM 3se led the way in -evolutioni:ir.g
modern synthesizer technology. Now the DPM 2 continues the tradition.
And in this case. second best is still number one.

-

WOW PeiveyDeiler bay

g WPM 2!
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Even Our Smaller
Systems Can Fill A
Big Hall.

SR4700 Series
You've seen and heard our big systems,
installed in major venues around the
world and on tour with some of the
biggest names in the
music business. The
SR4700 Series Loudspeaker Systems are
equally at home on the
road or in the hall.

Their legacy comes from
Cabarets Series, a prime
player in small to medium
club sound reinforcement
since the seventies. Their
influence is Concert
Series;" the new standard in
packaged JBL systems. With
(:,tharet as the starting point and
Concert Series as our current direction, we
listened to your comments and suggestions,
turning them into the sound system of the nineties
and beyond.
The SR4700 Series is pure pro audio. Pure JBL components, the same caliber as those in our larger systems,
including the Vented Gap Cooling' low frequency
drivers and the 2445J compression driver. Pure JBL enclosures, five times stronger than traditional designs,
and protected by plastic- coated steel grills and super durable fabric- laminated plywood cabinets. Pure JBL
sensibility, interlocking enclosures with heavy-duty steel
handles and recessed input connectors, so they travel
tighter, set -up easier and last longer.

pure JBL. Be the first in line to hear them
today at your local JI3L dealer.
SR4700 Series,

JBL
JBL Professional

8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329
HA

Harman International Company
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